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What makes a great website?

Websites

What makes a great website?

This post is for those small business owners that are forever replacing their websites and

providers every 3-5 years. So if your not getting the results you want and need this will be

a good place to start. I will discuss the reasons why a website is important and what I

believe to be the most important factors to consider.

I hope by the end of this post you will feel you have a much better understanding of the

role your website plays in your business.

Its not yours!

That’s right the first thing I believe you need to get your head round is that your website is

less about you and all about your customers and prospects. Think about who the people are

that are hopefully going to visit your website, what are they looking for and what do they

want to achieve. So many websites today are the equivalent of an online brochure. They

are all “me, me, me”. They talk about what they do and how great they are. Often using

technical jargon & acronyms, they often offer very little to the customer or prospect other

than “here we are, now buy from us”, which 99% of the time means calling them on the

phone.

Understand that today’s consumers are looking for a very different experience and no

intention of picking up the phone unless their objective in the first place was to get your

phone number.

What they are looking for is the answer to their questions and quickly. More on this later.

Objective
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Every single visitor who comes to your site has one objective and its always the same, “to

find what they want and fast”. Now what that is will of course be different each time in

terms of what they want to find, but do not underestimate the fact that if they don’t find it

within around 3 clicks then they are gone.

Nobody has time or patience to dig around websites hoping to find what they want. They

expect to find it straight away. How you do that is by making that information really easy

to find.

User Journeys

To get people to “what they want and fast” you must first understand that not every single

person who visits your site is ready to buy right now. In fact the majority of people who

visit business to business sites (B2B) are in fact researching and looking for answers to

their questions. The same can be said for Business to consumer (B2C) although they might

have a little more buying intent but still will be researching.

If you understand that regardless of where they are in the buying process they will have

questions, it is the role of your website to take them to the answers as quick as possible.

This all starts with the page the user lands on and this may not be your homepage.

From what ever page they land on the visitor will have an expectation, “am I in the right

place?” Ensure that it is crystal clear what each page on your site is about and what you

are asking them to do now and next.

Never ask a visitor to do too many things, by having lots of calls to action (do something

now) you will confuse the visitor and they will do nothing. Keep the using going by

providing next steps of navigation both at the top and bottom of every page. This way if

the visitor is not sure they are on the right page the can navigate somewhere else from the

top and if they get to the bottom they know what to do or where to go next.

If a visitor is left to work it out for themselves they will simply get frustrated and leave.

 Experience

Your website is a key component in the experience you are providing right now. Potential

customers will make a judgement on you and your company based on your website and

how easy it is to learn and do business with you.
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Is your website answering their questions? is your website taking them on journeys? What

story are you telling through using your website?

Your site should be a living and breathing hub of resources where you demonstrate your

expertise and teach to your prospective customers.

Content

Knowing that your site should be a hub and wealth of information its goes without saying

that you answer all of the questions though content. This could be blog posts, videos,  or

audio. Which ever one answers the question best.

Video is a a great way to engage and stimulate interest on your website and i would highly

recommend putting video on your site. It will be a 24/7 sales person for the you that gets

your pitch right every single time.

If cost is an issue then blog away. Its’s just your time and knowledge required.

Design

This is where most web developers are great. They understand how to make all of this

look fantastic. Even better bring in a branding consultant too and between strategy, design

and brand you can build the perfect website.

I personally like clean designs that are easy to see and understand but as with everything in

this blog it depends on your industry and the story you are trying to tell.

It goes without saying that your site has to be responsive and work on a mobile. with over

50% of all internet traffic taking place on a mobile phone your site should be mobile first

and not an after thought. Google are now taking this into huge consideration as of mid

April 2015 and if your site is not responsive you will see your Google rankings decline.

SEO or search engine optimisation

I am no SEO expert that’s for sure but my thoughts are very much around write to for

people not search engines.

Google’s objective is to work more like people and give better more relevant results.

Therefore find out what your customer and prospects are searching for and use that as the
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title of of a blog and write about. What people are typing into Google and other search

engines is questions. If your content and site is relevant Google will find it.

There are far more tactics to improve your rankings. But if you dont want to either

understand or pay for SEO then stick with the above and you will do just fine. If ranking

first for your keywords is everything to your business consider working with an SEO

expert.

I hope you have found this useful and if you feel i have missed something critical please

let me know.

The future of websites

In this blog I will explore what I can only imagine the future of websites being. This is

purely me and my thoughts and a small amount of research from others.

Websites have evolved slowly over the last 10 years or so, It has gone from heavy on the

text to heavy on the images and now we are somewhere in between with clean simple flat

designs very popular.

Personally I love the minimalistic flat look. Its clean and tidy and visually pleasing.

But how about the future what is next for web design?

I did a little research and found some interesting articles that have some interesting ideas,

but nothing that really pointed to massive changes.
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Personally I believe there will be 2 factors that will impact the future of web design.

1) Devices

2) Personalisation

1) Starting with devices I believe that these hold the key. Mobiles and tablets in particular

and maybe whatever the next device or output is. Microsoft Hololens is one output that

could play a big role should it take off. Whatever the device or output the size and how we

interact with it will determine how companies educate and communicate with our

prospects. Now we have connected devices with a good enough internet connection I can

see the use of film and video being adopted more as it will suit the devices better and get a

message or information to the prospect cleanly and clearly. Internet speeds are only going

to get better and the devices we use are going to become more powerful.

How we interact with the devices of tomorrow is the key, will it be a touch screen like we

are used too today or will it be something retina based (eye tracking). Voice command is

getting very popular now but I cannot see us getting past the touch screen for a bit. Either

way, whatever is our primary input and output from these devices will determine how data

is presented.

2) Personalisation is becoming part of our everyday experience now and although there is

a very good argument and debate for privacy and rightly so, however I still feel that

convenience and utility will win over. I think we will start seeing the rise of smart content

on dynamic websites that display information based on who you are, where you are from

and what behaviour you have previously displayed and what content you have previously

consumed.  This pretty much exists already and I now hope we start seeing more and more

of this technology being implemented and adopted. This will mean that websites will

become more complex and therefore webdesign will become more complex. It will be

more than just a great design, but about dynamic user experiences and a greater and

hopefully transparent use of data.

Whatever the future of webdesign is, I hope we take a big step forward in customer and

prospect experiences and less of the on-line brochures we see today.  Our web presence

needs to be more than what we do but an educational and content driven hub of amazing,

helpful and useful media that is easy to find, consume and then act on.

How much should you spend on a website?
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In this blog I will explore a very comment question people grapple with and that is how

much should you spend on your website.

I think the most obvious place to start is with what can you afford? There is no point

spending money you simply do not have.

But before I go into what kinds of websites you can have and why you need to think about

this I feel I need to outline the importance of your website and why it needs to be done

right.

Now you may use email marketing, or social media or even paid services like Pay per

click and display advertising?All of these are designed to drive traffic to your website in

most cases. But why or earth would you drive traffic to a website that does not designed

and built around converting? Now a conversion is not always a sale. It could be a

download or a email signup or lots of other micro conversions that all lead up to a main

conversion in most cases a sale.

By driving traffic paid or otherwise to a site that is not clear, simple and enables visitors to

find what they want and fast its all a waste.

So as much as all the other elements of digital are important and they really are, they are

far less effective if your website is wrong.

So to the point in hand, how much should you spend. There are a few different models on

the market today the normal quote for design and build and sometimes an on-going fee for

support. And there is also a slightly newer format of paying monthly with no upfront cost.
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There are of course pros and cons to both.

There are also some massively different price scales out there from a few hundred pounds

to a few hundred thousand pounds if not more.

I would suggest basing the budget on your turnover and size of your company. The other

to consider is what do you want from your website? With technology today you can do so

much more than just create an online brochure.

For example there is no reason why your website provider should not be able to provide

you with a system that will tell you who visits your site and how often. Systems that can

collect progressive bits of information from your prospects are no expensive and also

notify you when visitors complete certain actions. This is what is known as marketing

automation. I think this is a must for small business owners. I also believe you should be

creating user journeys on your website and understanding what your prospects want.

Now you maybe looking for an E-commerce site where you are looking to sell things

direct from your site? These site will generally cost more than traditional websites. Getting

a well designed site and continually improving and testing is the key to an E-Commerce

site and finding the right relationship with a provider is key.

So how much you spend is a bit of an open ended question, I would first talk to various

different suppliers and get a real understand of what you want and what your prospects

and customer want from your website. Do you want more leads, more sales, more email

sign ups and all of these? By understand the size and complexity of your proposed website

you should after speaking with a few providers get a bit of an idea. I have worked on

projects both very small, like my own, and more recently very large with values over

£100,000.

If you want some advice or some information on any of the above please drop me a line at

david@davidmarkshaw.com I would be happy to point you in the right direction.

Should you talk about pricing on your website?
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In this blog I will explore the big question people do not like to talk about online –

Pricing!

Does this one make you shudder? For some it will others not at all. I think a better

question for this blog is why wouldn’t you address pricing on your website?

Let think about it for a minute, maybe there is the very rare occasion that not listing your

pricing is a good idea? I cannot think of any right now and will update this blog if that

changes. So I am not going to be so bold as to say you should always address it but I will

go as far as to say in more than most cases you should address it.

So lets look at the main reasons people do not like list or at least addressing pricing.

1) I don’t want my competitors to see my pricing! – Really? Do you know your

competitors pricing? Probably, but you can be damn sure if they wanted your pricing they

could get hold of it in the same way you would find theirs.

2) It might put people off? Again really? If your pricing is too high or too low for that

matter they were never the right fit for you in the first place. This one plays into reason 4

very nicely in how to address it.

3) The answer is it depends! This is very often the case with lots of products and services

and that is absolutely fine but here is how you handle that. Like the issue in number 2 your

best bet is to at least address it. Give examples and explain how you price and then make it

clear this is example pricing only and more accurate quotes would need to be provided.

By at least addressing pricing you enable your prospects to understand where you sit in the

market and if you are the right provider for them. Understand that there are lower and

higher ends of the market for a reason, some people want to pay the higher rates for
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perceived kudos and better service. Equally there are people who are looking to get the

cheapest price possible.

For some people even when the price is fair or even really good value the pain of spending

still exists. Where others spending does not incur any pain at all. The way you can manage

these two different types of buyers is to make buying as painless and as simple as possible.

Any offer that means the purchasers can delay actual payment is a simple way of

increasing sales and lowering the pain. But does this do any good for your cash flow?

Where possible use exact numbers are they are trusted far more than rounded numbers.

Also if you can offer a tiered offering where you have a low middle and high offering as

these gives people the ability to see what they get for there money. This also make it easier

to justify when there is a higher priced offering to make the middle offering look like more

of a bargain.

Either way unless you or I come up with lots of situations where listing pricing is not a

good idea I think you must at least address pricing.

Why your website will never be finished

So why will your website never be finished? Well it

shouldn’t be ever finished, let me explain?

Web 2.0
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Websites are not how they used to be. Static and one way. The term web 2.0 was the

turning point from static information to an experience you could interact with and to

engage with.

That was the promise although many websites today are still producing the same static

websites that are no better than an online brochure.

The most important word to understand when thinking about your website is

“experience”. What is the experience your visitors are getting. You see it is all about what

they want to get from your website not really want you want to sell.

They don’t care!

It is true that in general people do not care about our products and services. They care

about their goals and their problems and it might the case that our product or services

solves that. So first things first talk about the problem you are solving not the product you

are selling.

They have Concerns

Not in all cases but in B2B where the sales cycle is normally a little longer the prospects

will have concerns about your industry or your company or your product or service and its

ability to meet their needs. There is normally anywhere from 5- 10+ of these objections.

Write them down and then address them on your website. Once you have written them

down ask yourself this, “how many of these are currently being addressed?”. This number

is normally around 1 or 2 at best. By addressing these concerns you will find your lead

generation efforts considerably easier.

They have Questions

So here is the biggest reason your website will never be finished. We all have questions

when it comes to spending money or a product or service. Just take a minute and think of

every question you have ever being asked by a prospect or a customer? Too many right?

Even more questions that even they may have not have actually asked but are thinking.

This is all content to be created and answered on your website. They could be industry

related, product or service related, without a doubt price related questions and even

questions about your company and your team.
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I am yet to meet a company that has successfully answered them all and announce they are

done!

Those that do answer questions and lots of them are providing huge value and more

importantly at a time and a place and on the device that suits the prospect or customer.

On Demand World

We don’t watch TV like we used to. We don’t shop like we used to either. We expect to

be able to consume this information on demand like everything else we do today. Do you

really think people are going to get the yellow pages out, find you, then book an

appointment with your sales team to visit them? Or wait for the next trade show to come

along and visit your stand? Unlikely at best. Today we have access to the internet in our

pockets via our smart phone and we can get the answers to our questions whenever we

want.

So answer all of your prospects questions or not? Someone will.

To answer the question of this blog post when is your website finished? Never, it should a

living breathing evolving hub of resources and guides that make it easy for your prospects

and customers to meet their goals.

Are smart websites next?
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In this blog i will explain what a smart website

is and why I feel its the next wave of websites.

So what do I mean by a smart website? What I mean by a smart website is a website that

knows who visits the site, how often and from where, a site that displays content

dependant on who that visitor is and what we already know about them.

I feel that now the technology  is available and cost effective for small business owners

this should be the next wave of websites.

It can be applied to your existing site quite easily and will give you the insights your sales

people will love.

To determine if a smart website is right for you ask yourself the following questions:

1) Do you know who is visiting your site and what content there are reading?

2) Can you track the same visitors and what emails they read of yours?

3) Can you see where people are clicking and not clicking?

4) Do you know how far people read a page on your site are they scrolling down?

5) Can you display content based on who the visitor is, what they have read before or

where they from?

These are just a few things but maybe you do not really need or want to know this

information? If not then a smart website maybe not for you.
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For those in a Business to Business environment I imagine this stuff would be great for the

sales team right?

Smart websites can move prospect into different email lists based on behaviour. They can

automatically lead score and notify you when a prospect has completed a certain amount

of activity.

This score is known as the tipping point, when a prospect has displayed enough intent for

you to be confident that they would welcome a call of email or whatever.

This all comes under the banner of marketing automation but to be tied into smart content

and and tracking makes it so much more.

Is this Google Analytics you might be thinking? No I am not talking about that but it is

always advised to have this set up correctly and use the data it brings. That is what most of

this is, its data and what you do with it.

Having systems set up to monitor all of the usage on your website and deliver timely and

relevant information when your visitor wants it all makes for a better experience.

For many B2B companies I see this as the next step in websites, smart websites that

deliver fantastic experiences and working round the clock for you delivering the

information you need when you want it.

We have had the wave of CMS and mobile sites and they are still as important as ever, but

now its time to make your site smart and start working for you.

Do you think you could benifit from a a smart website? You can event use your existing

site in most cases.

Drop me a line at david@davidmarkshaw.com if you want to learn more.

Why most websites fail
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I think the reason most websites fail is really quite simple. Your website is not a stand

alone asset. Most small business websites are re-designed every 3 years and go on to make

the same mistakes.

Let me ask you a few questions: How many times a day do you or your team log onto your

website? I log on to mine daily! Every single day pretty much. Why? If I am not creating

content, I am changing or testing or improving both the site and the content that is on here.

I know I need to optimise my blog posts for keywords, I know I need to do lots more

on-page SEO as a whole. My images are too big and I have too many plugins doing too

many things.

This is because I am always testing and looking for new ways to create a better experience

and to create more functionality and resource. You see if I am not creating content I am

adjusting, improving and testing.

My website is a living and breathing asset and it will never be finished, not ever. I neither

should yours. I have tools that capture email addresses, tracks how much people read and

where the click, what pages they visit this all feeds into my email software and other

analytics’s system so I can understand what works and what doesn’t. I want to know what

content is working and what styles of content are working. I change images and text on my

pages to test what serves my audience best.

Does this all take time? Of course it does, but I am serious about creating value for my

audience and serving them better each and every day.

Website email integration

One of the first things I look for in a small business website I may review is the email

capture. I know I am preaching to the choir in most cases here, however your email list is

everything, many many websites either have no email capture or maybe just 1 optin box

with the line “sign up to the newsletter”. Enticing? Hardly. You need to tell your audience

what to expect, how often will you email them and what can the expect to get and why
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they should. I can currently working on some content upgrades and a free ebook to give to

people who do sign up to my list.

It really is not hard to integrate your email provider with your website is most cases. Often

your email provider will enable you embed a form onto your website and most decent

plugins offer and easy integration as well.

Make sure you have enough options for people to join your list not just one. I find the one

at the bottom of my blogs and podcasts works best for me. However you need to test this

for your audience.

Dont have an email list?

Get cracking on one then. Start today, Mailchimp is free and is easy to integrate with your

site. Then use Sumome or Rapidology to create more pop ups and other options to get

signups. Ensure you give people a reason and then make sure you add value in the emails

you do send. Get a strategy in place and know what you are going to send via email and

how this is going to add value and solve the problems of your audience. This needs to be

mapped out correctly and then tested. Your email strategy is vital and knowing how it

works with your website is key.

Create compelling content

Any audience today is making choices. If they are reading or consuming your content they

are not doing the same for someone else. We have a limited amount of attention and the

moment we are bored we are gone. Write content that you would want to read. Content

that inspires and motivates, content that solves problems, content that educates and

empowers. Your website needs fresh new content all the time. People need to realise that

your website is always changing and has more content to offer. If they go there once and

read a static site there is no need for them to ever go back.

Create a Blog or Podcast or both

By creating a blog or podcast and consistently churn out helpful and useful content you

will not only serve your audience today but find new people tomorrow and everyday.

Whatever format works for you and your audience and keep publishing. There is a never

ending amount of content you could and probably should be creating. Again get a content

strategy in place and then a schedule. Consistency and quality are key and so is testing.
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Try different styles and formats and see what works for your audience.

Use technology to measure effectiveness

There are kinds of tools to test how much people read or if the clicked and where are the

clicking. If nothing else ensure you have Google Analytics installed and working and

setup correctly. You should take the time to understand how to use the software so you

know when visitor are completing goals or not and you should understand why.

Keep testing and experimenting

There are loads of things that make up a great website, but with the right tools and training

and a living and breathing website you will get the results you want. Do not settle for a

static website. Work with people that know how to bring all of this technology together to

give you actionable insights and information that actually make a difference to your

business. Your website should be able to provide you with so much information that you

know what kinds of people are visiting, where from, and what they are doing and looking

for on your site. armed with this information you can create user journeys and content that

helps them and positions you as the right solution to help them.

None of this stuff is particularly expensive and many of the tools are free or low cost. It

does take time and it can be hard work. But get these basics right and then you will start to

see your website as a key component not just in your sales and marketing but in your

business strategy as a whole.

How to build trust online?
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In this blog I will attempt to answer the question “How to build trust online?”.

So lets start with the obvious, it is harder to build trust when you cannot talk to your

prospect. Now with 70% of the buying process taking place online it is more important

that ever to build rapport and trust online without having direct contact with your

prospects.

Yet despite this many companies still don’t seem to understand this and offer the bare

minimum in terms of a digital offering.

These companies have a website sure, but they are not doing the one thing that will enable

them to build trust.

This one thing is actually a very natural and obvious thing, for some people they nod when

I say this and others it makes them a little nervous.

The one thing that is missing for these companies is complete transparency and a give it all

a way mentality.

That is right give it all away in terms of information. Too many companies offer the bare

minimum and expect the prospect to pick up the phone to complete the jigsaw. Guess

what, most do not call.

The ones that give it away and make an effort to educate and inspire and be great teachers

are the ones that are getting the enquires and ultimately the sales.

I realise that the fear gets to lot of business owners. They want the appointment and the

sales person controlling the journey and dripping information when they want. But it no

longer works like that, as consumers we expect the answers to be available, all answers

and when we want it.

It really is as simple as this, if you don’t provide the answers prospects want, someone

else will.

The truth is that nobody is going to copy you and you should be proud of your pricing and

processes.

There is no such thing as secret sauce and the quicker business owners realise this the
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better.

Offer transparency and give away so much information you actually feel uncomfortable.

The kind of stuff that is chargeable is the kind of content that is going to drive traffic,

conversions and most of all trust.

This is a real leap of faith and I get that, but the world is changing fast and more and more

of the buying process is taking place online and most of it on a mobile phone.

This is not the end of sales people far from it. Its the time of the new sales person, the guys

and girls that are looking to be the best teachers, the ones that are producing amazing

content that is so good you would pay for it.

Building trust from the very first touch point right up to every communication after needs

to be considered and managed.

Every moment counts, its no longer about closing a sale it is all about starting a

relationship.

Why responsive design is just the start

In this blog I will explore why having a responsive website is only the start when it comes

to creating customer experiences.

So now that the big date of April 21st 2015 is nearly a month in the past I thought it would

be a good time to reflect on what is next. In case you were not aware as of April 21st

Google are taking into account if your website is mobile friendly in its delivery of search

results. You can find out more here.
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So what’s next? Well I believe that this is just the beginning and here is why.

In the middle of 2003 mobile internet connections surpassed that of desktop connections.

Since then more than 50% of websites visits on from a mobile device.

Now there are still a lot of sites that are not responsive and it is not just the search results

that are going to affect these sites. The experience they are providing is likely to frustrate

visitors and drive them to other other websites.

This is in fact true even if your site is responsive. Today we have quite low expectations

on our web experience. People in general assume that websites are primarily for desktops

and for mobiles second. But as mobile apps and mobile websites get better our

expectations are likely to increase.

The first few mobile sites and apps were pretty poor in comparison to today. Do you

remember the first few ipad apps which were magnified versions of the phone app and

considered tablet friendly. We would not really accept this today.

In the near future we are going to find that we want and expect a really great mobile

experience, one that is not just an afterthought.

We should be building sites with a mobile first mentality and many digital leaders will tell

you that we should be building for a mobile only experience.

Currently the final transaction of many purchases still takes place on a desktop but with an

average of 25% and rising fast mobile transactions are the future.

Trust is the factor that is keeping the majority of purchases on a desktop. In order to keep

your prospects warm and to ensure they make that purchase you need to create that trust

and ensure your website is as easy to use as the desktop.

The same logic applies to your mobile apps. The customer experience  is everything and if

your mobile app has the ability to buy you need to make sure you win the trust battle.

Starbucks have done a fantastic job with their mobile app and in 2013 had 16% of all

transactions via their mobile phone app, that is 7.5 million transactions. Convenience is the

compelling reason for this.
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Customer journeys now nearly always start on a mobile device and keeping prospects

engaged is the challenge and when done right enabling the transaction to take place.

If the journey happens over a longer period of time, ensure you have the ability to keep a

consistent experience across all of your digital assets.

The future is mobile and the future is now and its those that invest into these customer

experiences that will win.

What is a CTA?

In this blog I will look to answer the question

“what is a CTA?”

For those of you looking for the short answer CTA = Call to action (at least in marketing

terms). If that is all you needed, thanks for stopping by 

Still here? Ok cool. So a call to action is pretty much how it sounds. It is a request for the

visitor to that webpage or landing page or social post to do something.

It could be any of the following and lots more:

1)  Complete a form

2) Sign up to an email list

3) Download something
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4) Visit another page or landing page

5) Play a video or audio

6) Buy something

Why do you want CTA’s on your website?

Nice and easy this one, to keep the user journey flowing and to help direct them. A

website with dead ends is a common occurrence unfortunately and the way to avoid this is

to give the visitor clear directions. This will also lower bounce rate and exit rate in many

cases.

Now in the case of E-commerce you might not want them to leave the page and the CTA

is all about making the purchase or at least giving some indication you may by it later by

adding to a wish list.

For a Blog it might be an email sign-up or a free download of some kind. Either way you

need to think about your user journeys  and make sure that there is a clear path and when

you want a visitor to take action you provide them with a relevant CTA.

The relevant part is really important as if it is not relevant it is unlikely to be clicked.

There are also lots of tools for making CTAs and testing them too. Colours do matter and

so does the wording and in some cases the shape of it too. Some simple changes to CTA’s

have found dramatic increase in results.

There is no hard and fast rules but what works for you. I personally try and avoid red for

two reasons. One is because I think people associate red with danger and the other is I am

a spurs fan.

I also always try and provide 3 things at the bottom of all of my sites in the footer:

1) Email sign-up and a reason for signing up

2) Menu items to direct them where next

3) A link back to the top of the page (little blue arrow bottom right)

These options ensure that the user can take action and keep moving. If they are done I

have my email list or to keep going the menu or back to the top button.
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Regarding the testing of CTA’s I would only really worry about this if you have the traffic

and it drives revenue. Spending time split testing is not always the best thing for a

marketer with little traffic to worry about and should really be spending time building and

distributing content first.

If you made it this far, thanks 
 Let me know your thoughts or check out my other options

or hit that close window button ?

Is your website turning people off?

In this blog I will explore the use of language in your website copy and the affect it can

have on sales.

There are some websites you read and they just do not inspire you to want to take action. It

could have been many factors, lack of creditability, trust, or just poor copy that didn’t

move you to buy. Often too much information on a page can cause a visitor to just be

confused and with too much choice ends up choosing nothing?

One of the most common things that website copy does is use wallet closing language.

This is often completely unintentional to both the content creator and the end user.

What kind of words can I be talking about and why do they sometimes stop action?

What do words like “teach” and “learn” and “lecture” mean to you? What is the first

thought? Is it positive or negative?
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Not all but some people will associate those words with school or college and depending

on your feelings with them will determine if that is a good thing or not. If you did not

really enjoy school or college you might read or hear those words and think negative

without even realising it. The same goes for positive words  or at least supposedly positive

words or phrases such as “get started” or “start now”. It is important to read back the copy

on your website and then get some other people to also read it.

The call to action (CTA) items are the key areas as this is when you are most likely to be

asking a visitor to do something.

Ask yourself if you are giving the visitor enough of a reason to take the action you are

proposing? Are the words you use positive or possibly negative? Is the tone the right kind?

Always read back and then get more people to read and see how they all felt after reading

it. The whole design of the site plays a part in this process and sometimes too much

information can even talk people out of doing something.

Never ever assume people understand your terminology and acronyms, avoid them at all

costs. Always try and get your message and intended action working together and in the

simplest and easy to understand fashion.

Another mistake is writing for yourself and not for the intended reader. What do THEY

want from this particular webpage or blog? What is their goal and expectation?

When you combine all of the above with great content and design and a clear user journey

you maximise the chance that your reader will know what to do where to go and what to

expect. When they read they understand and feel that they are moving towards their goals.

It can also have the equally positive result of enabling people to rule themselves out if

your solution is not a good fit.

So I hope this blog helps you think about the kind of language you use and how it impacts

your visitors. I am pretty sure you all know this stuff, but sometimes it is the first thing

forgotten.

What is a landing page?
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In this blog I will look to answer the question “What is a landing page?”.

So a landing page is essentially a web page that contains specific information and wants a

visitor to complete a single and specific task. More often that note exchange their data for

something.

Where the person has clicked from can be from anywhere your website or even another

site or online advert. The landing page is as it suggests the page that they land on.

The information that they expect to find will relate to the wording that lead them to visit

the landing page in the first place.

Why would you want a landing page?

Landing pages are for a specific action often referred to as a “call to action” or “CTA” for

short.

The action could be to download something or complete a form in return for something

and in most cases an exchange would take place for the person’s details in exchange for

something.

So for example you may have a brochure or whitepaper in a PDF format that you would

like people to download in exchange for their details. You would create a specific page for

that to take place a landing page. You would then have some text, pictures or video to

encourage the right kind of people to then exchange their details for your valuable content.

It may be that you are selling a product or service and you are using something like

Google Adwords to find new prospects. You could then create a specific landing page for

those people who click your advert. It is important that you meet the prospects
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expectations in that whatever the copy on your advert says must be reflected when they

land on your landing page otherwise they will feel tricked and therefore will not complete

the call to action that you want.

The reason they work is the pages are designed for the that one specific task and there will

often just be a single CTA (call to action). There is no clutter and other options to distract

the visitor they are either interested or not.

Building your mailing list by offering an email course or a download using a landing page

is very effective.

There are also loads of really good tools available to help you build your landing page

using hundreds of templates that are designed to convert.

Having specific landing pages helps your visitors understand what you want them to do

and also is an easy way to get them to pay attention as there is literally just one page.

If you are not using landing pages are highly recommend starting to use them soon.

Should you talk about pricing on your website?

In this blog I will explore the big question people do not like to talk about online –

Pricing!

Does this one make you shudder? For some it will others not at all. I think a better

question for this blog is why wouldn’t you address pricing on your website?
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Let think about it for a minute, maybe there is the very rare occasion that not listing your

pricing is a good idea? I cannot think of any right now and will update this blog if that

changes. So I am not going to be so bold as to say you should always address it but I will

go as far as to say in more than most cases you should address it.

So lets look at the main reasons people do not like list or at least addressing pricing.

1) I don’t want my competitors to see my pricing! – Really? Do you know your

competitors pricing? Probably, but you can be damn sure if they wanted your pricing they

could get hold of it in the same way you would find theirs.

2) It might put people off? Again really? If your pricing is too high or too low for that

matter they were never the right fit for you in the first place. This one plays into reason 4

very nicely in how to address it.

3) The answer is it depends! This is very often the case with lots of products and services

and that is absolutely fine but here is how you handle that. Like the issue in number 2 your

best bet is to at least address it. Give examples and explain how you price and then make it

clear this is example pricing only and more accurate quotes would need to be provided.

By at least addressing pricing you enable your prospects to understand where you sit in the

market and if you are the right provider for them. Understand that there are lower and

higher ends of the market for a reason, some people want to pay the higher rates for

perceived kudos and better service. Equally there are people who are looking to get the

cheapest price possible.

For some people even when the price is fair or even really good value the pain of spending

still exists. Where others spending does not incur any pain at all. The way you can manage

these two different types of buyers is to make buying as painless and as simple as possible.

Any offer that means the purchasers can delay actual payment is a simple way of

increasing sales and lowering the pain. But does this do any good for your cash flow?

Where possible use exact numbers are they are trusted far more than rounded numbers.

Also if you can offer a tiered offering where you have a low middle and high offering as

these gives people the ability to see what they get for there money. This also make it easier

to justify when there is a higher priced offering to make the middle offering look like more

of a bargain.

Either way unless you or I come up with lots of situations where listing pricing is not a
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good idea I think you must at least address pricing.

3 things that your website needs to generate leads.

Now I going to assume that you have a pretty decent, modern website and a fair and

competitive offering as without any of these things getting leads is not the only problem

you may have.

So with that in mind here are 3 things that you can do straight away with little or no cost in

order to generate leads.

1. A clear heading statement.

Does your homepage make it crystal clear without any doubt what problem you are

solving and what benefits your prospect can expect? A clear heading statement will

enable first time visitors to know that they are in the right place. Many make the

mistake of not making it clear what it is they do and expect visitors to simply work

it out. If the visitor is confused or not sure they will simply leave your site.  Our

attention is short therefore do not make it any more complicated than necessary.

2. Do not assume everyone is ready to buy right now.

Many times I see the only call to action as a buy now button or a contact us now.

This is like asking your date to marry you on the first date. Prospect want to be

wooed. Well maybe not but they do want to be educated and have they objections

met and questions answered. Make the first call to action a free ebook or

whitepaper or just an email subscription. This way you can use email to nurture

them and monitor their engagement and then offer the wedding ring at the right

time. And if they are ready to buy right away, enable them to do so with as little

friction as possible.
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3. Talk about the problem you solve not the products and services you sell.

This might be hard to hear or believe, but your prospects do not care about you or

your products and services. They care about their problems,challenges  and goals.

Sure your products and services may solve that problem but you need to talk about

their pains first, how you will solve it and then what it is last of all. Most websites

lead with their products and themselves and how wonderful they are are. Think

about why your prospects come to your website in the first place? They have a

problem, challenge or goal they are trying to solve or work towards. Position your

website with your prospect in mind first.

These are just a few things that you can do that will immediately make a difference to your

user experience. Get your mindset right and produce content that is useful and valuable

and you will soon start building an engaging website that will bring in visitors and keep

them on your site for longer and returning again. Your website is the central cog in your

sales and marketing and should operate as your best sales person working for you 24/7.

There are of course many many more things you can and should do with your website but

these 3 are a good foundation and will make the most difference.

What font is best to use?

In this blog I will explore on a very simple level the advantages of choosing the right font

at the right time in your copy.

Fonts never really bothered me that much, not until I started to understand how they can

impact how people consume and retain information.
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I used to think that using simple easy to ready fonts was such as Arial and similar. It used

to irk me when people used fancy swirly fonts that were supposed to look like handwriting

and just made it harder to read.

There are in fact some crazy looking fonts in the lists and I do wonder if anyone ever uses

half of them?

Wingdings were funny fonts for all of 10 minutes.

So you might think that using easy to read fonts across your digital assets is the best way

and in general I would agree.

But in fact there are areas where using a more complex font can actually be advantageous.

Let me explain.

When we try and read harder fonts it takes more effort. This may be a minor thought or

irritant. But what studies have found is that when more complex fonts are used and the

content is read we can recall the information better because we concentrated more to read

it. This kinda makes sense right?

This is not an excuse to go charging off and changing all of your content to more

complicated fonts as what will happen is people will stop reading.

When using all of your content in an easy to read font we end up skim reading or not

taking it all in.

So where is the balance?

Ideally you should only use more complex fonts in certain areas and not in big chunks.

I would suggest starting with your phone number or email address and then maybe small

little areas where you want the visitor to pay more attention. This is a fine balance and too

much of anything can spoil a broth.

This does all make sense in today’s time pressed society. Consuming any content is an

investment and sometimes we do look for shortcuts. When people are quickly scanning

information looking for the takeaway they dont really allow the information to sink in and

therefore its forgotten about very quickly.
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To ensure our hard work and carefully crafted content is not just read but consumed and

taken in we may wish to consider the font we use.

Well I personally find this subject fascinating and I hope you did to? What do you think

about these Neuroscience type blogs are they interesting to you? I have loads more tips

like these if you like them?

Why is my bounce rate so high?

In this blog I will look to explain why your blog or website bounce rate may be high and

why that might not be a bad thing.

Your bounce rate is quite a simple thing really, it is the percentage of people that visit your

site or blog and then leave without visiting any more pages. It does mean that they didn’t

read the content although that maybe the case for some visitors, but that is not what your

bounce rate is measuring.

A high bounce rate is not always a bad thing. If you have a blog and you have shared your

posts over social media as I do then I would expect quite a high bounce rate. The reason is

this, the goal for the blogger is to get interested people to read their content right? The

expectation from the visitor is simple your post sounds interesting and they will check it

out. That is as far as the promise goes. They may sign up for your newsletter if the content

is really valuable. But our hope is that they read it and their promise is to at least check it

out by clicking. In most cases they will leave after that one page and that is ok. In an ideal

world they might read more than one post but how easy  do you make it for the visitor to

find new content or take the the next step on your website.
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This is something I will be looking to add to my own blog very soon, the ability to choose

another blog post to read.

In the case of a website a high bounce rate is a little more of an issue if you are trying to

build trust and rapport. E-commerce not so much. In general E-commerce comes with

buying intent so providing they know your brand and trust it one page view might be

enough to complete the transaction. In a B2B (business to business) siltation there is likely

going to be need a journey to take place and much more convincing.

The way to do this is create user journeys and make it really easy for the visitor to find the

information they want and in the order they want. One big mistake I see on websites is

dead ends. These are when you get to the bottom of a page and there is no clear call to

action or options to click anywhere else. Even by offering a menu in the footer will make

it easier for people to continue the journey or complete a call to action. For me that is to

get people to sign up to my email list. I therefore put this call to action in my page footer

as well as a menu and contact form.

This should be the minimum and ideally there should be other relevant and useful options

on the page itself.

Take a look though your site or blog and see if there are any dead ends. Make it simple

and easy for someone to click to another page and then you will see your bounce rate

improve but also understand if that is really an issue if you are getting the results you want

with a high bounce rate it is not an issue.

What are user journeys
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In this blog I aim to explain the importance of and what are user journeys.

The main problem with most websites today in my opinion is that they think everyone

wants to buy their product or service right away. They act like 17 year old guys on a first

date. They try and close the deal straight away.

Another way to think about user journeys is the classic retail sales assistant who has been

told to walk up to everyone in the store and ask “can I help?”. Friendly enough and with

good intentions for sure. The problem is the majority of people actually don’t want help

and semi politely say “ no thanks I am just looking”. Often what you find is when you

really want some help there is nobody to be found! How is the is?

If we dig into this a little the truth lies somewhere around I may be interested in something

I am just not sure what, or I am just looking to see what you are offering. There would

have been an element of intent involved in order to have walked in the shop in the first

place but was there was actual purchase intent at that time? Sometimes yes, sometimes no.

There is always an element of research and sometimes the purchase depends on the item or

service and the individual’s personal circumstances.

For example if you are thinking of buying a new tv your intent is likely research based and

opportunity lead. However if your TV is busted and you have children you are in a very

different buying mode.

So back to websites. Not everyone is ready to buy right away. You need to think about lots

of different elements that are the start of your customers and prospects journeys. The term

is user journeys which I don’t like. We are people not users. Anyway that is what they are

called.

Therefore understanding where your user came from is important. Whatever they clicked

on will bring with it an expectation. A link from search, or social maybe an email or even

typed in your URL direct. All of them made a promise before they clicked about what they

would find. Make sure whatever the promise you made is met straight away. Make it clear

what is the problem you solve and how and always deliver the content they are expecting.

All the way through your website you should keep your users engaged and offer them a

clear path to find what they want. There should be no dead ends on your site where the

user is left to either scroll back up and click X.
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You should also offer options to the user to determine there level of interest.

If a user enjoys your content and thinks they made need your product or service at some

point just not right now you should offer them the opportunity to join your email

newsletter/blog/mailing list. This enables you to keep in touch with relevant content to

entice them back to learn more.

You should also offer content on who you are not a good fit for and who are your ideal

customers. This helps people rule themselves in or out.

You must also address pricing. And finally you should offer them the ability to do

business with you.

To me when a prospect decides to work with you, this is the start and not the end. Keep

working on building a relationship.

You need to map out different user journeys and look for pitfalls and missing information.

Don’t give them a reason to go elsewhere to get the answers they want. You should walk

your own journeys and always seek feedback from those that do. Did they find everything

they wanted? What was lacking? What was good? What could you have done better?

Journeys should be reviewed often and always looking to provide an amazing journey not

just in your website but on social and email, on the phone and In person. All of these build

part of the whole experience. You should always aim to keep a single tone, message and

brand.

By understanding how important the user journeys are will enable you to not only win new

clients but retain them and create advocates from them. It may all start with a tweet and it

could go full circle and have them tweeting about how great you are and start the next

persons journey.

The new way of selling

The end of business as usual
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In this blog I will explore why I believe that this is a unique time in the history of business

and how this is just the beginning. There is a huge change going on right around us and it

cannot be ignored.

The title of this blog is not mine, It felt fitting for my take on things but its in fact a book

title for the amazing author and speaker Brian Solis. However it sums up exactly what I

wanted to blog about today but I cannot take any credit for the title.

So what do I mean by the end of business as usual? Transactional based business is

evaporating slowly but surely.

Also average is no longer acceptable its everywhere but today’s consumers no longer have

to settle for it.

The internet has giving us an amazing market that enables us to buy almost anything and

on a self serve basis.

What this self serve model has given us is the ability to dictate our own buying process

where and when we want.

We expect to find the answers we want and if you don’t provide it somewhere someone

else will. We are all in the business of trust now and those that spend the time and money

to nurture a community a build relationships and not just concentrate on the buy button are

going to be the winners.

I know what I am suggesting is maybe not what you want to hear. But is your phone

ringing as much as it used too?

So even if you have the talent and the skills you still have to meet your prospects where
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they are and expect you to be.

You still have to build relationships and make your prospects and customers choose you.

Only by creating remarkable, useful and valuable experiences will people consider you.

And if they don’t there is something missing, maybe you are not telling your story and

making people want to be part of it. We buy stories not skills.

Ask yourself this question “why should they choose you?”

Are your reasons compelling enough? What makes you stand out from the average? We

have more choice now than ever before and we are able to do so much more with less.

So what can you do about it? First of all I would suggest starting with your customers.

They have chosen you already and its imperative you keep them and understand why they

choose you. Find out why and also find out what you could do better.

Then create a marketing plan for your customers! Yes that’s right market to your

customers. Create resources and helpful content and tools to enable them to get the very

best of out of your product or service. By wowing them with an amazing experience they

will do 2 things.

1) Stick around, why would they go anywhere else if you provide an amazing experience?

Even if your more expensive they will want to work with you.

2) They will tell others, we all want a great service and when we get the chance we love to

recommend. We do this because it makes us look good.

We all know this right? I am not telling you anything you didn’t know, but do you have a

marketing plan in place for your customers?

After this there is lots you can do and too much for 1 blog post. But ultimately you need to

understand that the playing field has changed and its those that adapt quickest are going to

not only survive but thrive.

As humans this should be natural for us. Are humans still alive and thriving because we

were the strongest? No we survived and thrived because we adapted. The environment is

always changing and we have to keep adapting. Take the time to look at your environment

(industry) and see what is changing or changed and how will you adapt?
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The future is now

In this blog i will explore the scary rate of innovation and how important it is to embrace

change.

I went to a business exhibition in Kent today and it was no different to last year nor the

year before that.

There were companies promoting products and services which in my opinion are

redundant. There were others which just seemed so dated it felt like 10 years ago.

I understand this is their livelihood, this is what their companies do  and they also

probably feel the pain of change and that is why they are at these events in the first place.

So what is the answer? What should a business do if it feels like it is becoming redundant?

It really depends on the industry and how bad things are? But the first thing to do is to

really look at what is going on in your industry what are the leaders saying and doing

differently? There will be someone.

Understanding that business is different now is the next big step. I know you might not

want to hear it and may even disagree. 15 years ago a fortune 500 company would last on

average 75 years. This was when people would have jobs for life. Today a fortune 500

company has an average life of around 15 years and that number is declining.

Why? Change is happening at a faster rate than at any other time in history. It also shows

no signs of slowing. This is having a major effect on businesses of all sizes each and every

day.

As a business owner you need to be thinking about change. How is innovation going to
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affect your customers and your business.

Some things wont change for a long time, for example, we are always going to want to go

out places to eat. That is not going to change but how that event happens might do. Only a

few years ago the following steps might have happened.

You may have called a few friends and left voicemails if they had an answer

phone.

They may have picked up your call or message and got back to you.

You may have looked in the yellow pages for a venue.

You may have used a map if the location was somewhere new.

Its quite a different process today. And the way do these things in future may change as

well.

It is about embracing and managing the change in the best way you can. The best place

you can start looking at your own habits as a consumer.

Not all change is good nor is all change bad. Its how we adapt. Be aware of what is going

on in your industry and also what is important to your customers, what change are they

experiencing that you can help with.

One thing for sure is that the future is here today. We have cloud computing, marketing

automation, electric cars and so much more. Its time to adapt and accept that the future has

arrived today and will again tomorrow.

Keeping your atten

Is this blog I hope to explain the challenge we
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have with our audiences attention span.

Most people have at least a smart phone today, maybe you have a tablet as well? And

maybe a laptop or desktop computer too? There is every chance you have a TV at home as

well, maybe a radio? In many cases people have all of these and lots of them.

Each of these devices are all trying to get your attention when using them, Adverts

everywhere, inbox’s getting stuffed and notifications going crazy left right and centre

across many many social accounts.

Our brains are exposed to 10 x the amount of promotional content and media fighting for

our attention than 10 years ago, its non stop.

Its no wonder we feel so exhausted by the time we put the phone down and lay down to

sleep. (we all do it) The worst thing is that it is also the first thing we pick up again the

next day.

So with so many messages being thrown at us each and every day, is it any wonder we

struggle to focus on anything?

This is one of the biggest reasons for not putting a Twitter or Facebook  widget on your

website. Why on earth would you want to entice your visitor to go to see you on someone

else’s platform where they are going to see 100 other things to get their attention? Big

mistake.

Notifications are little dopamine hits in your brain that keep you hooked. FOMO (fear of

missing out) is driving people crazy and keeping people on social media sites for more

hours than they intended.

If I have not lost you already I am pleased, i imagine some people are off removing

Facebook and Twitter widgets from your site I hope while others saw a notification on

their mobile therefore gone!

It is the same challenge for all of us and this blog is just to give you that awareness that all

of our readers are sacred each and everyone and we are competing not so much with our

direct competitors but anything that is more interesting that what we are talking about.

There is simply not enough hours in the day anymore for many people. With so much to
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look at, watch and read there is a need to filter where you spend your time and a need to

create better content that will keep peoples attention for longer.

So thank you if you have read this far, i honestly appreciate your time and attention. I am

trying to be the best teacher I can and I don’t ask for anything other than your attention

which i completely understand is  very valuable.

So please think about this when creating any content of any kind is it going to stand out

against the kardashians and what ever they are up to or the latest video of a cat doing

something cute, because that is what your up against.

One final thought, in 2007 we had an attention span of about 17 seconds on average and a

goldfish had 10 seconds – today we have around just 8 seconds. Frighting thought.

What is digital transformation?

This blog will try to explain what is digital transformation and why it is important to small

businesses.

Sounds like something from the 1980’s classic children s cartoon transformers right! Its

quite simple really its about taking your business on-line.

Regardless if you provide products or services the journey your prospects will most likely

take will be on-line. There are lots of places it may start, social media, search, networking,
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exhibitions or anywhere.

The point is wherever they find you originally will generally then lead to a digital journey.

Now in my humble opinion, this journey starts regardless of where they are in the buying

process. I know we all like to think that everyone wants to buy from us straight away but

this is simply not the case. So even if they just want to connect with you for their own

benefit of trying to sell to you, your story starts to be told and the journey and the

experience starts.

At some point in the process the researching starts, and the prospect is now looking to find

answers to their questions. If they cannot find those answers and easily and quickly they

will leave your website or whatever digital platform they are on and move to something or

someone else.

Throughout the process they will be accessing your digital footprint across multiple

platforms and networks and on different devices and its up to you to control that

experience and guide it best you can by providing what they want and expect wherever

and whenever they want it.

Some of this is more controlled like your social media posts and your email marketing.

Others are harder to control like 3rd party review sites.

Digital transformation is taking your business to an on-line first company that has defined

the customer journey and continues to invest and improve that experience not just for

prospect but for customers as well.

There will be a number of moments throughout the journey and each person and company

may be different.

Making sure your message is heard how you want it. What story are you trying to tell and

more importantly what story are your customers and prospects telling themselves?

Digital transformation is the buying experience we ideally want and applying that to our

own companies.

So does this apply to small business? I think so without a doubt. This is not just something

for the major players in your industry, this is an opportunity for you to become a major

player regardless of your size.
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Those that take to the time to plan and invest into the customer experience will find

customers for life and those customers will become the best sales people.

Times have changed, so has your customers and they way they buy, Is it time for you to

transform your company into a digital first one?

How has digital affected the sales process

This blog will explore the different changes that have happened to the traditional buying

process as a result of digital and technology. By the end of this blog I hope you will be in a

position to see what changes need to take place in your business.

So traditionally selling was quite straight forward, get in front of enough people enough

times and in the end some of them would buy. We heard expressions such as “always be

closing”, “It’s a numbers game”, and “pound the pavement”. Businesses of all sizes

would employ telesales people to call hundreds of companies each and everyday trying to

sell something. This would be combined with advertising,networking and trade shows.

Now to be fair a lot of companies today still do this and will claim to still do well. I

believe networking is still valuable when combined with digital.

As for the rest of it lots has changed. What sales people had in the last 10 years was

uninformed decision makers. We relied on trade shows and trade magazines to keep up to

date. There was no social media or the abundance of information that we have today.

Today we can get access to the answer to any question we have in a few seconds from the

device that is always within an arms reach – our mobile phone.
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As a result of the fact that we can we now research everything and anything and its quick

and easy. We are no longer restrained and reliant on a sales person to tell us about their

product or service.

We also have an abundance of feedback from reviews and from people actually

experiencing the product or service.

When Google conducted their ZMOT (Zero moment of truth) study a few years back they

found that their was a huge increase in the amount of sources that people consume before

making a purchase decision. It jumped from around 5.4 to over 11 sources on average and

that was in 2012, imagine what that number would be now. The ZMOT also showed how

we read reviews and also asked our trusted network before making a purchase decision.

The ZMOT study showed us that between 59 – 70% of the buying process was taking

place online before they contacted a company via a form or telephone.

The study as recently been updated for 2015 and there is now what they are calling Micro

moments of truth. This is where there are even more moments of truth for a prospect and

they take place across multiple devices.

Understanding that the modern consumer is taking your funnel and turning upside down is

imperative.

You have lost business that you never knew you were competing for as a result of not

providing the experience or the answer this prospect was looking for when they wanted it.

Digital is not a fad nor is any of the elements within it, social, blogging, podcasting may

come and go but great teaching online and being useful and valuable is here to stay.

As a business owner you need to understand how your prospects buy and understand what

they are looking for.

So investing your time into this is fundamental to the future of business. When is that

future? Is it hurting now? Is sales getting harder?

Many of the small business owners I speak to don’t think this applies to them. My advice

today is to start creating a hub of resources that teach and enable your prospects to buy.

Sounds like hard work they say and it takes too long and I want sales now. It does take

time but once in place works for you 24/7 365 exactly when your prospect needs you.
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The sad truth about sales and marketing today

This may sound like a bit of rant and maybe it is, however this post is the result of recent

events in the last 24 hours both online and offline that have left me a little bewildered.

I passionately believe that when sales and marketing are done right it can have lasting

results and relationships. I blog and podcast about this and speak in front of hundreds of

business owners probably 10 times a year.

I do believe that when done right digital takes time. I also believe that it the new ways of

selling are hard work and require dedication and commitment. Showing up every week

with great new content for prospect and customers is not always easy. Putting your hard

graft and heart into a piece of content that does not seem to take off can be hurtful and yet

the quick piece you created off the cuff seems to resonate and get shares and likes.

Those overnight successes that have been producing content for the last 10 years and

nearly given up every six months may look like they are lucky but that is rarely the case.

Even those that are getting results in a shorter period of time are putting in some crazy

work in order get those results.

I see websites everyday where they blogged for 3 months and then just stopped. Podcasts

with 2 or 3 episodes then nothing. Now if it is because you found another platform that

worked better great. But if you stopped because you did get the results you wanted straight

away it doesn’t work like that.

The truth is most people do not want to do the work. Most people want instant results and

will use whatever free platform they can to broadcast their message of buy my stuff as
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loud and as often as they can.

They think social media is free advertising, they think websites are online brochures and

email is is free direct mail.

You know the types of people I mean. However there is another type that is appearing

more and more. The “Like” swappers.

These people seem to almost get it, they are blogging and often about great subjects. The

problem is they then spam groups on Facebook and LinkedIn with requests for Facebook

“Likes” in exchange for a “Like” back??

What use is a bunch of “Likes” on your Facebook page if they have no interest in your

content, your products or services and more importantly you?

When you look at your Facebook analytics and they tell you that your engagement and

reach are poor it suggests your content is poor. When in actual fact it is because you have

a manufactured audience.

We have to stop looking for short cuts and do the work ladies and gents. That might mean

a far smaller audience than you want but it is not about chasing vanity metrics.

It may take you 6 months or a year of building a relevant audience that want to hear from

you. But that is so much better than a fake one that actually never shares or comments or

ever buy anything from you.

Check out this video from Gary V or the importance of showing up and producing content

even if its just 1 person because that 1 person might be all you need.

Why Positioning Matters

So having just finished the book “Positioning” by Al Ries  and Jack Trout my thoughts

this week have naturally been on this subject.

The general lesson in the book is understanding what currently exists in the mind of your

prospect or customer, and what gap are your either aiming to or actually serving.
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This got me thinking about what market i ideally want to serve and can serve best. My

software company Virally needs to own a space in the market and to do that needs a really

clear gap in our ideal clients mind.

Competing against what i thought was our competitors (Leadpages and Unbounce) was a

possibility but would have been a major battle and not something worth doing. Those two

companies are really strong and have outstanding products and marketing as well as

amazing leadership. These guys own the landing page space.

However what I realised is we are in fact very different. Instead of competing on that

battlefield, we can re-position ourselves and they are not competitors all and in fact could

be partners.

So that is exactly what we are going to do, niche down and own a small space. Yes we

could offer more but competing against these guys would be crazy. Ebooks and

Whitepapers is the space we are going to own, our product is going to develop to enable

content marketers to think of Virally when then think of either of those items.

They say that the money is in the niches and I believe that to be true.

What space do you own in your customers and prospects mind? Is this something you

have considered how do you stand out from your competitors?

Most companies who have lots of competitors will all ways tell you that they offer a better

service. Every one of them.

We all strive to offer a better service but is that really a unique enough reason to stand out?

Maybe you compete on price? That can work for a while until someone finds a way to be

cheaper than you. This becomes the race to the bottom.

If you are not sure where your position is and would like to get a better understanding I

would recommend the book or the audible version. But be aware the book is quite old

although still relevant. The examples may seem a little dated but i found that quite

interesting. I am told there is a modern version of the book but I went with the audio

version and enjoyed it.

So even in this digital first world I feel that understanding your position in the market is a
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really useful exercise maybe even an essential one.

Thanks to Ash Lawrence for recommending the book and in turn i recommend both the

book and working with Ash.

7 reasons why people are not buying from you.

This is a question that I get lots. Why are people not buying? There could be lots of

reasons why and it is important that you take the take to work it out. Here is a few things

worth checking out.

1. The buy button does not work – Yes you heard me. Lots of times people leave

their site running for weeks and even months before actually checking if the

checkout process actually works. Get a friend or even try buying yourself and

ensure the whole process actually works. It fact make sure you get a friend to

check it out in case you are logged into the systems and so it works for you but

nobody else.

2. You are not addressing their concerns – This is an important one. Think of at

least 3-5 reasons why somebody wont buy from you and address those concerns on

your sales page. If there is even one reason not to buy, of course they wont.

3. Pricing is wrong – Are you competitive? Have you checked out the competition?

Being more expensive is not an issue if you can demonstrate why. However If you

cannot then people will simply pay less for the what they believe to be the same.

4. Nobody can find you or knows you exist. – It is not a case of build it and they

will come. They wont. People are busy and wont to find the quickest way to solve

their need or pain. You need to tell people about your product or service and often.

Use all of the available tools and platforms that make sense and where your
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prospects are.

5. Nobody wants your product or service – This is very common. You build or

create what you think is game changing and everybody will be stumbling over each

other to give you their credit card. However without any validation or research you

are taking a huge risk.

6. They have questions that you are not addressing – Every single question about

your product or service is a piece of content that needs creating and made easy to

find. If they cannot answer their question on your site they may just go and look

for the answer elsewhere and end up buying elsewhere as a result.

7.  They don’t trust you or your site –  There could be all kinds of reasons why they

don’t trust your site but if for any reason they do not feel you will deliver the

goods they will simply buy elsewhere.

So there you have it 7 reasons why people may not be buying from you. Always think

about the customer and the experience you are providing and get in their shoes.

Remember, people do not care about your product or service they care about their needs,

pains and problems.

Talk about the problem you solve and then how you do it. Make it easy to buy and ensure

you answer their questions and address their objections.

I hope this was useful. And I have no doubt there are hundreds more reasons so please feel

free to add to them in the comments.

Has digital ruined how we communicate?

We have been texting more than calling since 2012
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according to ofcom. Pubs have been shutting down at an alarming rate for years and now

there are 50% less nightclubs in the UK than 10 years ago. What has happened?

Have you ever found that some people do not answer phone calls but text you straight

after? I am guilty of this!

What happened to talking to each other? I think if you look at the stats there is probably

more communication going on today than ever before its just all in the digital channels.

You could easily argue the merits of both sides of the argument but the fact is

communication has changed.

I have mentioned in my public speaking how people get annoyed when receiving a call

today. I also don’t like getting two or three text messages in a row from the same person.

So what has changed? I think part of it is our value on our time. A phone call is can

actually be quite disruptive if you are in the zone writing or recording or just concentrating

on anything. And yet people do get annoyed if you do not answer. Sure there are times

without a doubt where a phone call is the quickest way to sorting out something but this of

course depends on who has the problem and wants it solved or the answer given.

We want to respond in our own time and at a time that suits us. I really don’t know if this

is a good thing or not? We are talking to each other less in person but more overall when it

comes to digital conversation.

The good old pub has been replaced in many cases for younger generations with

Facebook. That is where they head to catch up with friends and see what’s going on.

Safer? Maybe? Healthier? Debatable for sure.

There is a lot that can be lost in digital communication and I wonder how deep digital

relationships can go. However Digital has also brought so many people together from all

over the world and created genuine friendships for life.

Good or bad it is here to stay and I think there is an art to managing your relationships

on-line and still lessons are being learned every single day. This is just the start and as we

get more confident and learn more lessons I hope we can master digital communication

better than we can today.

There are new rules for sure and with many people in the work force who do communicate
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in a digital first way we have to understand this and when and how to communicate with

them.

As for good old fashioned face to face you cannot beat it! Even if you create a great

relationship online make the time to meet in carbon form when you can.

What do you think? Has digital ruined commutation or has it just changed? Have you

made some life long buddies online?

Wants vs Shoulds

In this blog I will explore the difference between a consumers Wants vs their Should and

why this needs to be considered in your marketing.

Seems quite obvious when you think about it. Products sit in one of two camps wants or

needs.

If you think about your own supermarket for a minute as they really get this.

What are the first things you are presented with when you first enter the main area of a

supermarket?

Fruit and veg right? These are clearly “should” We are know we should eat more fruit and

veg and they are probably but not in all cases the last thing that is thought about upon exit

based on all the things you have purchased on the trip.

Lets look at what is the last thing you are offered literally as you are paying! Chocolate
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these are clearly wants for the majority. These are the items that are least likely to survive

the car park.

So what about services? Are you providing wants or a should? Holidays and weight loss

programmes are very different and need to sold as such. Work on your messages and the

timing knowing if you are selling a want or should.

Holidays are clearly a want and appealing to that emotion and desire is key in your copy

and visuals, basic stuff right? But its where you are providing should’s it gets tricky. A

should is always competing with a want, I probably should eat salad for dinner but its

Friday I want pizza. Understanding the want when selling a should is key.

You will need to have strong reasons and appeal to the should nature  while

acknowledging the want. Playing on the weak mind is something wants to do very well but

equally should’s can play on it too and call out the want and question commitment and

strength and the willingness to meet the goal the should achieves.

Keeping people focused on the goal and choosing your should over want is the battle.

Uses of images and video for both wants and should’s is a really great way to convince

people.

Marks and Spencer do a great job of making their food range seem so tasty. They use

really emotive and descriptive words alongside the visual that make it near impossible to

not want to eat it all.

So what are you selling a want or should and did you ever consider this? Maybe you are in

fact selling both.

Let me know your thoughts?

The Importance of PR in a digital world
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In this blog I will outline why I feel PR is probably more important that it ever was.

There are lots of areas I understand about marketing and technology, but one area I really

want to learn more about is PR or public relations as it is known as.

PR seemed to slow down around 2008 when the financial crash happened. I imagine it was

one of the first things to go when budgets were being slashed?

But this was also around the time that social media was really starting to kick in a little. I

think lots of people thought they were replacing PR with social media and in fact lots of

PR people seemed to become social media consultants and that makes complete sense to

me.

What I don’t see many of now at networking events and marketing events is PR

consultants. I think this is a mistake and here is why.

Social media in my mind is an essential business skill all professionals should understand.

This is not something for the kids and despite many of us vowing to never go near it its

now fundamental in most cases.

We have seen load so cases where social media goes wrong, someone either says

something wrong or responds wrong and it creates lasting chaos. What I mean by lasting is

that it is there forever in most cases, not that people are talking about it for very long but

its still there.

Most people use social media to promote and connect. Many courses will talk about how

to use it and what works and what doesn’t. What I do not see is many talking about what

to do when it all goes wrong. I am sure some do, I hope all do? Like I said PR is

something I am not up to speed on and need to be. There are of course the other services

that PR does like generating awareness and getting coverage where you needs and when.
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So I believe that social media and PR should be hand in hand either through partnership or

as a combined service?

A good example of this is a company I recently met call Little Bird PR from

Bournemouth. These guys had some great examples of getting PR right and

combining it with social media.

So I think this is an opportunity for both PR companies and Social media companies to

work together form alliances and ensure that a potential issues arises or has arisen it can be

dealt with in the best way. But also to find ways of working on clients together and getting

the best of out both disciplines.

What do you guys think? Am I on to something here or talking nonsense?

What does the future hold for sales people?

In this blog I will explain how I think the future roles that sales people will play in the

future.

The death of the salesman I hear, sales people are no longer needed the internet has taken

over. Really? Personally I don’t think so.

Has the internet disrupted the sales process? Yes and in a big way. Does the sales process

take place online for the majority of the journey? In most cases yes it does. But that does

not mean sales as a function is dead in my opinion.
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Lets take a quick look at what a sales person is. I think you will find that a salesperson is

in fact anyone trying to persuade, convince, barter one person to another to do, think,

consider or buy something. So that actually makes us all in sales.

Children are great sales people. They know exactly how to get us to do something we had

no intention of doing. Your doctor needs to convince you to take a certain tablet or test, so

they are in sales. They credit control team need to ensure your clients pay their bills so

again they are in sales.

But what about the titled role of sales in a business, what does the future hold for these

people?

Well if in your industry like most, the traditional sales process has being decimated, it is

no longer about telesales or cold calling, and knocking on doors. We know this just does

not work any longer. Today people will research and look for the right company. The right

company is the one that invokes the most trust and comes up with the right solution and at

the right price. The right price may not be the cheapest.

Today’s search savvy consumers are looking for answers to their questions are looking to

form a relationship where they feel that this company, person or people are the best fit for

me.

Sometimes we don’t even know we had a problem that needed solving, and yet some very

helpful person can identify an inefficiency and also help you solve it.

This is all relationship building. In person and online the future of the salesperson is being

the go-to person in your industry. Be the person answering all the questions, be the person

in the video on your homepage and you tube channel, be the face of your company that

wants to offer the most help and be the best teacher.

Get on stage when you can, teach the world about your industry and where you think its all

going. By being the go-to source and by being helpful and useful you will attract new

business and new opportunities.

Social media and blogging is not just for marketers but for everyone and if you are in the

business of winning new business you need to be learning all about people and what they

are looking for.

Those sales people that build their own audiences and there own networks now by being
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honest and transparent and having an opinion are going to be the future of sales.

The Perfect Clients

In this blog I want to explore the idea of the perfect client.

Is there such a thing as a perfect client? I think so yes, If it is a good fit for both parties it

just works.

When the goal is clear for both parties and how and when that goal will be met is agreed,

understood and achievable it all makes for a great project all round.

So how do you find the right supplier or client for you? To start with be as clear as you can

be with what you are looking to achieve and equally as important understand why. The

reason I suggest understanding why is there are times when you think you need a

particular service or product just because that is what you have always done, but it might

just be the case that something different or nothing at all is in fact a better solution for

whatever reason.

Understanding why you have a goal enables you to then value the service or product or

you buy or if you are the supplier it enables you to be sure this is something that is going

to be valued.
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When both parties are confident that the product or service being provided is the right

thing, it makes for a much better experience for everyone.

This may mean taking more time with your prospect and doing your homework and asking

the right questions to ensure they really understand that this is going to take them forward

and meet their goals as well as making sure you are the very best people to supply your

product or service.

The other thing to consider is their expectations. Does your new client understand enough

about what you are going to be providing? Do they understand the costs and how it is

broken down, also any additional costs that may occur for what ever reason. Then there is

the time implications, how long is it expected to take, when will the work be done and

what may go wrong and affect both cost and time? And the very last one but probably the

most important one, what is expected of the client to enable you to do your job to the very

best of your ability? If all of the above are implemented and everyone is clear and happy,

even when things go wrong (and sometimes they do) everyone is clear why and how it can

be resolved.

When the communication flows, the updates are frequent then in general everyone is

happy. This communication needs to continue long after the initial job is finished as well.

This makes the customer feel valued and the experience was a good one. Then and only

then can the magic happen.

The magic is when you feel so confident in the experience your customer has had, you feel

no hesitation when asking for a reference or referral. You know the kind I am talking

about, we have all had at least one. How many can you count now?

In tomorrows blog i will discuss the cost of a bad client, but for today understanding that

clear and consistent communication along with managed expectations and a clear why this

is the right product or service will set you on the path to a long and successful relationship.

The real cost of a bad client
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In this blog I will explain the real cost of serving the wrong kind of client.

We have all done it, me included when we get the opportunity to work with someone new

we jump at the chance.

A) we need the money and B) We are just glad they picked us.

If they were the right client or not was never a consideration and that was the mistake.

Now do not get me wrong it is not that the client is the problem, it could equally be we are

the wrong fit.

By not taking the time to ensure you are a good fit you run the risk of it all going wrong.

When it goes wrong it really goes wrong. And not just on that job but your reputation and

and the feedback that they give anyone else about you.

This damage is far more reaching than just with you and that can be a real issue.

To avoid this clear communication is required and a clear setting of expectations. See my

blog from yesterday here.

Another cost that comes as a result of having the wrong kind of client is neither you or the

client get your best work.

When you don’t enjoy the work or the client does not like the work you are doing, you

stop putting the extra effort in. under promising and over delivering is no longer the

objective and you end up reluctantly doing the bare minimum. This is no good for you nor
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the client. It is then a case of who is going to say something first.

One of the things are wish I had done when this has happened to me was to say something,

everyone knows its not the best role and yet in my case I kept going when it clearly was

not he right thing to do. Since then if a similar situation arises its a great opportunity to be

honest and suggest you revisit the plan and the reasons to see if they make sense still.

Explain that there is something not working and you are keen to get to the bottom of it. If

then after further discussions it is clear that it is not going to work you can then exit the

project in this best way possible.

One thing I have done since is to introduce someone else that maybe a better fit to solve

their problem.

The last thing that happens when you work with the wrong client is your energy levels get

sapped. You don’t want to get out of bed in the morning and you don’t enjoy your work

at all. This is a really bad place to get into and can really drag you down. When you don’t

enjoy your work, nobody wins not you and certainly not the client.

Now I am sure there are times when the client could be the right one but they simply dont

let you. Micro management and unrealistic expectations mean that what could have been a

great client turns out not to be.

Even if the money is great and the client is a prestigious one, sometimes the best answer is

no thank you.

How to get sales and marketing to work together
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Getting sales and marketing teams working together is a very old problem and one that

still exists today. Why have they never got on? Why do they act like they are two rival

football teams? I think this comes down to an attribution issue. Marketing generates the

awareness and the knowledge, sales take over and make the sale and take all the glory.

That is at least how is was for many years before the internet took over.

Smarketing

I have blogged before about smarketing and how it is the new way forward for sales and

marketing teams to work together. The sales process is very different today and the way

consumers buy is completely different. I do believe that marketing is more important than

sales today but this does not mean that sales people are not needed. Sales people just need

to think differently and in fact have a really good opportunity to build a personal brand

that will work for them 24/7 generating leads if they take the time to understand the new

ways of selling.

Working together

The best way to start is to put sales and marketing into one team and with one overall

revenue goal. If they are targeted as a team and rewarded as a team they will soon start

collaborating much more. Start by working backwards from the revenue goal.

1. How many sales do we need?

2. How many sales qualified leads do we think we need to create that many sales?

3. How many marketing qualified leads do we need to achieve that many sales

qualified leads?

4. How much website traffic or offline appointments do we need to achieve the

marketing qualified leads?

5. How much content do we need to produce in order to generate the traffic or

appointments required?

This may not suit your sales process but you get the idea. Once we have some idea of

numbers we can start producing the required content. This is quite a simple example and

many will get much more complex in terms of content strategy.

Sales people as the face

I could be alone in this thought but I really do believe that the sales people are ideal for
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content creation. Get them in front of a camera and do video blogs , periscopes and blabs

and demonstrate their knowledge and skills and build an audience.  This can be

coordinated with the marketing team who may understand the technology.

If the sales people can become great teachers and presenters and build a following they

will find leads and sales will soon follow. This is a massive change to the traditional sales

person and their role but one I believe will both suit and thrive in.

Getting sales people to produce written content like blogs may not suit all but those that

want too should be encouraged and  those that don’t can use the marketing team to help

them product that content for them. This is true of anyone in the company as I don’t

believe there is anyone in any role who doesn’t have something of value to add to the

content strategy and the buying process.

Using Social Media

Many sales people are already using social media to build their personal brand and to

create leads for their roles. My main advice would be to keep your business profiles very

separate from your personal profiles. I often see this mistake happen over and over where

people try and mix the two and it really does not work at all.

Social media should be encouraged in all levels of the business if their is a clear strategy in

place and guidelines in place that enable the brand to leverage profiles of staff on social

networks but again this needs to be carefully considered and only used with those

members of staff that actually want to be part of the program.

Role Reversal

Getting sales people to think and act like markers will bring these teams closer together as

will getting markers to think more like sales people and with revenue goals in mind. When

these teams do work closer together with common goals and successes you will see

without doubt amazing results.

You will need to have the right kinds of people in place. The right bums on the right seats.

Some people in both teams may not believe this will work at all and will stick to their

traditional values and ways of doing things. It is down to you as the business owner or

sales manager or director to understand if this is the right way to go about the best way of

generating leads and sales for your business and then asking if you have the right people in

place to achieve this.
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One final thought: Think about how you buy anything today and think about the journey

you take and the sites you visit, the videos you watch and then map out the way you sell

today and the way you think your customers are trying to but today. Who is educating

them on your products and services? Who is answering their questions? With as much as

70% of the buying process takes place on-line, you may want to rethink how you generate

sales and leads.

Is there a skills gap in the board room?

Having done lots of  public speaking over the last year and chatting to small business

owners at various events it seems that there is still a long way to go for digital marketing.

I think it’s one of those similar situations to cloud computing, people say they understand

what it is but do they?

There is still a real challenge in convincing business owners the value in investing in

digital.

Here is how I see the current landscape, most small to medium business owners are

coming towards the end of there career and right now as we reach the half way point of

2015 we are right in the middle of a digital revolution.

Previously for these business owners we had call calling teams and trade shows and the

company brochure. It was all about the numbers game, get your company in front of as

many people as possible so they knew who you were and what product or service you

provided.
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That is how it worked for years and it did work, hard work but it worked. Then came along

the internet and it changed everything.

Today we can find out about any product, company, person in a few clicks of the keyboard

on our smartphone and we can have all the information we need.

This has changed business for at least the last 5 years if not more and yet the conversation

regarding digital is still not high priority in the average boardroom.

Why not?

Its a whole new way of doing business and most of these business owners done all the old

school training in selling and networking and now it should be there time to enjoy the

business more and not having to learn a whole new set of skills that are semi technical and

involves cost and worse it changes almost every single day.

Many have started using social media but as a broadcast tool not as an engagement tool

and may have attended the odd course via a local social media guru but it probably has not

changed sales.

It may seem a little unfair on these guys they probably just want to ride out this digital

stuff until they retire and let the next person worry about having to re-invent the way the

company presents itself.

The challenge is will a company not embracing digital and the new ways of buying be

around in 7-10 years time maybe even less?

I believe this is the challenge to get the decision makers to want to take on the challenge of

embracing digital and not just from a marketing perspective but as a business objective.

This is our challenge that we have to be the ones to help business leaders and owners to

understand the changes in technology and directly attribute all of this to business

objectives and goals.

This is not nice to haves, content creation is not self indulgent this is educating the new

breed of customers that expect information and answers in an instant. Nobody has any

time to wait for a response any longer and life and business is moving faster than ever and

is not going to slow down any time soon.
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You clients may not think they are on social media but they are, they customers and

prospects will talk and reviews will be placed. Digital is not a choice but a fundamental set

of business skills and as digital evangelists its our job to make all of this understandable

and directly relate it to sales and profit the two things that make any business tick.

What do you think is there a skills gap or just turning a blind eye?

How to close more sales?

For a start stop thinking about it as closing and start thinking about starting a relationship.

Closing is a very negative word where only one person wins, the sales person!

Do like being “closed”? No pushing people to buy a product or service is hardly the best

way to begin what is hopefully not just a happy customer but an advocate and someone

who refers you to others right?

So how do you start more relationships like this?

Rather than focusing on your product or service think about what will your product or

service do for your prospect?

What problem does it solve? By solving that problem what does mean to your prospect?

Bad sales people do not even think about these things all they care about is you buying

whatever they are selling.
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By solving this pain or problem does it move your prospect closer to their goals either

short term or long term?

Do you even know what those goals are? No? Then ask!

Objections

Objections are perfectly good reasons why a prospect is not buying from you. Valid or not

they exist and its your job to address them. Your sales pages, website, email marketing,

social and your presentations should address these objections.. yes all of them.

You should start by writing down at least 7 if not more of the main objections. Now look

at your website, how many do you address today? Get cracking.

By addressing them it shows you are aware of them and confident you can still work with

them providing they are a good fit. Once you have satisfied your prospect this way before

they are thinking about making a decision you will find more people will choose to buy

straight away.

Help people rule themselves out!

There is no point working with prospects who are just not a good for you or them. By

making it clear who is not a good fit for you and why and again make this clear in your

website and any other touch points at the start of the journey you will help people rule

themselves out leaving you with better prospects where you can do your best work.

Forcing the wrong king of prospect to buy may make you sales target but does nothing for

you or the prospect in the long run. They will be unhappy and will tell others about their

poor experience with you losing further potential customers.

Address Pricing

Make your pricing clear from the very start! Even if the answer is “it depends” say that

and then give examples of pricing brackets to give people an idea. Think about it, when

you are looking to buy anything what is the first thing you want to know? Price right? And

if you cannot find it, do you then continue learning from the person? probably not. People

are quick to hit the back button and go find someone that does address pricing.
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Teach

Be a great teacher and give away as much knowledge as you can. Make it easy for people

to answer their questions and learn all about your industry and your business. Building

trust through content marketing makes the buying process natural and simple. People will

want to buy from you because of this and all of the above becomes so much easier.

By following these steps you will find you in fact stop selling and people start buying!

Now is that not what you really want?

What is a personal brand?

In this blog I will explore the question what is a personal brand?

There has been lots of debate over personal brand the value of them and I guess

it comes down to what are you trying to achieve?

So what is a personal brand and should you have one?

My definition of a personal brand is quite simply what you are known for.

Even if you don’t have your own blog or website I feel we all have a personal brand.

Like company brands it’s what people believe you are about. If you choose to try and

control that brand is up to you. So why would you want one? Well I guess this is back to

the first part of this blog and look at what you are trying to achieve. Are you selling your

brain, your experience? If you are trying to convince anyone of your abilities then
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managing your personal brand would make sense.

Now it’s not quite as simple as creating a website and telling the world how wonderful

you are. It’s everything down to the way you dress, the way you communicate, and what

others think and say about you.

Just like a business brand it is vitally important. When most people hear brand they think

colours and logos but that is just the tip of the iceberg.

Getting your personal brand right can have amazing results and can generate you new

opportunities and speaking engagements.

Ultimately you become known for something whatever it is that you do so well. But the

same can be said for getting it wrong. Being consistent is key.

Some thing you can do to help your brand is to understand exactly what kind of brand you

are trying to create and then look to all the little things you do and don’t do and ensure

they are all working and communicating the same thing.

You can also blog regularly and discuss the kind of things that all tie in and keep you on

brand and working towards your objectives.

For me personally I want to teach people how to teach. How they can educate and inspire

and inform their prospects and customers and also to become a better communicated

myself. I love public speaking and having the opportunity to demystify digital and

technology so business owners are empowered and not overwhelmed by disruption.

How about you? Do you have or want a personal brand? Do you think they add value or

just another marketing term?

How can I keep up with digital marketing?
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The long and short answer to this is you probably cannot keep up. There are so many

facets to digital marketing today, trying to stay on top of all of them is nearly impossible.

I would go as far to say that if you wanted to be as close to 100% up to date as possible?

Its a full time job.

Digital is changing every single day. There is also an element of educated assumptions and

guess work when it comes to understanding both the Google and Facebook Algorithms.

As a small business owner my advice to you would be not to try and keep up and just take

it one piece at a time.

You would be much better to stick to a strategy that works and improve that than trying to

start learning the next new shiny object.

This will of course leave you with a feeling that you might be missing out and you have to

ignore this. For most small business getting the fundamentals right first is far more

important and likely to yield results.

So what are these fundamentals?

Getting your website right and committing to improving it. A website is never finished,

ever! This idea that once your website is done it will start producing leads is a nonsense.

Your website should be a living and breathing experience that evolves every single month

or at least every quarter.
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Is your website answering the questions of your prospects and customers? Is it easy to find

what they want and fast? Do you educate your visitors and enable them to buy when they

are ready? Do you enable those that are not ready to stay in touch so you can continue to

delight them?

Produce regular content. Not just any old dross, valuable and useful content that is going

to help your readers move along their journeys another step. Be helpful and give all of

your valuable knowledge and wisdom away. Leave the visitor feeling like that was a

worthwhile read and associate you and your brand with the feeling you could be the

person to solve their problems at some point in time.

Regular blogs, videos, podcasts whatever format works best for your audience. Don’t tell

me you don’t have time?  

This content will be what drives your leads and sales.

Make sure you put your prospects and customers first. What do they want? Not what can

we sell them. Solve problems first.

Use the tools that are available that make sense for you. Mailchimp, twitter, Facebook, you

can easy come up with a list of free services as long as this blog post. But they are not free,

they will take time to master and get results from. So pick the few that make sense to you

and your business and then make the most of them.

Trying to do everything is really hard as a small business, you could employ somebody to

do this or you could outsource it to a consultant. But whatever you do, dont try and do it

all.

None of this digital stuff is any good if does not move your business forward.

What is smarketing
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This blog post is designed to cover the basics of smarketing and why it is important to

small business owners.

Smarketing is quite simple really, it is the merging of sales and marketing functions in

your business.

If that’s all you were looking for, we are done. But it you want to learn why its important

to your business keep reading.

Smarketing is a term that has been around for a number of years now, it is not a new

buzzword for 2015.

If we take a quick look at where we have come from it might give us a little bit of some

context for why this is important today.

So traditionally sale and marketing were very much separate functions in a business and

depending on the size was headed up by either one or 2 directors. Now there was some

overlap of course and we have generally linked the two departments. So we were always

smarketing? Not quiet.

Marketing’s function traditionally was to raise and increase awareness of a brand and its

product. This may be using advertising, trade shows, direct mail and similar activities.

The sales team were often split into two teams of telesales and sales managers. The

telesales teams would approach hundreds and thousands of businesses every day in the

hope to secure a sale or an appointment. In the case of the appointment the sales manager

or field sales guys and girls would then meet the prospect and try and sell their product or

service. This was a numbers game and for years it worked for the year we were in at the

time.
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There was very little collaboration between the two departments and very little need.

Fast forward to 2015 and the world has changed considerably. The sales process is now

between 59% and 75%+ online. We live in a self serve environment and we expect to be

able to educate ourselves in our own time where we want.

We want more and more information and we want it faster, push based and interruption

based marketing is having less and less effect year after year.

Today marketing professionals need to understand more about sales, and sales folk need to

understand more about marketing. These teams need to be working as one, hence the term

smarketing.

Getting these two departments to work as one is not an easy feat and needs the correct

education and resources to make it happen. How many people and what skills are

dependant on your industry, your current resources and willingness to change.

The third member of this team is technology but more on that in tomorrows blog.

Today you may want consider how your team is setup, and  understand your sales process

and buyers journeys to determine the new look of smarketing.

This is not the end of sales teams at all, sales is still the most important function in a

business, its just changed and in fact we are all in sales weather or not we like it or not.

What smarketing will bring you in an aligned team where everybody is working towards

the same goal. That goals is more often than not “leads and sales”. If the marketing folk

understand what makes a qualified lead they can deliver great leads to sales. If the sales

folk understand where the tipping point is in a buyers journey, they can work with

marketing to provide the questions the prospects are asking and ensure that marketing

answer that question online in the appropriate place. Even better if the sales people

become the faces the prospects get to know. If the sales people start blogging and vlogging

and even better podcasting they become the trusted face the prospect or customer buys

from.

Smarketing is an exciting opportunity for sales people and marketing teams too. Providing

an amazing experience throughout the entire process is key to business going forward and

getting these teams aligned is the first step.
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What is cause marketing?

In this blog I will look to explain and answer the question “What is cause marketing?”.

Sometimes know as or referred to as cause related marketing it is a simple concept that can

be split into two types.

The first one is quite obvious and is the marketing done by a non profit for generating

awareness and donations.

The second is when a company does some joint marketing to again raise awareness or

donations, but does not generally involve the company actually donating direct although it

might. In general it is based around leveraging audiences and displaying corporate

responsibility.

This is nothing new and was first started in the mid 1970’s. Over the years as more and

more people listed corporate responsibility as a key driver in their choice of employers. As

a result there has been many key partnerships formed with corporations and charities.

In the modern day American Express were credited with coining the term cause marketing

after a reported successful campaign where a number of charities benefited. The concept

was simple for every transaction over a small period of time 2 cents was donated to the

fund and for every new account opened a larger amount was added.

Overall the campaign raised over $108,000 and also increased the perception of American

Express as a socially responsible brand.

Cause related sponsorship still continues to attract around $1.6 billion dollars a year and is

likely to increase.
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Further studies also show that younger generations are heavily influenced by a brands

corporate responsibility and will even switch brands based on the perception of that brand

and the work they are doing with charities and not for profits.

Other examples include football teams that allow causes to sponsor the football shirts in

place of a multi million pound deal with another brand. Stamps of authority on food

products like heart foundations all over the world.

More than ever how your brand is perceived is more important than ever before. Doing the

right thing is very much expected and if you are in a position of influence using it for good

can have many positive advantages.

You do not have to be a big brand to do cause marketing, just by lending your time and or

support to a local charity can have a profound effect on everybody involved.

There are some companies that will even allow you to take a week or two to do charitably

work of your choice.

So there you have it a quick run down on cause marketing and something to think about in

your business if not now then maybe in the future.

What is buying pain?

In this blog I will look to answer the question

“what is buying pain?”

Understanding this question could make a significant difference to your buying process.

Let me explain why.

There are two different types of spenders, those that like to spend money and those that
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really don’t.

The spenders or buyers who do not like spending money feel a very real pain when it

comes to having to spend money. They find making decisions harder and in particular find

pricing considerably painful. When I say painful it actually lights up the same parts of the

brain as if you just stubbed your toe so literally painful.

This is referred to as buying pain.

Indicatively 1 out of every 6 buyers finds buying easy leaving 5 out of every 6 finding it

painful. So it is well worth understanding how these people work. So how do you sell to

someone who finds buying painful? The answer is you have to justify your product or

service and show information that appeals to the other senses in the brains that will

compensate for the pain. You can also do some simple things to lessen the pain in some

cases.

For example, offering credit options will delay the pain of paying or offering a free trial,

even better a free trial with no credit card required.

Other tactics like offering a no quibble money back guarantee is a good way to again

appeal these kinds of people.

It is also important to understand what kind of problem are you solving or experience you

are providing?

For example is a sports massage something you need as is good for your body? Or is it a

relaxing and pleasurable experience you could treat yourself to?  Its both right? However

both are sold in very different ways with different information and will appeal to different

types of people. In fact the rewards centre in the brain is very powerful and will dominate

all other areas of the brain including common sense and reason.

You need to make it easy to buy from you, not a complicated and frustrating experience.

Hiding pricing and then surprising a prospect rarely works well. Particularly if you made

them jump though hoops only to find you are vastly more expensive than the competition.

Those that enjoy spending do not feel pain when buying, they are not idiots and will not

spend money where it is clear they are being ripped off. However when they see

something they like and they have the ability and funds to purchase they more than often
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will.

For the majority of people there is work to do and I do not mean list feature and benefits.

Sure there is a place for them and should be included at some point.

I would suggest explaining the value your product or service brings, potential savings both

financial and time.

When will it be delivered is a big question that needs to be addressed along with pricing.

Many many shopping carts get abandoned because of the unexpected shipping costs.

Amazon have trained us to believe it should be free.

Even something as simple as changing the language to say a low price of £3 shipping will

remind the buyer that low price is a good thing.

So really think about your buyer and your buying process, as a customer what was the

process like was it a simple and easy purchase and what could you have done better.

What is utility based marketing?

In this blog I will look to answer the question

“what is utility based marketing?”

Now this is a concept I completely 100% believe in. The idea is based around adding

value to your prospects customers and even competitors customers with something that
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may not be directly related to your product or service.

There is a lot to swallow in that last paragraph but if you understand the need in today’s

buying process to add value and take your prospects and customer on a journey, then this

will come as a no brainer. However if you are the kind of person who questions the ROI of

social media then maybe you wont be so enthralled with this concept.

So to the question, what exactly is utility based marketing? The idea is quite simple. You

provide some kind of service or product that is of huge use to your target audience. You

generally provide it for free but the value of  the service or product you are providing is

something they would at least expect to have to pay for.

I will give a few examples but full disclosure I have taken these from Jay Baer’s excellent

book Youtility.

Columbia sportswear provide clothing and equipment for all kinds of outdoor pursuits.

They understood that their audience are often on mountain sides and something that would

be useful is a mobile app for knots. That’s right knots. The company do not sell rope they

sell clothing for outdoor pursuits but it was of real value to their target audience. The app

did not need a signal to work and did not promote other products they did sell just their

branding.

This was real utility based marketing and the app was download tens of thousands of times

and where do you think those people thought of when it comes to outdoor closing?

Another example again from the book is the sit or squat app from Charmin the toliet paper

maker. This app listed local public toilets and ratings of how clean they were and what

facilities they had. This is of huge value to family’s on the road who had young children.

Knowing where the nearest clean public toilets are can be a life saver. Now the brand did

not provide the toilets and probably not the toilet paper either. But the value from the app

sure would have put the brand in a good light the next time that family were in the super

market isle and thinking about what brand of toilet paper to use.

Now I appreciate not every small business can afford to build a mobile app for free. But

you could provide a newsletter that provided really useful and valuable information and

links that your prospects will love. You could produce an email course for free or record

some video. Host a meetup, the list is endless.
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It does not have to cost lots of money it just has to demonstrate value to your audience.

I hope this was useful and will maybe get you to think about using some ultiltly based

marketing?

Last thing if you like this idea get the book Youtility by Jay Baer.

The future of business networking?

This blog is 100% an opinion piece and is based on limited information that is not verified.

I intend to explore some thoughts on business networking and where is it heading. I

equally would love your thoughts even if you think I am talking rubbish, serious tell me

why as I really do want to explore this and I do not have the answers.

So firstly, I run a local networking group (ABC Networks) in my home town and really

enjoy it. Sure numbers could be better but having a small group can create intimacy and

gives us a chance to actually get to know each other.

But let’s be honest people do not go to networking breakfast meetings for the chit chat. I

have 2 trails of thought that are conflicting, let me explain. I personally believe that

networking is not about you and it’s not just about the people in the room.  Again personal
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opinion but I believe that its about creating lasting relationships and giving value to as

many people as you can. Sure maybe there is nobody in the room that is a good fit for your

product or service. But lets think for a second, how many people are you connected too in

your network? Let’s say on average each person is connected to 250 people right? Now

looking at the people in the room they are all connected to 250 people on average too

right? Now if you work the relationships and get to know them build the “know, like and

trust” and even more important add value to them in whatever way you can. The people in

the room are going to have nothing but positive things to say about you to their

connections and if they do know somebody who is a good fit for you then will recommend

you.

You know all this right, its networking 101!

But what happens in reality is this, people go to networking events when they need new

business, they hunt the room slinging business cards around like ninja’s and pitching to

everyone. Often only talking about their product or their service and trying to convince

you that you need it. They might do this for a few weeks, they may even pick up a few

clients. Or the get no business. Either way they stop attending either because they now

have business or because they don’t and “networking does not work”.

The truth is that we all do want of course to find new clients and good ones and being

committed to a networking group is great when you have a good size groups and new

people attending regularly. But what happens when the numbers dwindle? Do you keep

going to see the same 8 or 9 faces? Do you keep going when you just done seem to be

getting any new leads?

Sometimes in the smaller groups, magic can happen, but its hard to get new people to

come when the numbers are so small.

There are of course lots of things you can do to increase numbers and following a system

and sticking with it will bring results.

Lets take a look at networking as a whole and where it fits in today’s digital economy.

Breakfast meeting start at 7am in my group and earlier in BNI chapters, lunchtime

meetups take too long and evening meetings can be fun but we all often have

commitments so attending regularly is not always easy.

People are always telling me that cannot attend because of meetings and client visits and

all kinds of reasons that mean they cannot be away from their desk. There are others with
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child care commitments and half terms and school holidays make attending difficult.

Could technology offer an alternative option? What if we could all jump on a video

conference call, and share stories and do our 1 minute pitches, share files and email

addresses. You could all see each other and complete the meeting in far less time and from

the comfort of your home and even using your mobile phone or tablet.

Is it the same no of course not, is it for everybody again no way. But would it fill a gap?

Would it appeal to those who are tech savvy and time poor? Would it solve the issues of

people turning up and not building lasting relationships and only pitching? No they would

still be there. But i wonder if it would add another dimension to networking, something

new and a bit different, not to replace traditional networking but to support it?

Am I nuts? maybe? What do you think? Let me know your thoughts?

Are Marketing Budgets keeping up?

Its quite clear that more and more money is being spent on marketing and in particular

marketing technology.

In fact it was in 2012 that Laura Mclellan from Gartner predicted that by 2017 the CMO

will spend more on tech than the CIO.

So where does all this extra money come from and are budgets keeping up?

I don’t think that this coming out of the IT budget as they have their own innovations

going on with cloud computing but it does leave a question mark over the the

responsibility of all this technology.
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One thing for sure is that the CIO and CMO are either going to merge or have to work

very closely together going forward.

Budget wise I think money has to move from the traditional advertising spend and over to

innovation and tech. Not all of it of course and certainly not straight away. This is a idea i

picked up from reading the excellent book Z.E.R.O by Joseph Jaffe.

I think companies need to be sensible about the marketing tech spend and look for

solutions with a clear ROI. At least the beauty of cloud based systems is for the smaller

products such as Virally the commitment is month to month. However for the larger

marketing automation system the investment and commitment can be very high.

My advice with any of these systems large or small would be to make sure you research

them and whatever systems you do use really invest the time to understand the software

and get the most out of it.

Equally if more money is being spent on marketing tech then so should the investment into

your staff to get the most out of it. Digital marketing is an evolving and fast paced industry

and requires as many technology based skills as well as the marketing fundamentals.

There is a lot of talk around big data and social media and now the inevitable question of

ROI. With all this additional spend will need to be justified and accounted for.

So are companies marketing budgets keeping up? We don’t know quite yet, but my theory

is those that embrace the change and adopt the right technology and training will get the

results that not only justify it but enable those organisations to stay ahead of the curve.

There is still a lot of debate on the value of advertising at all size companies and budgets.

Advertising is expensive and is still difficult to measure but not impossible. It is for sure

still intrusive and interruption based, in general i don’t think the majority of people want

to be faced with advertising but understand it some cases its required.

I still think they people are waiting for skip video button on YouTube and and have trained

themselves to ignore the adverts in both Google and Facebook.

However people will still argue and i am sure correctly that advertising still works. I think

its not advertising we hate as much as bad advertising. In fact using Google Adwords and

Facebook ads correctly is both trackable and can give returns but may require some testing

to be done first. Dont expect any results while testing is the best advice i can give on this.
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So maybe this is where the budget needs to come from, with so much money spent on

advertising surely if some of that was spent on marketing technology and training CMO’s

would see a ROI over a period of time.

The other issue is that marketing is not just about attracting new clients anymore. The

marketing team is now involved in pre-sales questions and content creation as well as

support and client retention.

With all of this in mind the old system and budgets are simply out of date and a new role

for marketing needs to be implemented that spans across the organization and with the

required budget to do its job.

Easier said than done I agree, however those that embrace this new model will thrive and

those that don’t well we shall see.

Why do your customers choose you?

Do you know why your customers choose you? Do you have any idea? Any at all?

Did you list any of the following?

1. Features

2. Benefits

3. Price

If you did then I am pretty sure that you do not know why your customers choose you.

Understanding this question can unlock some really powerful insights and potentially
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drive considerable sales. Must companies that do go on to ask this question and get to the

bottom of it often find some really interesting insights that they really did not know.

Start Asking

This is the only thing you need to start doing to unlock the answer. Use questionnaire

software like Survey Monkey or Typeform or even Google Forms. My advice would be to

keep it brief and explain why you are asking these questions. I would say something along

the lines of we would like to understand more about how we serve you and we can do

better. If possible and the situation works, you could ask them direct. This method can

bring some really honest and useful feedback but others may not feel comfortable giving

really honest feedback in person.

Be prepared

When asking for feedback you may not always get positive answers. Do not see this as a

negative and see it as opportunities to shine. Sometimes the best feedback starts as

negative and simple little things can be changed and your customers are delighted. As

consumers we just want to feel as though we are being heard.

The truth is most people understand that sometimes things go wrong. But if they know you

will listen and where possible sort things out they are quite forgiving. You can start this

dialogue and this relationship by finding out why they choose you in the first place.

Supplier or Partner

Depending on the nature of your business, if possible we all want to be seen as partners

and not simply as a supplier. Suppliers are replaceable and often reviewed. The reviews

are often more price driven than service driven. However a trusted partner does so much

more. They are seen as an extension of your own company and a trusted one as well.

Trusted partners are pro-active in serving their clients and are forthcoming with ideas and

services that will help achieve the goals of their clients.  Do you know the goals of your

clients? Either specifically or in general based on the problem you solve. For some

industries this approach may not be possible as you are proving a commodity and therefore

this kind of relationship is much harder to achieve.

Advocates and Zealots

Advocates and zealots are what you want to have! These guys will not only love your
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company and what you do for them but they will become your very best sales people.

They will go out of theur way to tell others about you and fly your flag at every

opportunity.

How do you get these types of customers? You do this by really understanding their needs

and their goals and why they want to achieve them. Your company, product,service,

people will then go all out to ensure that they achieve their goals. These types of

companies truly position their clients as the hero in their story and everything about their

communication, marketing and processes are designed with the client and their goals in

mind. This is all done in a profitable way of course.

I appreciate that this is quite a lot to achieve and does not happen over night. It may not

suit your business model either. But I hope that whatever  you industry or business you

can take something positive from this post and start to understand who your customers

really are and why do they choose you!

What to do when a prospect goes quiet

Often in sales we have some amazing conversations and we think wow this is great, they

have a problem that our solution/product/service fits and serves and it all seems to going

swimmingly until it happens…they go quiet and stop communicating.
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What happened? Did you say something wrong? Did they buy something else from

someone else? Maybe they did maybe not? The lesson i learned today from an amazing

guy called Steli Efti from the company close.io is that it is all about the follow-up.

If you do follow-up and that may take a few calls or emails and they have purchased

elsewhere or changed their mind they will soon tell you. They will not want you calling

them once or twice a week and then sending an email shortly after as it will just interrupt

them from getting on with whatever it is they are trying to achieve.

What is more likely the case is that life happened.

What do I mean by that? I mean something came up and now is not the right time. It is not

a no, its a not right now.

This is why they are not replying as it is not that they are not interested and your emails

and calls are little reminders that you are still there and eventually they plan to get back to

you.

This is why they do not reply at all, possibly as they do not want the reminders to stop. So

why do not they not say that? Because within the next few seconds life happens again.

Think about how busy you are and how many different things you are trying to achieve

right now?

For me for example I need to finish the last chapter of my book, write 2 blog posts a week,

record 1 podcast a week, keep active on social media, complete a least 7 different courses I

have started, finish 4 books i currently have started reading, update and finish 2 websites,

start a 2nd podcast I have been planning, and write and learn 2 keynote presentations. This

is all just projects I have after the traditional 9-5.

So when an email comes in to me at any point in the day or night it really has to grab my

attention and stand out amongst all the other things I am trying to achieve. It is not that the

email or call is not important it’s just not top of mind or the priority list.

So how do you break through the noise and get that conversation going again in order to

have some chance of winning the business? Steli advises to remain persistent in your

follow ups. He gives an example where he emailed a particular prospect that was a big

deal to him 48 times with suggested dates to meet and little useful and helpful updates and

eventually he replied and said yes lets meet tomorrow and the deal was closed.
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This prospect was just really busy with something major that had happened and this

particular project was not a priority by Steli remained on his radar with his persistence.

Now sending 48 emails maybe a little out of your comfort zone but if he was not interested

at all he would have just replied that very quickly. Also Steli advises to at least start with

taking the number of follow-ups you would normally do and double it and you just might

see some amazing results.

Just think about all of the opportunities that have gone to waste because we didn’t

follow-up? I am guilty of this too. Those prospects probably did or are still planning on

purchasing something at some point and yet we are not making ourselves top of mind. We

give up too soon and yet we know just how busy the new world of business and life is with

time being our most valued possession. We do it ourselves and see emails and think ah yes

I remember those guys they were interesting and then move on to the next thing.

So lets stop being scared of building these relationships even they take months or even

years by offering value and owning the relationship. Tell your prospect you know how

busy they are and you are taking control of the relationship until they tell you otherwise.

If they do say no that is fine, it means that today they do not have a problem you can solve

and you can concentrate on those that do.

I for one am going to implement this and would love to hear your thoughts. I highly advise

listening to the podcast the Eventual Millionaire by Jamie Tardy  And i will be checking

out the podcast by Steli and Hiten Shah here – http://blog.close.io/thestartupchat-podcast

Our relationship with advertising
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In this blog I will explore the fractious relationship we have we advertising and what the

future might hold for it.

For me personally, my biggest issue with advertising is how interruptive it is.  In most

cases it stops me doing what I wanted to do. Even if its just for a few seconds I make a

concious note that that company choose to interrupt what I was trying to do because they

feel what they are saying is more important.

I know they are not actually saying that but that is how it feels. There has quite a few

examples this year where I am reading a tragic story in the news and then a really poor

choice of advert overlays my screen to interrupt me. Now I realise that they company

behind the advert probably had no idea what they were interrupting, but I am sure if they

realised the context they would have cringed.

So the challenge? Publishers want and need revenue. Consumers in the main don’t want

adverts. Is that true? From my experience that is the case. Are there people that want

adverts? We will explore that in a bit. If we want our content for free we have to expect

some form of payment or trade off. Now I do understand this and in fact its not advertising

in general I have an issue with just the type that holds you up or stops you half way.

YouTube and their pre roll adverts is a good example. There must be some people

somewhere who don’t press skip now or how would they ever make any money? It must

be by mistake. There is only two adverts I have not skipped.

One was a Google Chrome advert and the song in the video was one of my favourites from

my teenage years, and the other was actually promoting a relevant piece of content that I
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was in fact interested in.

This 2nd one is the way forward I believe. They were promoting free content that I was

100% interested in. It was completely contextual and relevant. 99% of other adverts are

not.

There is still a problem with the targeting technology. If my son uses my laptop to search

and consume content my cookies now tell the advertising world that I am interested in that

stuff. Or if I purchase a gift for my nan it now thinks I like that kind of stuff and keeps

serving me ads for months on end.

But without ads how would many publishers survive? Would you pay a subscription for

access to content? Most would not, we expect it to be free.

I think advertising has its place when its intelligent, like they say its not advertising that’s

bad, its bad advertising!

Anything that sits subtly on the side of webpages or in the header or footer I can handle. I

may not click on them or even take any notice but they do not alter my experience in

consuming the content.  Anything that stops me doing that just annoys me.

It is a fine line. I would love to see technology get smarter and start serving up better ads

without disrupting that are relevant and contextual. Until then, Skip.

What works in digital for small businesses?

In this blog I will attempt to answer the question small business want to know and that is
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what works in digital for small businesses.

Now I have met enough small business owners to know that we all of course want the

silver bullet. The ultimate list of tactics and services to use that without a doubt 100%

deliver you hot leads and sales. I am sorry to say it does not exist.

What works for your business is not the same as what will work for others. Sure some

tactics seem to work for most but maybe only for a period of time.

My advice is that you need to always be testing, checking, tweaking what works and be

open minded to the best strategy for your company.

For example if your a local window cleaner who operates in a small town only and really

only needs around 25 clients to make a good living and be happy with that living, you do

not really need to be worrying too much about SEO and Pay per Click advertising. You

may be much better off printing some leaflets and far more likely to get a return.

In a recent podcast I recorded with Dave McRobbie from IADigital we discussed starting

with what you are already good at in your business before attempting anything digital.

This is sound advice from Dave and ensures that you don’t go into anything for the sake

of it.

There are many tools and services from social media, email marketing, smart websites,

SEO, PPC, Advertising, blogging, podcasting and many many more. Understanding which

of these works for you is tricky but achievable process.

Starting with your business objectives is the first place to start and then working on the

goals you need to achieve to meet those objectives. Now looking at the goals you will

need to understand what skills and resources you have available either in-house or via

existing relationships. Can you achieve those goals with what you have and what tools and

services will aid that process.

If brand awareness is an objective then SEO might not be the right tactic for that situation

but very likely for others, But measuring awareness by the spend on SEO will not help you

understand its effectiveness.

The problem with so many tools and tactics it can be very easy to spend time on money
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just because its new and shiny.

I am as guilty as anyone t be drawn to the new software and systems and latest tactics and

I have to remind myself of my goals and objectives.

Starting with what you are already doing well and what your overall business objectives

are is the way to work out where to go next. But don’t do social or Facebook advertising

just because you feel you should.

So what works in small business is the same as it always has been, providing a great

product and or service to your clients and meeting their expectations both online and

offline.

What is real time marketing?

In this blog I will try and explain the basics of real time marketing.

We live in an on demand world today, we expect answers and responses are we want them

now, hold on i mean yesterday.

Gone on the days of waiting 3 – 5 days for a postal reply or even 24 hours for a fax return.

We want and expect an instant response.

We are now getting information second by second, this is why physical newspapers are

having a hard time, by the time we pick up the paper we already know all the news items.
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Real time marketing plays on this on demand instant culture. So what is it? Basically real

time marketing is the ability to create some kind of advert or announcement in response to

a real time event, news or situation.

The classic example of this is the Oreo tweet in 2013. The event was the Superbowl and

there was an incident where the flood lights went out. The PR and marketing team behind

Oreo very quickly created the following tweet and it was posted around 15 mins after the

incident which lasted for 34 minutes.

The tweet very quickly racked up thousands of retweets and shares. It was relevant and

topical and more importantly timely. Now it turns out that the agency 360i who were

handling the Oreo PR and social during the event had a 15 man strong team for the

duration of the event. These included copywriters and legal and were able to put together

this advert in real time.

Many brands have since tried to repeat this kind of success without much luck. It is very

hard to be able to produce this kind of campaign and capture peoples attention without it

seeming like you are just hijacking the event or situation.

In fact there has been many disasters where brands have tried and really got it wrong.

American Apparels unfortunate attempt at real time did not go down very well after it send

this email campaign out during Hurricane Sandy.
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Real time marketing is like gambling, you should get involved if you really know what

you are doing and maybe not even then.

What you can do is look out for what’s happening in your industry or in the general news

and if you think you can add value to the conversation in a positive way you can join the

conversation. Don’t try and hijack every piece of news and try and shoehorn your product

or service into it as it just wont work.

Does real time marketing add to the bottom line? I don’t know is the answer, but it could

be a useful tactic to gain awareness if done in a relevant and contextual manner.

Will there be more real time marketing? Yes without a doubt, there will always be

someone willing to risk it all and go for broke and attempt to gain eyeballs and free PR

and do something either brilliant or equally very silly.

So there we have it a brief and simple overview of real time marketing. Do you know of

any other good or bad examples?

Relationships vs Leads
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I heard this debate this morning whilst listening to the amazing Marketing Companion

podcast and wanted to venture further into this debate with you guys.

What is the role of content marketing today is it to develop relationships or leads or even

both?

The purest in me screams relationships wins hands down, however the businessman in me

wants to say leads and even sales.

There is also a time element to this question in that if your company is creating lots of

leads and sales already and commercially is a well oiled machine that attracts, converts

and delights its customers then using a content marketing strategy to develop relationships

makes the most sense. This is a long term strategy that will nurture the best relationships

into zealots and advocates. It will pay off the most in the long run but you have the time

existing sales and lead generation in place to enable you to do this.

If however you are a business that requires leads and sales like yesterday then the idea of

spending time and money on relationships may seem fluffy and what the business needs is

leads and sales. Now there are 2 schools of thought maybe content marketing alone is not

he answer if you are pressed for time and a marketing mix of paid media and direct

marketing alongside your content marketing efforts would be wise. This is providing you

have the money of course. Content marketing can and does create leads and sales though,

it just takes a little more patience and grind in terms of creating amazing content that your

prospects love.

Look at someone like LeadPages who give away entire courses for free for digital

marketers. The content is easily worth hundreds of pounds and there are many people who

have courses that are not as good yet charge good money for them. This content takes time
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to create and there is some serious investment. It is so good people would pay for it and

that is when content marketing really pays off. By giving this content away for free in

exchange for your email address and permission to market to you they generate thousands

of leads and ultimately customers.

So where do I sit in the Relationship vs Leads debate? I think the answer is like a lot of

marketing answers in that it depends on your personal situation. I do however firmly

believe that relationships are at the heart of it and understanding that not everyone is ready

to buy today or tomorrow. But by educating, adding value and truly inspiring your

audience with content that helps them move closer their goals you are building a much

greater asset.

Customers may come and go, but by giving away your best content and listening to your

audience you create a network or friends and fans that go with you wherever you go and

whatever you do. Content marketing done in a way that is short term and focused only on

acquiring any customer or transaction at all may meet your sales target for one month but

is unlikely to create that key connection that refers you time and time again.

What do you think? I am sitting on the fence a bit here and maybe need pushing one way

or another?

Should you send a client a text message?

Should you send a client a text message? Straight up I don’t have the answer at all, but I

am curious to hear your thoughts. I have just sent out a Twitter Poll as well to get some

feedback there.
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Here are my two schools of thought:

Is it too personal?

I originally have always fallen into this camp, that a text message is a little too personal

unless you really do have a close relationship and you know that outside of your business

setting. I feel that a text message is a personal communication channel and one where I

expect to receive messages from friends and family. You could argue that permission has

been implied by them having your mobile number in the first place and therefore means

they can contact you via that number regardless of the format?  Text messages are

normally short and sharp and get to the point. This has not stopped people from sending

messages that pretty much an email just sent in a text message.

Is there a point in a business relationship where it is acceptable and if so what is that point

or where is that line?

One part of my concern with sending clients text messages is that exact line and lack of

clarity if it is acceptable or not? I think there could be some people that would be confused

if they got a text message regardless of how well you know them or how long you have

known them.

It is a line that I see that I honestly have no idea if I am the only person seeing this line?

Or am I making too much of nothing?

I am very happy to concede that I just might be making something out of nothing? Is it just

another format, another way of communicating? You could also throw mobile apps into

this. Some feedback I have just received from a few people is that it is also absolutely fine

to use apps like WhatsApp and Facebook to communicate with your clients. Maybe the

lines between the channels are blurring and if it is available to use then it’s implied you

can send messages via than channel.

Some of the other feedback I have been getting is quite interesting in the use cases such as

sending pictures via mobile and via apps. And interesting enough every response I have

got has been that it is acceptable or at least depending on the relationship it is.

It does makes sense in general from a communication stand point as in many cases people

hate getting phone calls. If you think about it they are rather disruptive and stops you

doing what whatever you were doing to respond the needs of the person calling. A
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message of some kind means people can respond when they are ready. This is when

people follow the message with a call to chase up the response from the message.

The Problem

We have so little time today and we live an expect an on-demand experience in everything

we do. I get frustrated when the toaster is taking too long or the kettle is taking forever to

boil. We no longer want to wait to wait for anything. Even when sending out a message

we want and expect an instant response. I wonder if we use messaging apps and text

messages because they go straight to the person and right onto a device that we know they

are going to see the message? Even now people will get the messages on their smart

watches.

The Challenge

Because it is a more personal channel I wonder if it can be a challenge to manage the

“line” Some feedback I have just got is that keeping a professional distance can be a

challenge when using personal channels. I think this is where I do have concerns but again

comes down to where the “line” is and how well you know your clients.

So after reading back the responses i have got while writing this post I thinks the bottom

line is, it is ok to use any of the digital channels to communicate with your clients

providing you set the expectation and you feel you know them well enough that they will

be accepting of receiving a personal communication from you.

I have no doubt I have missed lots of really valid points in this post as I have been jumping

back and forth getting feedback and therefore will continue to update this post. If you have

any thoughts please let me know in the comments and I will be sure to add them to the

post.

*Update: Thank you so much for everybody who has helped me get some real feedback on

this. Some brilliant responses have come back and I do see some trends coming through.

1. Texting clients is fine and it seems most if not everybody does it.

2. Using texts for short updates, confirmations or reminders is in fact very useful.

3. Getting their permission and establishing preferred methods of communication is

key .

Thanks everybody
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Why you need a digital mindset

In this blog I will explain why I feel having a digital

mindset is so important.

I keep seeing companies applying old rules to new technology.

How many people do you see using social media as a sales broadcast tool spamming feeds

with “buy my stuff” messages? Or websites that are online brochures screaming

“me,me,me,me”. This is unfortunately still the majority even despite so much free

education available that tells small business owners and marketers not to do this.

Its time to see that today is less about you and in fact all about your prospects and

customers. What do they need from your digital assets? What are they looking for and

what problems and questions are they trying to solve?

These questions and problems they have, how are you going to provide the answers they

need. Are you going to try and help them or sell them something? It might be both but

your mindset needs to think about the prospects state of mind first. They are looking to

solve their problem or understand something not always buy something at least not

straight away.

The sooner we realize that times have changed and our prospects are no longer non the

wiser until they receive your cold call. A few clicks and scrolls and they can find about

anything, any company and any person.
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The most popular plugin for web browsers today is ad blockers. We see them as intrusive

rarely helpful. There are of course exceptions for those who understand where advertising

can and does add value to the process but not by selling blindly to anyone and everyone

through banner ads.

Technology means now that we filter calls, reject spam and have trained our eyes to avoid

the adverts. In the case of TV we fast forward our pick up the smartphone or tablet.

Its time to change our mindset and understand how we ourselves navigate our digital lives

and apply our marketing to work with it.

We can do this by adding real value and being genuinely helpful and useful.

People feel like they have less time than ever, therefore you need to ensure that your

content is compelling and give them a reason to consume it.

Make it available where your target audience and customers are and make it easy to get

access too.

With the internet in our pocket via smartphones we have the ability to connect and

consume more information than ever before. Think about how you use the internet and

how you buy anything. Now think about your prospects and customers and think about

aligning your marketing to the new way of buying and selling.

A digital mindset is required before you go charging off into the digital platforms.

Understand your goals and how they align with your prospects and customers goals then

plan before getting started.

It all makes sense in the end, just think about your own buying habits and your own social

networking habits.

Be the company you want to deal with yourself.

Why Great Quality Content is the key to leads
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In this blog I will explain why I feel great quality content is the key to leads.

Ebooks whitepapers and blogs and in fact any kind of content are a key asset to business

and have been for quite sometime. But like most things in marketing poor marketing ruins

a good thing.

As soon as people realised that they rank in search engines and get more traffic to their

site, there were people looking to game the system. Social media at first was a great place

to communicate and connect and still is but  is becoming less social and more brands

screaming and shouting for attention.

No marketing type is bad in general it’s bad marketing that’s the problem. Content

marketing is suffering the same fate with many brands realising that consumers want to

learn and consume great and useful information. The problem is there is too much

information that is simply a clever title or headline and then actual content is a sales pitch.

Even worse is those that have a system in place where a sales person reaches out via the

email address you provided to download the content and try’s to schedule a demo of

whatever software they are selling before you have even opened the ebook or whitepaper.

The key to great leads is none of these tactics but simply to provide great content that

enables the prospect to learn more about the subject and the problem you are trying to

solve for them. Use email and social to connect with them and offer them additional

content that they can choose to consume if they feel this is a problem they are ready to

solve and then just maybe they will see you and your solution as a good solution or

service.
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Not everyone is ready to buy today but in fact by being a great teacher and putting your

self in a position of thought leadership and even better as a utility then your brand will be

top of mind when it comes to solving that issue.

If you want to shorten the sales cycle you have to really understand why your customers

are buying from you. The best way to do this is to ask them and really take the time to get

as much detail as possible. It may just surprise you as to what you find.

Then take the time to craft really useful, valuable and shareable content that these types of

people are going to want to download because it answers a question or helps them

understand a subject better. But understand this, It has to really stand out and be so good

people would pay for it. Average content is everywhere and more and more of it is being

piled on every hour.

Regarding getting people to share your great content, its quite simple really! People share

what makes them look good! If your content is so good and almost too good they will

want to be the person credited with getting that in front of their friends and peers.

Great content leads to top of mind and ultimately good leads. After that you have to

deliver your promise so ensure your product or service is as good as the quality content

you create.

Are you telling or selling?

In this blog I will explore the right kind of language and mindset required before doing

any kind of online marketing.
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So the blog title is a little misleading right! In the end we are all sales people and therefore

selling. It’s actually not a bad thing at all to be selling when you realise you are solving

peoples problems and they are happy to pay for that pain to stop.

So the fine line between telling and selling is all in the way its communicated and if done

well, you should be doing both.

As I mentioned in a previous blog the mindset for your website is “its not about you”.The

same is true for all of your online marketing. The truth is nobody care what you do.

Harsh? Maybe, but what we care about is how you can help us. If your website copy starts

by telling us what you do and how good you are, we switch off.

Always start off by outlining quickly and clearly what is the problem you are solving. This

enables visitors to be sure that they are either in the right place or not. How many times

have you landed on a website and you are not entirely sure what it is they are trying to tell

you or even sell you?

By making it crystal clear with no mistake what the problem or problems you are trying to

solve are the prospect can then rule themselves in or out of investing more time on your

site.

Now you may think I want them to stay regardless and then convince them. This is

practice may happen from time to time, but in reality there was a reason they ended up on

your site, and that comes with an expectation and it imperative you meet that expectation.

Lets talk about that expectation for a minute. Another mistake people make is that they

assume that everybody ends of on the homepage. But in reality we are sharing content on

social media and search engines are suggesting pages from your site that are not your

home page. With this in mind you should think about what a user is expecting when they

land on any page on you site or open any email from. There is nothing worse than not

getting what you expected. Clear navigation at the top and bottom of your site will help

people understand how to find the next step. As for email, use enticing headlines always,

but don’t mislead. If there is an information gap and a link to find out more again make

sure you meet that expectation or give a clear path how the user can fill that gap. Too

many hoops though and they will get bored and leave.

Overall you should be telling a story about you and your company, it should explain how

you approach a problem and why it’s important its solved. Remember that we buy based
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on emotion as much as logic. There needs to be a good balance of the two.

There is of course a place for your product or service but it must come after the “why” and

the “how” then once the prospect is happy this is a problem they have and how you will

solve it fits their needs then is the time to tell them what it is you will be selling them.

When done correctly the “what” is the least important part of the process, what is

important is that you clearly understand their problem and you have demonstrated you can

solve it.

This is all both telling and selling, but in a way that we want to be sold to and in actually

fact we buy.

How do I generate more leads?

In this blog I will look to answer the question “How do I generate more leads?”

The short answer is – be the kind of company you would like to find when looking and

researching for something.

How does that work practically? Lets take a look.

To start with you will need to understand who your current and target audiences are. You

can start by simply talking to your existing customers if that is possible? Ask them why
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they chose you and what could you have done even better?

When you have a good idea who your current and ideal audience are you now to start

thinking like them. What is the problem they are trying to solve? Then think about the 5

top objections they may have about your product of service.

If you can understand their pain points and the problems they looking solve, the reasons

why they may object buying your product or service then you have a starting point for

generating leads.

Think about what questions they have and then use all of your marketing and sales team

and assets to answer those questions and address those concerns.

Ideally you be doing this on your website. Don’t talk about your product or service

straight away unless you are addressing an objection or pricing. Talk about the problem

you solve and think about what information they are looking for.

By making it really easy to help them find what they want and by answering their

questions you have every chance of generating leads.

However there a few more things to think about.

You will need to enable them to stay in touch with you if they are not ready to buy right

away and you need to enable them to buy when they are ready.

Sound silly? Many times I see websites that do not make it easy to do business with them.

For those that are not ready to buy today, offer them an email signup. Now not just the

boxes to saying join here. Give them a reason for joining. Explain what content they are

going to get if they sign-up and make it worthwhile.

We are all over subscribed already to to join another mailing list has to be really good.

Also offer different subscriptions for different areas of you business, maybe offer a free

email course.

For those that are ready to buy now, you need to think about this process and again make it

as painless as possible.
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Understand these things though, nobody really wants to fill out a contact us form, nor do

they really want to call you unless they know how quick and easy you can make the

process.

So if you need them to call you to buy, ensure you explain the process with what they will

need to buy from you. Think about everything you would want in a buying experience and

try and apply it where you can.

In order to get the right kind of interested buyers to your site in the first place you can

share all of your content that educates and informs and inspires your audience. Own your

industry, be the go to source. Get out and do public speaking and networking and share all

of your knowledge. Let everyone know that you are the people to go to when they have a

question.

One final thing, don’t stop doing whatever works today. Digital is great and I love it, but

if you have something that is working for you still and driving new leads into the business

keep doing that too.

Social Media

Should I use Facebook re-targeting?

Facebook Re-targeting is another re-targeting platform like Google’s but does it offer

anything different?

If you are not familiar with re-targeting or re-marketing then check out this post here!

I am not a massive fan of re-targeting but this is mainly due to how people abuse it and

make it creepy and annoying.
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However done right it can produce results without a doubt.

So how does it work? It works by placing a pixel on your website (a bit of code) that tells

Facebook that somebody has visited your site. When that person later at some point logs

into Facebook they are presented with with one of your adverts to remind them that they

were on your site.

We are used to this on the internet on a daily basis. You view something on Amazon or

another site and then there advert follows you round the internet for weeks like a bad

smell.

When re-targeting is done badly it does nothing but annoy.

When using re-targeting in Facebook there are few differences to consider. It is not super

simple to set-up and will require some low level technical ability or your marketing

consultant or agency to set it up.

When done well with a genuine strategy the results can be incredible. When the right kind

of people are targeted with relevant and contextual content and advertising combined it

has proved time and time again a great ROI.

When used to spam people and chase them round the whole internet you may get some

results but equally annoy the hell out of people.

A good example of this done well to win new customers could be as follows:

Using promoted posts on Facebook you target you ideal audience with a relevant and

useful piece of content. This page has the Facebook re-targeting pixel enabled so anybody

that visits that page can be reached again using the Facebook adverts.

You then create a Facebook advert promoting a webinar, course or ebook and have it

displayed to those people who visited your promoted blog post. The webinar or course will

capture their email addresses and enable you to continue to nurture and when ready

convert to a customer if not already.

By using the two stages of helpful and useful content and increasing the commitment from

the prospect at each stage you are increasing the chances of them converting.
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The first blog post needs to be valuable and the promoted post needs to go to relevant and

targeted people not just anyone for this to work best.

Re-targeting is often used in e-commerce environments. When someone leaves a site

without purchasing they are then presented with that item with reminders to buy. Now this

does work for some people and if you are going to do this please think about how many

times you are going to keep presenting adverts to that person.

I have seen lots of examples of how not to do it. I had one companies adverts follow me

round for what felt like months. It 100% put me off working with them as I could see how

they felt about using this technology.

I still today get the local college presenting me with irrelevant adverts. I am not the ideal

audience and are clearly only targeting me based on my location. They are wasting money

advertising to me. Worse it leaves me feeling that they clearly don’t know what they are

doing with this kind of marketing or have a consultant or agency who does not know

either.

Another to consider when using Facebook re-targeting is peoples intent when on the

platform. People in general use Facebook in their moments of downtime to keep up to date

and for longer periods in the evening. They also are not really in a business mode so much.

Make sure your promoted blog and your 2nd level offering are really good. Offering your

brochure or a 5% discount code is simply not going to cut it.

If you need help setting any of this up or have questions please do not hesitate to contact

me in the form below.

If you liked this post and want to get more like this in my monthly email newsletter please

join my list in the form in the footer.

Should I outsource my social media?
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I read recently that huge numbers of small businesses are outsourcing social media and

have no idea if it is actually having any affect on leads and sales.

This tells me that although business owners understand that it is important to use social

media, they are struggling to find the time to do it, or to learn about it. They are simply

ticking a box by outsourcing it.

To answer the question should you outsource it at all that really depends. Is your social

media part of your overall sales and marketing strategy and is this being considered and

managed with your social media consultant?

The really good consultants understand this and work with you to ensure you get results

and you have a steady stream of useful and valuable content being produced in order to

share on the social channels. They also understand that social is as much about listening

and joining the conversation as it is about posting your own content (Guilty).

Social Media is Hard!

Lets make one thing clear social media management done right is not cheap! It takes time

and a very good understanding of your business, your industry, and your goals. If you find

the price you are being quoted is barely a few hundred pounds a month you know there are

doing the bare minimum and clearly do not understand how social fits into a business

strategy.

I see lots of companies today that claim to be social media consultants and yet their own

social streams are great example of how not to use social media. Constant sales and

pitching messages and then the retweets of their clients posts to add to their monthly report
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of useless and vanity based metrics.

The problem is two fold. Poor consultants are mealy people who know which buttons to

press and offer a price to match. Then, time and cost conscious business owners who just

want to tick that box and get on with the real work.

I get it, it takes time and is constantly changing how are you supposed to keep up? Simple

answer is you don’t. Keeping up with digital is a full time job, spend your time on the

channels that make sense to you and master them.

Ideal World

Ideally you manage your own social media backed up by good training and advice. Once

you understand the real value that come as a result of learning this skill you will never

look back. This is not something for the kids any longer. This is where people spend most

of their downtime where they stay updated and where the seek entertainment. In a word

social media is where ATTENTION lives.

Attend conferences and workshops, read blogs and attend seminars, whatever it takes to

get social right in your company.

Outsourcing

If you are going to outsource it for whatever reason, take time to hire the right consultant

and apply a proper budget to it. Simply hiring the cheapest company is 100% a waste of

time. You would be better to spend money on good old advertising and you will likely get

a better return on investment.

The right kind of consultant will clearly demonstrate how to do social media through there

own channels. They will also have a keen interest in the other areas of digital even if its to

understand how they would potentially work with your existing suppliers or staff.

Social media is more than something you need to do today, it really is an essential skill

that applies to nearly all companies of all sizes and regardless of your age.

My advice!

Get along to some local events and meet the experts in your area, here what they have to

say and then talk to them. There will always be a mix of social media constants and
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hopefully this blog will help you determine if you want to use a consultant or not. I would

also recommend checking out the following companies:

www.lucyshall.com and her fabulous event – Social day 

And also

www.zcsocialmedia.com and again the amazing  Get Social Kent

Which platforms should I be using?

With so many different platforms and content types it is no wonder people are a little

confused as to where to start and which ones to use.

The same applies to content type. Should you be blogging, podcasting,tweeting, producing

video, or even live streaming now?

It is tempting to be doing it all and unfortunately this is where things start to go wrong.

Unless you have a team of people or you outsource some elements of these you will really

find you are diluting your audience. As a small business you should be thinking about two

things:

1. Where are my prospects and customers looking for information about my product

or service?

2. What is the best platform or content type to provide the best answer to my

prospects question or need?
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Understanding these two will help determine which platforms are best to concentrate on.

The next tip is key and can make all the difference. In order to maintain and grow and get

results from your audience you need to be consistent.

Consistency is not the same as often. Maybe your consistency is blogging once a month?

 As long as the frequency is enough to keep your audience engaged then its about

producing consistently.

If you try podcasting or periscoping once or twice then don’t return for 3 months you

cannot expect your audience to be there waiting. And not all platforms are right for you

and your audience. My friend Lucy has done a wonderful job with periscope and has

quickly realised the benefits of integrating it into her content production schedule.

For me I have not yet found that gap to get started with Periscope as much as I want too. I

have my blog and my podcast and I want to keep on serving these channels for now.

It is very tempting to just jump into everything and you can if you have the time and it

makes sense to do so. You could even delegate parts of it to a Virtual assistant or another

person in your company and this will help you manage more platforms.

Even choosing which social media channel is a real challenge for many. Twitter, LinkedIn,

Facebook, Pintrest, and Instagram all are wonderful channels and have their own

audiences. Return to the two questions above and determine which channels are going to

serve your prospects and customers best.

If you are still not sure try them and see which is getting the most traction and response.

But don’t just keep working away at a platform just because you think you should or

because you enjoy it. That being said enjoying producing content is important it it comes

across too.

So take the time to work out your content strategy and which platforms are the best for

your business. Then consistently produce on those platforms. Listen to what your audience

tells you and then modify and do more.

I get some great comments on my blog and I really do appreciate every one of them.

Mostly positive and sometimes I get advice and I love those too.

Is it too late too join social media?
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In this blog I will look to answer the question

“is it too late to join social media?”.

Why some people are still waiting around to see if this social media thing is going to

become something worth looking at is beyond me. But the truth is there are still lots of

business owners who think it might be a fad. Newsflash social media is not just for the

kids.

To be fair most new platforms are adopted by the younger generation first as they look for

places they can have private conversations with there friends without mum or dad

chipping in and embarrassing the hell out of them.

This used to be Facebook, but now Nan and Grandad are on their posting away holiday

snaps its not quite the same.

So is it too late for a small business owner to jump in on Twitter and getting some of the

good stuff? I would say it is not too late at all although most of the magic is starting to

dwindle but done right there is huge benefits from being an active Twitter user.

My advice would be do not expect to build the massive followings that some people have.

In the early days everybody followed everybody and hence some people with seemingly

nothing special with massive followings. These accounts are normally following a similar

amount of people and this just does not make sense to me.

Where you might find some success is if you start with the new social media channels and

get in early. Some people have come from nowhere to build massive periscope or vine
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followings.

Getting in early can have some real advantages. It is also best to get in and build some

good contacts and have some good conversations before the masses come in and spoil it

for everyone.

When the audiences start to mature and the advertising starts hotting up that’s when you

know a social media platform is starting to reach the peak and then is a good time to start

looking for the next big thing.

I strongly advise only using social media if you have something worthwhile to say or

intentions are customer or relationship focused. Joining up to start spamming you sales

messages is something there is already plenty of.

So no its not too late for anyone who is looking to add to the conversation and add value.

There is always room for great content. You could think of it as being casually late to the

party. Better to be late and make a fantastic entrance.

Time to get your best suit or dress on and join the party, its fun and interesting and you

never know who you might meet.

What is Blab?
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For those who want the short answer – Its Google Hangouts on steroids.

Still here? Awesome, lets dig in. Blab is a relatively new social media platform that

combines video, Vlogging and broadcasting all in one. Imagine getting a few friends

together and having an epic conversation around a particular niche topic and allowing

others to watch as it takes place.

You can blab by yourself too just broadcast what you want but the real power in this

platform is the ability to invite others.

Sounds like Periscope?

Not at all, Periscope is great for those one to many conversations where you are the focal

point and its live right then and there. Periscope is an amazing platform but more for

vlogging and spur of the moment content creation. For example being at a concert or

football game and sharing that experience and that is where i see a big difference. Think of

it as a Point of View platform and for one person to broadcast to many.

What are people doing on Blab?

They are broadcasting group chats in the main. 2-4 people all on the screen at once and

they are debating and sharing. I have watched a few already including Kent’s very own

Lucy Hall . There are lots of chat about Social Media of course, but also food and religion

and sports and anything you could think of.

Is it Live only?

Blabs can be scheduled in advance and people are able to subscribe to the broadcast and

get reminded when it is live. There is also a period of time after the blab where people can

go back and watch blabs that have already taken place.

Should I be using Blab?

It is a very new platform and is still in Beta but is a great opportunity to build an audience

on while its new. If you are comfortable on camera and would like to teach the world all

about your passions then why not. At least check it out and see if it is a useful platform

that can tie in with your social media strategy.
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Blab is yet another great way to connect and share amazing information with people all

over the globe. Even if the idea of getting on camera and talking to people is not appealing

at least check it out to see what other people are blabbing about.

If nothing else you now know what a blab is and time will tell how this platform takes off

but my bet is it will and very quickly.

What is the ROI of social media?

In this blog I will review a question that came from  a group session where I was a

panellist today, the question was “what is the ROI of social media?”

It was actually brought up twice today and It pains me to hear that we are still having this

conversation. But based on other speakers talks at the event it makes me realise where

small business owners are in regards to their digital journeys. I wont lie, it scares me how

far behind people are.

I have this same realisation at least once a year when I attend these kinds of events. I get

both excited at the amount of opportunity and sad at the where most companies are

actually at.

None of this stuff social,email, analytics’s, content marketing, blogging is likely to work

unless it is understood and driven from the top down.

So to the question, what is the ROI of social media? Typing it makes me wince, but an

understandable questions still.
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For some this is still new and spending on time on something with the word social in it is

right to be questioned,

In order to answer this question we first have to understand that social media is just a tool

nothing else. It will do nothing for you at all if you don’t use it. Gary Vaynerchuk answers

this brilliantly in his most recent blog post you can find here when he compares the ROI of

a piano. The ROI of the piano to him is very little if anything but to Elton John its worth

millions. Its not the platform you measure but what you do or don’t do with it.

As discussed today you need to start with your strategy and how it all ties into your

business objectives. Just because a new channel emerges or a friend is having success on

another channel does not mean that you need to be jumping on board.

How much time to spend on social media is directly related to the amount of value you get

from it. If you enjoy engaging in conversations and more importantly adding value to the

conversations then you will find yourself spending more time in and out of the the various

platforms. My fear is that business owners will end up seeing social media as another box

to tick. Sent 3 tweets all done! No No No!

Think about what your customers and prospects go to the platform for? Meet those needs

as well as your own but put your audience first. The more value you provide the more

success you will get from any social media platform.

To summarise, social media is a tool nothing more, but in the right hands and used

correctly they can be anything you want it to be. When I see a piano I see ivory sticks

when others see one they see music. When I first saw twitter I saw an opportunity to

connect, learn and teach. What do you see?

Periscope vs Blab
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I only compare these products for the purpose of those that are unsure which of the two

live streaming products are best for their business.

I do in fact consider them very different services and in fact both can be used for very

different purposes.

I also understand as a small business owner or marketer they both fall into the categories

of new and live streaming.

So what are the fundamental differences?

For me personally I think if them in two different camps. Periscope is for  individual

broadcasting, and I think of this as a mobile solution. I also see Periscope as great for

sharing experiences such as sporting or music events or even keynotes and other business

events.

Where as Blab I see as a group of people discussing a niche topic or event. I also think of

blab as better on a desktop rather than a mobile although it can be done. I think Blab is

more of a community based broadcast and is also a little more pre determined pre

organised broadcast whereas I think Periscope can be a little more spontaneous and in the

moment.

So which is one is best for me?

I think really it depends on what kind of live content are you trying to create and what kind

of live content works best for your audience? Th
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There is no reason you cannot use both platforms if they both serve your audience.

Confidence

I think if you have the confidence to do 1 to many periscope sessions then you can create

intimacy and this is a powerful connection to make with your audience.

If you are less confident doing 1 to many then maybe joining a group of 4 and adding

value to a group conversation will suit you better.

Which one will last the longest?

Even with Blab being a new platform and Periscope being owned by twitter I see no

reason to believe that either will disappear any time soon. Periscope has an amazing

community and in my opinion has a different use case to Blab.

I think there is less reason to worry about building an audience with these platforms as

they use existing Twitter accounts. I think its more about being consistent with your

content production.  As people get used to using the platforms they will know what to

expect.

Summary

I don’t think one platform is better than the other and really they serve a different purpose

although both using live streaming technology. Think about the audience you are trying to

serve and which format you feel most comfortable using. Don’t worry about it being

perfect because it is not and not supposed to be. And last but not least get in have a go and

have fun.

What is a Facebook Like?

I think i should start of this post by at least acknowledging that i have nothing against

people that have asked me to “Like” their pages on Facebook, and in fact i thank you all

as it got me thinking and led to me posting this blog.

So those that know me well know that i am not a massive Facebook fan I don’t use it

personally only professional and only recently.
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Why? a few reasons there is enough reasons to procrastinate without having another

distraction, i know me and if i can see what all of my friends and family are up to i will

engage and not be doing this that i should be that will lead to me achieving my goals.

Also Facebook is about friends and family primarily. People do not log on to Facebook to

engage with brands and to be sold too. Horses for courses as they say. I think most small

businesses miss this point and think that people want to see you promoting your latest

product or service.

This leads me onto the page “Likes”. I have had a few requests recently to like business

connections pages and there is one key thing missing “WHY”. Why should i like your

page what can i expect to see that is going to benefit either of us in this transaction.

Don’t misunderstand that it is a transaction as if i like your page it will do a couple of

things. It will associate our brands to others. i.e.. people will see our brands connected and

make assumptions. Does that connection help our respective message or story or does it

confuse the message? The other thing it does it may or may not depending on lots of

factors (Edgerank, another blog post that one) appear on my timeline as an update.

Time is precious enough and the more updates and paid for posts that appear in my stream

the harder it is to find the ones i want to see on that platform.

So back to the “Why” what are you going to get out of this? Your posts may or may not

appear in my stream but i think people want the “Like” to add to the total number of

people that have already “Liked” your page right?

So social currency eh! Are people still in the mind-set that “Likes” matter? the more you

have the more people will engage with your brand and therefore buy your product?

Really?

Firstly the chances of your brands post appearing in their streams are unlikely and unless

what you have to say is truly going to make a difference to that persons day/life do you

even want it to?

I really value my audience and connections on any platform and  always put them first. I

ask myself the questions

Is it not better to have prospective buyers and customers “Like” your page so they can get
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real value from your posts?

The numbers don’t impress me, there are so many companies today selling real likes and

real followers at 10,000 at a time, any large number i look at is immediately greeted with

scepticism. And if you only have a few hundred likes does that really do you any favours

in terms of social currency?

So my advice is to think about your audience and who are the people you can really help

with your product, service or cause. Treat the audience you have with useful and valuable

content that will make a difference, don’t post what you had for breakfast or videos or

dancing cats. Yes those thing maybe entertaining and get engagement but how does that

help you achieve your goals or theirs?

Treat each and every single “Like” as an individual relationship, learn what you can about

them and provide great content that will answer their questions.

I really value my audience and connections on any platform and  always put them first. I

ask myself the question, “How is this going to serve my audience”?

Facebook is a really powerful tool along with lots of others but taking the time to

understand each platform and the audience you have on each one is crucial. Post the right

content in the right context for each platform.

With all this being said they are “Social Networks” and this does need to be taken into

consideration and if you are using them for personal use and in most cases business too its

important to be friendly, helpful and yourself.

What is re-targeting?
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This blog will try and explain the very basics of re-targeting and explore the pro’s and

cons of using it in your marketing mix.

Pretty much everyone has been exposed to re-marketing at some point. Once you

understand what it is, I will leave it up to you, to determine if it is a good thing or not.

So, when you are browsing around the internet, you may land on a web site, browse

around and then leave for what ever reason. Now have you noticed that maybe the brand

or maybe one or some of the exact products you were looking at are now being advertised

on other website? Coincidence you may think? Of course it is not. You may find that those

adverts follow you round the internet wherever you go?

This is re-targeting. What happens, is a small file called a cookie is created on your

computer, that stores basic information about your visit to the brands website. Now

Google is able to access those cookies and know exactly when you visited that brands site

and what pages you were looking at. If that brand has a re-targeting campaign set up  via

there Google adwords (advertising) account, they are now able to determine when one of

their adverts, often including the exact product you were looking at is served to you on

other websites. But only those that have advertising space on them that is ran via Google’s

ad network.

How many times this advert is shown to you and for how long is determined by the brand

or the marketing agency running the campaign of their behalf.

So why do they do it? The aim is to remind you or entice you to back to the site and order

the product or service.

Maybe you were not ready to buy that day but today you are, or you was just not sure, a

little nudge can sway you to make the purchase. Or it simply annoys you and is creepy?

The Pros of running a re-targeting campaign are that for some industries this does result in

sales, the frequent reminders keep the brand or product top of mind and a percentage then

go on to buy. That percentage does vary by product and industry, but there is no doubt it

can result in an upturn in sales for those that were on the fence.

The Cons of running re-targeting campaigns are quite simple, for everyone that does not

buy there are an equal amount of people if not more that are quite simply irritated by the

adverts. This can lead to a negative feeling towards the brand as a whole. As a result any
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future purchases are less likely.

I think like any advertising, its not advertising that’s the problem its bad advertising.

There are too many people that set these campaigns to run for too long and too frequently.

If they were subtle and odd advert appeared in relevant places, it may work to serve as a

reminder that is not pushy.

What do you think is re-targeting a good thing or not?

Why understanding Google Analytics is so important

In this blog I hope to explain why I feel understanding How Google Analytics works is so

important.

So to start with you probably think you have enough to deal with without being told you

need to learn something new?

I get that, and this is not what I mean. I am not talking about becoming certified as to be

honest it is a hugely powerful tool that requires a certain amount of technical

understanding to implement and manage all of the advanced features.
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However what I do mean is to understand the very basics of what it is and how it can assist

you in making better business decisions.

So very quickly what is Google Analytics? It is a free tool that enables you to understand

what, where and why  is happening  on your digital assets such as your website or mobile

app.

In a nutshell, a small piece of code is inserted into you app or website that tracks visitors

with all kinds of information about where they have come from, how they found you, and

what they did while on your site.

It does not give you the name of the person, although there are other tools (paid for) that

can tell you with some accuracy.

Why would you want to know this information? Well depending on your site or app it is

often the case or at least should be that you are trying to give them a great experience and

asking them to do something, for example, download something, purchase something or

sign up to a newsletter. Some of these are micro conversions such as joining the newsletter

list and some are what we call macro conversions i.e. purchase something or create an

account.

What Google Analytics will do is help you understand if this is happening, how often and

why. My setting up Google Analytics correctly you are able to measure how successful

your marketing activities are and if they are driving revenue generating actions.

So why should you care about this when the web team deal with it? Its quite simple really,

having all this data is useless unless you actually make decisions as a result of it. By

understanding the right questions to ask you will be able to determine what’s working and

what’s not.

All the data is available and there is some amazing reports that can be generated. Where

are visitors coming from? Do they return? How long do they stay? What device do they

use? What browser are the using? The list goes on and on and on.

My point is by taking the time to understand the basics and what can be done you can then

ask the right questions and get so much more information and ensure you get the very best

ROI from your digital assets.

So dont let all that fantastic and free information go to waste, understand the Google
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Analytics are there to assist you in meeting you business goals and not just a fancy tool for

techies.

Social media is a skill not a job?

This blog will outline the reasons that understanding basic social media skills is a must in

business today as its not longer only a function in an organization of any size.

Not that many years ago being a typist was a skill and businesses would have rooms full of

typists that just typed all day every day. You were judged on how many words you could

type a minute and how few mistakes you would make.

There were training centres and even competitions world wide. It was a job and a popular

one since 1930.

Today typing is a skill and a fundamental one. There as skill competitions but now they

are for the smart phone with various national championships but in general being able to

type is a given and a required business skill.

At one time using a photocopier was a job too. The machines were huge and required a

dedicated person or team of people who were able and aloud to copy. It was a job just like

the typist. Today anyone can copy the machines are simple and once you have used one

you can generally work out another. Using the photocopier is a skill and no longer a job.

Originally using social media was just for the kids, then like all things marketers ruined it
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and came into it to try and push messages nobody really wanted. Eventually businesses

realised and often kicking and screaming started using social media. It was often given to

an intern or the marketing assistant or the youngest person in the company because “they

get it”.

As it became more apparent that social was actually a fantastic tool for lead generation and

building relationships and then it became a job.

Today I don’t think business owners think social is a waste of time and in fact are starting

to take it much more seriously.

But with social now becoming integrated and central to everyday communication outside

the business it has a direct impact on the business. For example if people express

dissatisfaction at their work day on social media it does not look good for the brand

whatever the size.

Also understanding that in-sourcing and getting employees as advocates for your brand is

really very powerful and in fact often has more impact that if a MD or CEO does the same.

Today I believe that social media is a fundamental business skill like typing an copying

and business owners of all sizes need all employees to understand the basics of social

media etiquette and outline their corporate and HR policies and responsibilities.

By all means use an outside agency if you need the help but I would encourage training as

well or instead. Another blog on in-sourcing another day.

There are some great social media trainers around and also some really poor outsourcing

agents that will just push sales based messages on your behalf and call it strategy. The best

ones offer regular training and are on the speaking circuit and have real creditability in

your area.

Budget for this, and not just once. Social media is evolving as such a rate that nobody can

really consider themselves completely 100% up-to date. Regular top up courses are a must

and new employees should be encouraged to take fundamental courses in person on

on-line.

With the right training and the right implementation social should and can be a culture in

your business.
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What is digital proficiency?

Surprised expression on a baby boys face whilst getting into mischief on a laptop

computer

In this blog i will look to explore and hopefully explain and answer the question “what is

digital proficiency?”

Lets set the scene first, we are going through the biggest change in history since the

industrial revolution.

Digital transformation seems to be on everybody lips. As a friend of mine recently

commented, now he is aware of the term, it seems to be everywhere.

This whole conversation is around companies of all sizes either adjusting or taking

advantage of the new ways of doing business of all kinds as a result of the internet and

being connected.

So what is digital proficiency? There are 2 elements to this 1 is a companies digital

proficiency and the other is your audience/prospect/customers digital proficiency.

So lets start with the first, a companies digital proficiency. This is defined as a companies

ability to engage, execute and leverage technology with the aim of improving its services

and communication both with prospect and clients as well as internal communication with

staff and partners.
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You might think this is just something for bigger companies but I can assure you this

applies to companies of all sizes.

Leveraging technology for productivity and effectiveness is an ongoing process. Those

that invest in both the technology and the adoption and usage will without doubt have a

competitive advantage.

This affect production, manufacturing and sales and marketing as well as internal

communication.

Speed is the name of the game but without compromising service. Not an easy thing to

achieve but required in order to keep up. I would also encourage companies to invest a

certain amount of time and money into looking to what is next in your industry, what new

business models may threaten your revenue streams or can you spot trends and adopt these

before your competitors?

The next is  the digital proficiency of you audience. It is not enough today to just segment

your audience by location and age group. Nor is it enough to label millennial’s as different

and just target them. This is all just assuming people are looking for things and act the

same based on simply age. We need to put these conversations to bed now.

People are different, in digital proficiency for you audience we consider the following

things:

Skill level and comfort with technology. Thinking about these areas with regards to your

audience segmentation will also help you consider how you present your content and

design your user journeys.

We are now all in the same game, the attention game and to win you need to come up with

the right kind of content and produced with your ideal audience in mind.

So there we have it my interpretation of what digital proficiency is. I hope you found this

useful?

Should I boost my Facebook Posts?
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spend a little more but equally if targeted well enough could get results. If you are looking

to increase awareness then spending a little on something interesting well get you more

clicks and traffic. Boosting a blog post or podcast with the right kind of targeting can

work. Its a longer game but gets your content in front of the right people. Its then down to

the quality of the title and then the content itself.

Does it work?

So far…yes. With the right content and the right audience it can work..if…… you measure it

right. Understanding your sales cycle is important. If your sales cycle takes a few visits

and and a few weeks or months then judging a single blog post by sales may not the be the

best way to measure success. Measure it by awareness first and see how many new visitors

you can get to return and consume more content. Then measure by sales for those that

return.

Boosting Facebook posts is a relatively inexpensive way to get your content in front of the

right people. If you think even 5 or 6 years ago how expensive it would have been to do

this and get your message and content in front of these people and today it can be started

for just £1. Be selective about your posts and get your targeting right in order to now waste

money.

Next post will be on how you can re-target those that visit your site with adverts on

Facebook. Make sure you join the mailing list if you have not already to ensure you don’t

miss this next post.

How to get started with audience building
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Audience building is hard today. No longer are people signing up for everything and

anything, we are far more discerning.

So where does that leave people who are just getting started and do not have an existing

audience?

I think that in order to build an audience today you will need to be patient and do the work.

This is not a blog post about shortcuts and hacks that will give you tens of thousands of

followers and email subscribers with very little effort.

Audience or community?

So first things first have you thought about the difference between an audience and a

community? They are quite different and the short version is an audience listens to you

primarily and a community will talk among each other although you may be the host. For

more information check out this blog by clicking here.

This blog will be concentrating on the basics of building an audience.

Why so hard?

Audience building today is harder than 7 or 8 years ago because we have all overloaded

our lives, channels and inbox and therefore our attention is already at breaking point.

There are so many more people and brands all fighting for our attention now and we

cannot possibly pay attention to everything.

As a result people are less likely to engage and commit to your marketing

messages unless they really offer something very different.

Being Different

Being Different and unique is the key here. Whatever you niche or industry you are

operating in you need to ask yourself why should someone listen to you and not your

competitors. In face I will go a step further and ask why you and your competitors over

anything else that is more interesting in that moment?

Check out Nerd Fitness here – these guys have carved out their niche and are serving a

very particular type of audience. Not only is it unique and interesting but there is nothing
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else like it. They are not competing for attention against the traditional fitness gurus as

they have selected their own audience or should I say their audience has picked them.

Start building relationships

The most successful audience builders build relationships first then customers. By

providing value first and serving your audience you will build more than just transactions

but long term advocates who become your best sales people.

Start by understanding their goals or problems that you believe you can help them achieve

or solve. Then find ways to educate, inform, inspire, and serve them. As long as it is clear

how you can help them and what that would look like and providing you have built trust

and a clear sense of expertise there is no reason they will not buy from you when they are

ready. But in the meantime you have a loyal audience member.

Make it easy

We do not have the time or patience to work stuff out so if you do not make it easy to

connect with you on social media channels or join you email list then they wont.

You also have to give people a reason and outline what they can expect by joining you

email list or following you on social media. If people are in any doubt they wont join.

Remember people are busy and any attention you do get needs to be treasured. Putting an

email signup in place and stating “join my list” is not going to cut it. This is why so many

people struggle to get email subscribers. Think about it for a minute, in most cases we do

not want more email and we certainly do not want sales pitches emailed to us every day.

You must manage those expectations and then deliver.

Wow them.

If you have not read my blog post about the very first email you send you can find it here.

The short version is the first email you send can make or break the rest of the relationship.

You need to over deliver on the first email to ensure the reader is wowed and from then

they look forward to your emails because you massively over delivered.

Remain consistent

How many times do you see websites where they clearly started off with the intention of
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producing content on a regular basis but very quickly they frequency drops lower and

lower until they just stop. A dead blog is no good for business.

Showing up every day or week or month whatever your schedule is important. This tells

your audience they you are in this for the long hall and you are serious about your

commitment to teach. It may take months or even a year or more before you start seeing

massive traction in your audience building efforts but so many give up way too soon. If

you are committed and remain consistent with the great quality content your audience will

grow and you need to treat each one like your best customer. It only takes one person to

make all the difference and many times there is a tipping point that suddenly catapults

your success very quickly and you could get labelled an overnight success despite the

months and months of hard work nobody saw.

Offline

Do not forget your offline efforts either, networking events and trade shows are a great

way to meet with people and transfer the conversation to an online one after. Always seek

permission before adding people to your list and always include multiple options to

un-subscribe.

Building an audience is hard work but does pave the way for success for those that are

patient enough to do the work. Do not chase vanity metrics in social media followers and

instead look to build a deeper relationship with those that are genuinely interested in your

content.

Best of luck in you quest to build a loyal following and please let me know of any other

advice that i can add to this blog post?

Is Pay per click right for my business?
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In this blog I will look to answer the question “is pay per click right for my business?”

Pay per click advertising is something most small business owners consider as some point

or another. The idea of being able to drive relevant traffic that is already primed to buy

sounds too good to be true.

The problem is everybody does think that and this is one case where the internet has not

given the small business owner the same playing field as the big boys and for one

reason…budget.

Pay per click or PPC as its often referred to as can without doubt a doubt drive leads and

sales. Here comes the but, it is not something that you just chuck money at and wait for the

sales to come driving in. The reason the big boys have an advantage is they can throw

more money at this and unfortunately this is a game where more money makes a

difference.

In very simple terms play per click works by paying to be listed on the very top, and on the

right hand side based on a specific keyword. For example if you sold holidays you would

want to appear as an advert when someone searches for certain keywords or phrases. The

more specific the better. This is because the more broad the term the higher the price. The

way Google determines who appears on the top and on the top of the right hand side is by

how much you are prepared to pay, the more money the higher your listing.

If you are prepared to do the testing and see what works for your business it can pay

dividends. Testing will involve testing different keywords and phrases and seeing what

works for you. You will also need to understand what is your average cost per lead or sale.

Understanding your numbers is very important so you understand how much you can
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afford to spend on obtaining a lead or sale using PPC. Understand that your testing may

not yield a profit, this is more about seeing what works and what generates the most leads

or sales. Your test budget will probably need to be at least a couple of hundred pounds.

It does not end there though, keeping an eye on your PPC campaigns is vital. You do not

want to be spending money on campaigns that are not working. Understanding how to set

budgets in your PPC setup and knowing when to switch them off.

For most small business owners If you do not have much of a budget I am not sure PPC is

for you. If you have the budget but not the skill set then I would advise working with a

PPC agency. They will take a fee but these guys and gals really know what they are doing

and the with the right agency the fee is well spent.

So is PPC right for you? Have you had some real success with PPC?

Should I spend money on banner ads?

In this blog I will explore if spending money on internet based banner ads is a good idea or

not?

Like most things in life the answer is it depends. I would not want to give advice direct to

your company without spending some time understanding your business first.

What we can do though is explore the tactic as a whole and then you can make your own

mind up if it suits your business.
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First lets take a look at the various different options.

1) Google Adwords

2) Other banner ad networks

3) Direct with website owners

Lets look at the most obvious one to start with and that is Google Adwords, probably the

most used banner ad network available to small business owners outside of social media

sites like Facebook.

Google Adwords comes in a few flavours but for the purpose of this blog we are going to

be looking at the display network platform. This is where you can have banner ad style

adverts appear around the internet on 3rd party websites. Those that get success out of

using this platform have done with important thing right. They have tested and refined and

the tested and refined some more and finally they have tested and tested and then refined

even more.

If you are going to get really good results you need to budget for your team, in-house or

outsourced to test properly.

Being realistic this is many many hundreds of pounds if not thousands and that’s before

you really can start thinking about seeing results.

Even after the testing period there will always need to be some portion of the budget used

for further refining.

However depending on your industry and what you measure as success there could be

some results in using this platform. Re-marketing alone has seen some results but it

depends where you sit as to if you think think this is a good thing to be doing.

There are then other networks which offer pretty much the same service like Microsoft’s

Bing network. Again this would need to be tested and refined. If selling this way shows

what you consider a good ROI then having some skilled staff concentrate on this would be

a good idea or use a reputable agency you trust.

The other option is to strike up deals with website owners direct. If you know that your

target audience uses this website and would feel you banner ad is relevant and likely to
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click onto then working with website owners direct could be a good idea.

Having the banner ads on your site yourself is a whole different blog. However my quick

advice would be to ask yourself how much traffic do you really get and what kind of

relationship are you looking to build with your audience?

Is putting adverts on your own site really a good idea? In most cases the answer I provide

is no.

The last one mentioned earlier but again I feel is such a different opportunity it needs a

blog of its own and that’s social media advertising.

So is using banner ads a good idea for your company? If you have then money to test is

properly? If you understand your objective, is its sales or awareness?  Work with an

agency or consultant that understands your company and discuss it properly. Many many

companies I have seen waste money every month dabbling because they think they should

be doing it and really don’t not have the skill sets nor the budget to really get it right.

I hope that was useful guys? Let me know if you would like me to cover social media

advertising?

Are social media links on your webpage a good idea?

In this blog I will explore pros and cons of putting social media links on your website.

I think if I asked myself this question 5 years ago I may have thought differently but I keep
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seeing it more and more today in website design and it makes me think that some web

designers are not thinking about user journeys.

The reasons why social links could be good is that it can demonstrate social proof if you

have a large following and some good reviews. It also shows that you are social media

savvy by having the accounts, providing they are active.

It can also give the user an extended journey if they have exhausted your website and are

looking for more content. But this only works if you post unique content on the social

platforms.

The reason I struggle as to why they are put on the homepage and and in pop-ups and

sidebars, is that you have taken all the trouble to get them on your platform, where you can

control the journey and the only distractions are your own, and then you are offering them

the opportunity to go the social platforms where their friends, family, favourite bands and

TV shows are also looking to get their attention.

You could get them to your site them send them away and one notification on arrival and

you have lost them? Why would anyone do this?

Social media networks are designed to keep you engaged and to keep you clicking on their

site. Also trying to compete with your prospects friends, family and favourite sports team

or celebrity in hard enough itself and that’s not event starting to think about the other

search listings on Google for your product or service.

It could be even worse if you gained the prospect via PPC (Pay per Click Advertising) and

therefore paid for the visit to your site only to direct them away again.

I think if you are going to have social media icons and links then put them in the footer of

your website away from the natural direct line of sight and then if a prospect is actually

looking for that they can find it without it being promoted.

Now lets not get confused with social sharing. Having social sharing links under each of

your blog posts or other content items is a good idea. The social sharing tool you use

should hopefully enable them to share your post without the visitor leaving your site.

Ensuring you are have user journeys mapped out and there are no dead ends in your site is

imperative to keeping a user engaged. Help them find what they want and fast. Take the
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time to set out the journeys for all kinds of visitors and never assume everyone is ready to

buy right now.

Of course social media is still vital in your marketing mix, and often will be around

driving traffic back to your website alongside possible SEO work and PPC campaigns. But

all of those are useless if you don’t get the website right.

What is Yik Yak?

In this blog I will try and explain what is Yik Yak and why proximity based messaging is

about to invade us.

So I came across this recently and after a little research came to some conclusions and

thought I would share, but before that let me address those that want the answer to the

headline.

Yik Yak is a US based startup that was founded in 2013, so this is not a new app or social

network. It is a messaging service that is based around a 10 mile radius of wherever you

are. You post a message (yak) and people can respond and vote up or down if they like or

dislike it. Like other private messaging apps a Yik Yak user is anonymous. Now this its

pros and cons but it is what the under 24 market demands.
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It seems to me that whenever a social media channels starts to get traction marketers come

in and soil it. They look to come in and find a way of serving adverts. Snap Chat was all

the rage for this market and even they had to find a way to monetise and allow brands to

join in. What’s happened is they will look for another way to communicate.

There are other messaging apps like Yik Yak they do similar things and in fact I was

reading about another that is gaining traction that does not even use an internet connection

and works on your bluetooth range, this is great for lots of people in a single room such as

a classroom or nightclub.

Like all new apps of this nature controversy is never far away and there has been reported

cyber bullying and also schools trying to ban the app usage all together.

There has also been some other university’s looking to collaborate with Yik Yak and join

in and see the benefit of being able to communicate and join the conversations.

The company has had a steady growth period over the last few years but seems to be

making some good progress and is now slowly making a little noise in the UK.

I can really see the benifits of this app and would love to see it work with small business

but I just dont know if the target audiance will like that but maybe in time when the digital

natives have had enough we might be left with something really quite different to what we

have today.

There is still work to be done but new social platforms will come and go and who knows if

this is is going to stick around but in meantime it was fun to yak about it for a bit.

What's next in Social Media?
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In this blog I will explore where I feel where the future of social media is heading.

In amongst all the new online services that become available every single day we dont

hear about too many new social media platforms? Why is this? There are the big 7 or 8

services out there and every now and then we get a Meerkat or Periscope but these

platforms are yet to cement themselves firmly in the social media space.

There has been the odd attempt from a new kid on the block but they have not taken off

and gained the required traction of adoption of users. Ello was the most recent attempt in

mind and although it may have felt it had a unique proposition I dont think it really had

much of a chance and nor do many others for the foreseeable future.

Why do I think this? Well lets look at Google + for a minute. What is not to like about it?

Its visually stunning, it has an easy to use interface, the circles function is a great way of

separating audiences and managing them. It also does not filter out what content is seen by

brands or individuals, one of the biggest complaints about Facebook and its EdgeRank

algorithm. There is also far less advertising on Google +. So why does it have less logins

and traction than Facebook?

I believe its quite simply this. People have invested into Facebook, they have made all the

connections, filtered out the ones they dont want, and uploaded their entire life in the form

of photos. All of their social capital is right there in one place and is now the result of

months if not years of hard work.

Why would they start again and do that all again on a new platform? Also its not

guaranteed that all of their friends and family are likey to be on the platform.

So Google + may or may not be a superior platform, it actually doesn’t matter if people
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don’t use it.

With this is mind how does a new platform succeed and make a dent in the social space?

The answer is to do something completely different in my opinion. The reason Instagram

worked was they went for the mobile only photo space. Sure they got purchased by

Facebook but they got the users and offered something others didn’t. Snapchat offered a

solution to the privacy teenagers required where they could be sure whatever they posted

was not going to haunt them or get them in trouble in years to come.

What will come next? Who knows at this moment in time. I think Periscope is a really

interesting concept and will win that particular battle. However not everybody wants to be

on camera.

I wonder if there might be an extension on the live streaming idea and people then creating

Periscope type specific programming in a Big Brother type reality show. Family’s or

brands setting up live cameras around the home or workplace and streaming live 24/7 the

good bad and the ugly? Why would anyone want to do or watch it? The same reasons

people watched Big Brothers in the first place and all the reality shows that have since

spun off.

So there is my take on the current state and the future of Social media. What do you think?

Content Marketing

Why are you not blogging?

In this blog I will consider why businesses are not blogging on a regular basis if at all.

I have mentioned before that I wonder if its the word blog that sounds like a casual word,
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something teenagers do?

If this is the case maybe think of them as articles? Even better think of them as sales

people. Yep that’s right think of each blog/article as a little sales person for your

company.

The fact of the matter is everyone is researching your industry, product, service, company,

people and you!

If you agree that this is happening then the next thing to understand is that these people

have questions and are looking to find a provider that first answers their questions and

makes finding the information they need and want really easy to find and consume. They

will look for trust signals and they will appreciate those that give it all away.

After this they of course want a company that provides the best product or service at a fair

price.

Creating great content like business blogging is the perfect way to start and is not as hard

as you might think.

So what is stopping many companies? Time? really? If you know that your prospects are

choosing supplies by the relationships they build initially online there should be clear case

for content creation right there?

So maybe its that you don’t know what to write about? This one is easy, every single

question your sales team get is a blog. Also, addressing pricing, your ideal clients, clients

that are not a good fit, 5 ways to get the best out of your products and services, the list is

endless and you should always have something to write about.

Remember these are answers and useful, helpful information that your customers and

prospects want and are actively looking for and if you don’t provide them someone else

will.

Not sure who to write these out? If you do not have any marketing resource then I would

suggest the sales people are the next best people if not the best anyway. The reason I say

this is that they are talking to prospects all the time therefore they know the exact

questions they are asking. It is also highly advantageous if they are the ones building the

rapport with the prospects even if its online in the first instance.
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They say the 70% of the buying process takes place online before a prospect engages with

sales. So is it not best that the content that they are producing is building that relationship

ready for when the prospect is ready to engage further?

If nothing else blogging will demonstrate your expertise and hopefully position your

company as thought leaders in your industry. Your company should be the best teachers in

your industry in your area.

So why are you not blogging in your business? I am sure I have missed some good

reasons? If so please let me know?

In the meantime get blogging..or not its up to you but if you don’t someone else will.

Is content marketing right for my company?

In this blog I will look to answer the question

“Is content marketing right for my company?”

Being 100% with you, if you were looking for a balanced view on this you will not be

finding it here. I am afraid I am a little bullish when it comes to content marketing. So if

you are looking for a yes or no answer its a resounding yes from me.

Let me explain why I feel so passionate about this subject matter. I spend some of working

years in my early 20s working in sales roles. This started in telesales making tons of calls

straight from a dun and brad street directory.

This involved seeking out a decision maker and then after hassling them with more calls
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and emails convincing them that “we are in your area” and offer them a no obligation

demonstration of a particular brand of accounting software.

It was awful, I hated it. It was interruption based selling, make 500-1000 calls and maybe

get one appointment. On many occasions the sales rep would turn up and the person they

were due to meet was not even there. We had a policy of not firming up appointments as it

could be a chance for them so back out. Everything about that sales process I hated and

every bone in my body knew there was a better way.

The sad thing is there are still companies out there today who employ similar kinds of

tactics.

So when I came across content marketing nearly 6 years ago I fell in love. Content

marketing or inbound marketing as it is sometimes known is the complete opposite. The

whole process starts and never really ends with customer in mind.

So how does this convince you it is right for your business? Tell me this, when has being

helpful and valuable and a great teacher every been a bad thing? When has building trust

and relationships being a bad thing? Never of course.

Even if you stick with your traditional methods consider this, your prospects are looking to

be educated, inspired and even entertained. They are looking to solve their problems. They

don’t care about us really they care about their problems and pains. So if you are the

company that understands this and clearly demonstrates you know the answers to their

questions by providing them with exactly what they need you cannot fail to generate leads

and sales.

This is how we buy today and its never going back to the old way where the salespeople

had the answers. Content marketing is not new and its not going away any-time soon

either.

If you want to be seen as a great thought leader in your industry, if you want to be a great

teacher, if you want to be the go to company in your sector then content marketing will

provide all of this.

There are loads of excuses for not doing this, no time being the most common one. There

are no excuses there really are not. It will take many years yet before all companies

understand how the sales process has changed and how content marketing provides the

answers that your prospects and customers are asking. My fear for these companies is that
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by the time they realise it will be too late.

If you want my information on implementing content marketing in your company please

reach out to me at david@davidmarkshaw.com

Why 1 download is all you need.

It only takes 1 download to make a difference. That one download by the right person at

the right time can change your life and your company for the better.

There is so much energy applied today to get big numbers of everything, social media

followers and likes, connections on LinkedIn, email subscribers, YouTube subscribers are

even views on your landing page or blog.

This is all with the intention of reaching your goal right? That could be sales or donations

or shares for awareness. But is aiming for total connections and shares the best way? It

cannot hurt that’s for sure but if they are not the right type of people viewing your content

it becomes a numbers game in the hope that the right person finds you.

With this is mind sometimes it may be a good idea to write something very specific that

will appeal direct to your target audience. The more specific the better. With so much

content out there today which is all the same it is too easy for content to get ignored.

Everyone wants you to read their blog or their ebook. There is only so much content one

can read in a day and very few people if any get paid to sit and read it all. We have all

done it, saved a ton of PDFs or book marked a load of videos that in an ideal world we
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would love to have the time to sit down and read or watch it all. The truth is is all an

investment and we have to be selective with what we spend our time consuming.

This is particularly true with eBooks and whitepapers. They are an investment of time and

often have a gateway to access such as a form or social sign-in. Therefore the content

really has to stand out and be exceptional and specific.

Now you might get less views this way from a general audience, but you will get better

quality leads. It could take only 1 really good lead to make it all worth while. That one big

client, that influential person who can elevate your brand.

There is a lot of talk and time spent measuring vanity metrics and really the only metrics

that most people care about is leads and sales. That does not mean you should measure

everything against leads and sales at all that would be silly. But understand these are the

ultimate goals. Some campaigns should be and measured on awareness. But of course later

down the line we hope that awareness leads to interest and desire.

So taking the time to understand who is the ideal reader or consumer of your content and

then creating something so valuable and specific that they choose to spend their time on

your content.

Writing misleading headlines may get you more downloads but will ultimately be the

wrong kind of audience those looking for the silver bullet and for free and there are lots of

them out there.

Set your goals, identify your target audience and write specifically for them and only

them.

What is Content Loyalty?

In this blog i will explore If there is such a thing as content loyalty. Its not a term I have

heard before, and yet think its something to be considered with the enormous amount of
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content being produced.

So what do I mean by content loyalty? If you think about how many brands and

individuals are asking for your attention. They may want you to read their blogs, or sign

up to their email list, listen to a podcast, watch their YouTube channel or a whole host of

social media channels. Its not over either with new channels appearing such as Periscope

and Meerkat.

There is also traditional content that is also fighting for our time and attention such as

radio, TV and print.

All of these platforms and being updated with new content at an unprecedented rate. By

choosing to read this blog post (and I thank you) you are not consuming someone else’s

content or doing something else. It is an investment.

As a digital marketer I am completely aware of the investment I make with content

consumption and the investment my audience make in consuming my content.

There is only so much content anyone can consume and with so much wonderful,

interesting and entertaining content being produced each and every hour where do we

start?

Discovery also plays a big part, as we find new content producers we like or existing

content producers create a new channel we have to consider if we have the time to include

them in our consumption time.

Often what I find personally is that I have swap out a blog or podcast for the new one.

So in order to keep eyeballs and ears on our content we all have to ensure that each piece

we create is better than the last and ensures that when the next notification comes through

of a new piece of content is ready to consume our audiences want to consume it.

I truth is that it is getting harder to retain eyeballs and I believe that in the end the cream

will rise to the top.

It is harder to break through the noise and now everyone and anyone can publish. I am

delighted we can and no longer need to seek permission to publish, but lets not

underestimate how hard it is to get content loyalty.
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This is where we now to look at each member of our audience, those that choose to

consume even one piece of our content and really appreciate that. As Gary Vaynerchuk

has stated in an amazing video 1>0. He talks about the importance of every single view of

your content and it only takes the right person to view a single piece of content to make a

difference.

So content loyalty is the privilege of having a regular consumer of your content.

Understanding the investment that people are making by choosing you and then serving

that audience.

I do not have all the answers in how to do that, other than standing out and adding real

value to your audience and always produce content for them first. My advice would be to

give it all away, the more transparent and giving you are the better chances of your content

standing out.

What is an A/B Split test?

In this blog I will look to answer the question “What is an A/B split test?”

This another piece of marketing jargon often used. Also used in business intelligence

world too and means the same thing.

An A/B split test is quite simply an experiment to test two different options.

It is not really new just as we get into measuring more and more numbers something I

spoke about in this weeks Podcast – we start to think about different ways of getting a

better result.

Split testing was first being discussed as far back as 1908 when William Sealy Gosset was
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making changes to the way tests were done.

A good example of where a split test can be preformed is with email subject lines.

So for example lets say you have 100 email signups to your newsletter, you would create

two separate subject lines for the same email, both relevant to the content of course. You

would then send 25% of your subscribers an email with subject line 1 and another 25%

with subject line 2. Whichever email performed best is the subject line you would use for

the remainder of your subscribers.

What preformed best is the key. Is that open rates? or click through rates?

This needs to be thought about and considered.

Now I used the example of 100 subscribers and in reality that may not be enough to

warrant and time it takes to complete the split tests.

You can split test lots of things, webpages, CTAs social media posts and lots of others.

But it needs to be worth your while.

Some simple tests like changing the position or colour of a button has been knows to

increase results dramatically.

Think about what might resonate with your audience or community and then test it out.

Regarding software to do this. For email providers it is often built in although sometimes

at a premium.  All good marketing automation systems will include it for sure and there

are some dedicated services like Optimizly  (not an affiliate link).

Split testing can be very fruitful when you have the numbers to justify it, if your numbers

are very low then spend time on other sales and marketing activities as they are far more

likely to make a difference to your business.

There is a whole industry built on this and there are specialist people call conversion rate

optimisation specialists and this is what they do best. They know and understand what

makes people make decisions online and what works and what does not work.

If you are a large enough sized company then consider hiring one of these guys that could

make some simple changes and make you a lot more more money.
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There are lots more examples and thing that I could discuss but this blog is for the small

business owner who just needs to know enough and what to do next.

So I hope that was useful guys? Have you had any amazing results from split testing? Let

us know in the comments.

Is there too much content?

In this blog I will explore the idea that there maybe too much content or maybe not

enough?

There was time not so long ago that information was scarce and valuable. It could be said

that the majority of information has never been worth less. It’s not that it is not good

information but that is is available in a few movements of your thumb or finger on your

smart phone for free.

There is tons of content, but this does not mean content marketing is dead at all. There are

new stories to tell and new ways to do things quicker and better every single day. There

are also many industries yet to find its leader who dominates that niche.

What there is though is an abundance of all kinds of content fighting to win our attention.

What I do think is that we are becoming desensitised to the misleading headlines and

awful content that then follows. Shock only works for a short while and then it is no longer

shocking.

What I think we will start seeing more of is quality curators. That is what we need,

someone we trust to take the time to filter all the rubbish out and deliver only what is
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needed and is quality.

If there was ever a great lead generation solution then that is it. Be the filter for your

industry. By providing a weekly or monthly email to your list of customers and or

prospects you will become the trusted source.

There are some tools available to assist you in doing this and of course it takes time but if

you do not provide this service then at some point somebody else will.

Over time I think those that produce low quality poor content will stop seeing results and

get bored. They simply wont want to do the work that is required to consistently keep

producing quality content.

So should you stop producing content? No I dont think stopping is a good idea. Look at

areas of untapped potential, maybe different forms of content and maybe a different way

of delivering it. But there is no way content is going to die. There is too much still to teach

and with the rate of change higher than ever before there is always something new or a

new story to tell.

So its not too much content, but too much poor content to compete with. Attention is the

name of the game and that just means producing better content and then promoting it

better.

Keep on blogging and podcasting and periscoping if you know you are adding value to

even one person and that can even be yourself.

Think about the content you do produce and even think about going back and updating

older posts and or recycling them? Ooooo there is another blog – recycling you content. 

What is user generated content?
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In this blog I will attempt to explain my understanding of user generated content.

It has been one of the buzz words for a while now and seems to be a really hot topic right

now.

User generated content is exactly as it sounds. Its the content we all create on a daily basis.

Now it often thought of primarily as photos and video but can also be text and audio too.

User generated content or UGC as it is sometimes referred to as, is the opposite of brand

created content. This is important as user generated content is created for our own personal

use and then often uploaded to social networks and other public platforms. Where brand

created content is generated for an audience or community.

User generated content is often centred around an event or subject matter. Hash-tags are

used to associate content to the subject matter or event.

The advantage for some brands is that people will create content around there brand. This

is often the case with popular brands that people are happy to associate themselves with.

The is of course all great for the brands when people create content around there product.

There is a side effect of user generated content in that it is trusted content because it was

created by people with no agenda.

For the creators of this content the advantage is that they can connect with others and tell a

story about themselves that may just happen to include a brand or event. Often at events

there are thousands of photos and videos taken and by using a common hash-tag they are

able to quickly form a community around the event and share their experience with others.

Brands are now looking to leverage user generated content in the form of competitions and

such like. This encourages people to form these temporary communities for the chance to
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win something. For the brand this helps them find their audience and get some brand

exposure by there customers to their respective audiences.

The theory behind this is quite simple. We tend to trust our friends family and extended

connections on our social networks far more than brands. Seeing holiday photos or

wedding venues tell us that these locations were good enough for them and therefore could

be good for us too. They are tried and tested by people we trust. This of course works in

the same way for negative experiences too.

So with this in mind it is understandable why brands want to leverage user generated

content and showcase their customers and advocates and the content they have created.

So there is my understanding and hopefully explanation of what user generated content is.

Do you create content is this fashion? Do you find your trust the brands and products your

friends and family use? Let me know your thoughts?

How to get more traffic for your blog

In this blog I will explore some ways to get more traffic to

your blog or website.

The first thing I would suggest getting your head around before looking for tactics to

improve traffic is to understand what you are trying to achieve from your blog or website?

Is more traffic the answer?
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It may be the case that you are getting the right visitors to your site but they are not

converting how you want.

What I mean by converting is taking the action that you want, maybe its to call you or

complete a form or even read your content. What ever it is are the existing visitors doing

that?

Have you checked out your Google Analytics to see what people are doing on your site?

Or even check out www.hotjar.com to see a video recording of what people are doing on

your site as well as heatmaps and other tools all to help you understand what people are

doing when on your site.

When you are confident that your site is getting the desired results then you can start

thinking about driving more traffic.

Times have changed and with more and more people and businesses online all looking to

win our attention. This means that getting that attention is without a doubt harder than ever

before.

So how do you get the attention and the traffic? Well understand what is good traffic, who

are your ideal audience or customer?  Then understand what do they want or need that you

can solve? What is the problem they have? What are the questions they have and where do

they go to look for the answers?

Creating content that is useful, valuable and going to help your ideal audience or customer

is where to start. Think about the actual question they are likely to be asking. Use this as

your title.

Once you have the content that is one of the questions they are asking you need to get it

seen.

Now with some basic SEO on the blog post or video you may get found my search

engines. But to drive more traffic you will need to distribute your content far and wide.

It is no longer the case the build it and they will come. Maybe if you have the personal

brand or business brand that gets lots of traffic, but in that case you would be unlikely to

reading this blog post.

So you need to get it our there and give the right kind of people the chance to see it. Where
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do those kind of people spend their time online? Social media right? So you need to build

your audience on the platforms where they spend the most time. I appreciate building that

audience takes time and even distributing your content is getting harder as people see less

and less.

I would still do this though, connect to the right people and share your useful and valuable

content daily. The next thing to consider is the new rules of social media and that’s it is

now pay to play.

Rightly or wrongly if you want to get your content seen far and wide you will have to pay.

Boosting your posts of Facebook is a quick and relatively inexpensive way of doing this.

You can also target who will see the post and get the numbers back from Facebook as to

how many people did in fact have your post put in front of them.

This does work and can generate lots of engagement and traffic both from the paid and

additional organic impressions too as the paid views engage with it.

You can do similar things with Twitter and to start with I would check

out https://analytics.twitter.com . From here you can get a good understanding of what is

working and what is not. You can also set up your paid account an starting promoting the

tweets that seem to get good results.

Other things to do is to guest post on other blogs where your audience also go to. So start

by creating an outreach strategy of who’s audience you would like to leverage. But

understand that in order to to that your guest post must be valuable and something the blog

owner will appreciate you sharing with their audience. More on guest posting in another

blog I think.

There is also Google adwords to think about, another pay to play but can drive some

intersted traffic should your advert by interesting and engaging. Be careful though as not

understand how it works can end of costing you a lot of money.

So there is a few ideas to help you understand why and how you can think about getting

more traffic to your blog or website. I am sure I have missed lots of other ideas, so please

let me know in the comments.

Should my business have a blog?
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This blog will outline the reasons I believe all business owners need to ensure they have a

blog and or content marketing strategy. By the end of this I hope you will understand the

reasons for owning and maintaining a company blog.

Let’s get started by getting one thing straight, blogging is not an after thought, if I have

time. Its a critical business skill. Let me explain why.

We are all in the same business if we realise it or not, that business is the the business of

trust.

That’s right we are all looking for customers and prospects to trust us to supply something

a product or service or even just information.

There are others that can likely do what you do so why so should they choose you? Often

its down to a number of factors, price, position, and normally always the relationship.

Now having a wonderful vision or mission statement on your website stating that you

provide he best customer service is simply not enough any longer. As consumers we

expect that as standard. Of course customer service is important but don’t believe that this

is the only reason you win and retain clients.

so before we get into blogging or vlogging or any form of content production lets

understand one thing.

Its not about you!

Your website and your marketing is not about you telling everyone how wonderful you

are, and I’m sure you are but people simply don’t care about how you feel about yourself.

As consumers we want the answers to our questions and we want a good service or
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product at a fair price.

For years top of mind marketing worked for the bigger brands. There was few channels

and big audiences. Push you message out there and chances are you would generate

awareness and sales.

Today that attention has gone and there are thousands of messages been thrown at us every

few minutes from multiple devices and platforms. Trying to use any media channel now as

megaphone is going to have a limited affect.

If however you understand your prospects current sales journey, and understand that they

are not always ready to buy right now but in fact will research you can meet your

prospects where they want and with what they want.

The buying cycle differs for different industries but can often be weeks and months long if

not longer.

I have said it already but what your prospects and customers want in answers to their

questions.

They will use social media and search and ask their friends for the answers.

This is where your blog comes in. By answering each and every question you have ever

received from a prospect or customer you are building the ultimate resource and becoming

the best teacher in your area or niche.

Blogging does not need to be a chore but should be seen as an essential part of your

business. Get your sales teams to send out links to the blogs when asked questions,

demonstrate your expertise and be a utility.

The other thing that by doing all of the above you also earn the one thing we are all

after…trust.

Once you understand how the buying process has changed forever and that by being a

great teaching and blogging you can generate leads and sales 24/7.

If you don’t think you a great writer, you can outsource this or get some training to help

become better. Ignore the grammar police and concentrate on adding real value and  you

will get better.
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The word blog doesn’t really help, it sounds like a hobby, but think of it as resource centre

of your business and it will serve you well.

I hope this has given you a better understanding of why a blog is so important to your

business and encourages you to start producing content that helps.

Why you should write an ebook.

In this blog I will look to explain why you should be thinking about creating an ebook as

part of your sales process.

An ebook is an amazing way to generate new leads for your business. In many cases they a

free download that educates and inspires your prospects. You can also buy ebooks as well

for that information that people are willing to pay for.

Prospects today are researching products, services and people more than ever before, and

by publishing some useful and helpful content in a short and convenient PDF is a great

way to start a digital relationship.

It is also a really great exercise for you as well, getting your ideas on paper (screen) is a

really good way to crystallize your thoughts and ideas.

The best kinds of ebooks are the ones that really give away some valuable ideas and

information. Often people make the mistake of putting together an elaborate sales pitch as

an ebook.

Some of the best and most downloaded and shared ebooks are the ones that give away the
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most valuable advice and tips. For a example a top 20 resources guide for your industry is

useful and helpful.

Ebook’s are also a useful way to guide people through the buying process. By creating

different Ebook’s for different stages of the buyers journey you can continue to add value

and enable them to buy.

An Ebook does not have to be long it can even be a single page its all about the value you

are delivering.

One thing that I must stress is that with so many offers out there today you have to really

understand how time poor people are. As a result the content of your ebook needs to be

really good. Something that gets peoples attention and makes them want to take action and

read it straight away. This happens when the content is so good that people would pay for

it.

Still struggling for content? Try taking you top ten blog posts and putting them

together.People love the convenience and can download and read anywhere at any time

and on any device.

So if you are not using ebooks as part of your sales process than maybe now is the time to

start thinking about putting something together that will add value to your prospects and

drive you leads to your business.

There are all kinds of tools available to track the downloads and enable you to continue a

relationship via email. Most email services providers will enable you to deliver the ebook

via an auto responder too.

So to wrap up I would consider writing an ebook if you are looking to start building an

online relationship on the right foot by adding value and by solving their problems.

How about you guys? Do you get value from ebooks or have you seen results by writing

one? Let me know and leave a comment below. Speak soon guys.

When your company should not have a blog
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I think every company and individual should have a blog I really do but there are a few

exceptions to this and they really are quite a simple:

Keeping it up to date

I do not think your company should have a blog or a podcast or any social media channel

if you are not going to keep it up to date. Too often I visit sites and then decide to check

out their blog to get an idea of how they think and how they are positioning themselves.

What I find is a small bunch of normally very short posts that are 12-24 months old. I

purposely did not say out of date because the content may still be relevant but you can see

that they have done a few here and there in spurts and then just given up.

Now there is an argument for the content being there from an SEO standpoint although not

from a fresh content one. There is also another argument that if the content is good it

should stay. My argument though comes from a different perspective in that it tells me a

few different stories about them and they may or may not be true but still it is perception

that counts.  The story it tells me or the questions that are raised are that they do not see

things through or that this website is not central to their business and therefore could be

out of date or even the business is no longer active. All of these could be completely

wrong but a dead blog gives me concerns. In this case it would better to remove the blog

altogether or remove the dates on them. I am sure it was a well intentioned idea at first and

just petered out.

I am not suggesting you need to be blogging every day or week although it is not a bad

idea at all. But at least once a month or even something evergreen and long-form every 6-

8, weeks whatever works for your audience.

Self Serving

The other reason you shouldn’t have a business blog is when companies just do not get it.
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Now it is completely up to each and every business what they post on their blog, I get that,

but using a blog as self promoting advertising platform is not going to work in the long

run. I understand that people blog about topics that their product or services supply or

offer and in some cases dropping in at the end of the post that you can help is quite normal

and expected although I am not sure you should do this on every single post. The kind i

am thinking about are those that are blatant pitches and PR releases with no utility or value

to be added just a simple and straight up advert to buy.

I just do not believe that this is content that people want to read or see or hear or anything

(am i wrong?). This type of content is not shareable it is not useful and yet is often

plastered over social media disguised as genuine content.

By all means use adverts to achieve the same thing and plaster them wherever people will

take your money to do so. But please do not think that this is blogging or social media or

any kind of content marketing. Using paid advertising to promote genuine content is fine

and in fact can really work.

If you want to shout about your awesome products and services on your website then use a

news section or sometime similar. I personally believe in another route. One that involves

adding value, answering questions and meeting objections and using your blog as a

resource center for your industry. Be the best teacher you can enable your prospects to

learn about your products and services in their own time and then enable them to buy

when they are ready.

Sure, some people need a nudge and maybe some have questions you have not addressed

(more content to be created).

Blogging takes time

If you are looking for a quick win, some easy ways to generate some leads then content

marketing is not for you. Blogging and other forms of content creation takes time and

commitment. You need to keep showing up (eh Sarah Arrow) and you need to build

relationships with your audience. If  you want or need leads quick then i would suggest

advertising and not blogging.

If however you want a more sustainable lead generation system and you want to become a

great teacher and are prepared to do the work and show up often with useful and valuable

content that will help you get your readers closer to their goals then get blogging sooner

rather than later.
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If you are not going to keep a blog up to date and you have old posts sitting there that are

more than a year old, have a think about restarting  content creation or taking the blog

down if you believe it could be putting people off.

Does Blogging still work?

Does blogging still work? For most small business owners they have not even started

blogging yet, or if they did they gave up after 3 months because “it doesn’t work”. So

why this question and why now?

Recently I listened to Mark Schafer and Mitch Joel riffing on the future of the blog. Now

these guys are industry leaders and have been blogging and creating content consistently

for 8 years and 12 years respectively. So they know what they are talking about.

They debated how social has changed the landscape and where attention is shifting to and

they debated the future of blogging.

Facebook were discussed a lot and how they are now rolling out their own publishing

option for your content which is the new and improved Facebook notes. Now I have not

tried it or even sure I have access. However Mitch Joel explained how he had been

experimenting with it and the results were staggering. He got great views, shares and likes

possibly even more than on his own blog. Why? Because that is where people are

spending their time, on Facebook.
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Now this is not the only changes Facebook have been making in the last few week. They

have been signing deals with major publications to share content on Facebook with ad

sharing agreements. They are slowly rolling out more advanced search options so you can

find more content and quicker and they have announced they are bringing out the buy now

button.

They are slowly making it even harder to leave Facebook as everything you need is on one

platform. They are looking to make it easy for you to do your searching in Facebook and

find the information you want, they are looking to get you to find your news and content

on Facebook and they are soon going to to enabling you buy and sell goods and services

and info products on Facebook. Clever?

Now we all know as bloggers that Facebook is rented land. It does not belong to us and

they can change the rules whenever they want. Therefore its dangerous to build a business

on Facebook. But if all the attention is there and what is stopping them from not allowing

external links like they have done with Instagram? Sure you can add a link on Instagram if

it is an advert. It sounds like more pay to play to me. I also saw a link shared by Lucy Hall

that Google was no longer indexing wix sites which is an indication that even they are

looking to change what forms of content they will promote going forward.

Already if you want your Facebook posts seen then you have to be either super interesting

with amazing content that has your audience highly engaged all the time or you pay to

have your content seen.

In simple terms Facebook and Medium and other platforms have the attention and

audience’s. Do we eventually start publishing on these platforms first and then post on our

blog a few days or weeks later? Does the blog become an archive of our content? I still

believe in the value of owning our own platforms and using email and whatever forms of

social will allow us to share content in the future. But it is getting harder without a doubt.

With more content being produced each and every day and less views on Facebook and

Twitter than in previous years getting your email list seems more important than ever.

As for the future of blogging I see a time where we will post some content on platforms

like Facebook either for a set period of time or exclusively depending on what rules that

make up. And some content just for our own blogs.

If you have an audience today treasure it and nurture it and wherever you publish they will

be with you.
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What is a content upgrade?

What is a content upgrade? You may have heard this term being mentioned more and

more and with good reason.

A content upgrade serves two purposes.

1. Provide useful and valuable  information in a handy or preferable format.

2. To collect email addresses for the website owner.

The first is what the visitor gets from the exchange, the second is what the writer gets from

it. So what is it exactly?

What is it?

A content upgrade is a complimentary piece of media that is relevant to another piece. For

example:

A transcription of a podcast interview in a handy PDF or a step by step video to go

alongside a blog post about a piece of software.

The additional piece of content needs to be relevant to the original content it is being

offered from. It also needs to offer some form of utility to entice the reader to want more.

Why use content upgrades?
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Content upgrades are a great way to both extent the conversation around the subject matter

you are discussing as well as a much easier way of getting people to subscribe to your

email list? Today it is getting much much harder to get people onto your email list and just

as hard to keep them on there. Just adding a box to the bottom of your website with the

line “subscribe for our newsletter” is no longer enough. You have to sell it and give

people a reason.

How does it work?

It works by embedding Calls to action (CTA) in your content offering the content upgrade.

You should then ask them to enter an email address in order to deliver the promised

content upgrade to them. You can use plugins or even your email provider in order to do

this. I would suggest having at least 2 calls to action on each piece of content. One in the

middle and one at the end. Remember it needs to be completely relevant to the topic you

are talking about in the original content. If it is off topic it will be far less likely to work

and in fact will just spoil your content.

What happens after?

One thing I would suggest you do not do is add them to your generic email list. Often I see

this happen. Remember the only thing the recipient is expecting is the content upgrade and

maybe a few more emails related to that. If you are going to email them more than once

you really should make that clear that by giving you their email address they are agreeing

for you to contact them via that email address. After a few days of sending them the

content upgrade you can then follow up with another CTA and offer them something again

of value such as an email course or another piece of content again in the same subject

matter as they were originally interested in.  You should then plan a series of emails to

lead them towards your goal. The goal could be selling a course, or a book or buying

something from you. If you intent to add them to a general mailing list at least let them

know and offer them the opportunity to un-subscribe first.

Why do all of this?

Content upgrades will build trust and open the door to communicate with a relevant and

targeted audience. You will then have the opportunity to demonstrate your expertise and

build trust. If you build your content upgrades with a clear path and problem you are

solving you can identify people you can help and serve. Many forms of digital are getting

harder and we need to work harder in order to get that permission and then deliver real
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value. People are busy and sometimes the offer to get a quick summary PDF with a step by

step guide is really useful and something we can get now and consume when we are ready.

We need to find new ways of offering utility based marketing and then building trust.

This sounds like hard work

It is, and that is the future of digital. If you want to stand out and be heard then you need to

step up and do the work. There are no quick fixes and short-cuts any longer. The internet

is saturated and everyone now has a publish button so we need to stand out and offer more.

Cherish every single subscriber, viewer and reader. Do not abuse their permission and do

not be afraid or upset when you lose a subscriber. If there are no longer looking to solve

the problem that your product or service provides there is no point you clogging up there

inbox.

Do they work?

That depends on the amount of utility and value you are prepared to give away. The more

value the more likely it is someone will want it. Then get your email sequences in place

and continue to help them solve that pain or problem and you will be in with a chance of

helping them via your product or service.

If this is something you are thinking about doing and have no idea where to start let me

know and I will be happy to help you get started. Do not worry if you do not have an email

list or provider yet either there are many options that do not cost the earth. Drop me a line

david@davidmarkshaw.com and i will be happy to point you in the right direction.

What is a Vlog?
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In this blog I will try and answer the question “what is a vlog” and also why they are

something to be considered in overall blogging mix.

I must own up and admit that I am yet to do this myself and something I must start doing

shortly.

Vlogs are simply video blogs and they are really effective if you can get yourself in front

of the camera.

Why Video Blogs?

A Vlog is a really powerful way of connecting to your audience. It is one thing to get used

to a writers tone and writing style, but to see them on a video and hear their voice and see

the passion and energy is something very special.

Why are there not many?

There are more than you think however knowing how powerful they are, why is everyone

not doing it? Quote simply the camera terrifies most people. There are not that many

people who are willing to get in from of a camera.But those that do will reap the rewards.

Do you need special equipment? Not really, most laptops have a camera on them and a

mic inbuilt. I would start with that. You can also use your phone and get some great

results. Maybe if you start getting serious you may then want to add some graphics to your

vlogs and make it all fancy, but first start with the basics.

What do you talk about?

Exactly the same stuff you would write about. Try and use topics that get your fired up and

excited. This is the kind of content that converts.

How do you host it?

To start with use YouTube and then embed on your blog as a normal post. This will have

the benefit of getting views from youtube search as well as on your own site. If you again

start getting serious then you can think about using something like Wista. This will give

you analytics’s and tell you if people are viewing all of your video or just bits of it.
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So there you have a quick run down on what a vlog is and why they are great for business.

I must start doing these myself, then I will have all 3 of the main content types:

1) Written (Blogs)

2) Audio (Podcast)

3) Visual (Vlog)

I have done some short film before and I will be honest I melted in front of the camera,

then as I forgot the camera was there I was able to relax and produce some good content. I

will try and dig it out and share it.

if you are nervous about it being just you then record it with someone else and have a

conversation, i found this really helpful.

My last bit of advice is if you are struggling with getting some really great content

together but really want something high end and fast use a professional. There are some

great pros out there who have packages that will mean you can use their studios and with

their guidance and support can help you record a bunch of theme with professional

equipment all in one go. These are a really great way of getting it done very

professionally.

I have a number of contacts who can help with this so if these is of interest please contact

me and I will help you find the right person.

No Traffic? No Problem
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In this blog I will share my opinion on why having lots of traffic is not always an issue.

It seems to be the case that whenever marketers find something that seems to work even

for a minute we try and find ways to exhaust it and ruin it as quick as it was formed.

For example, now that trust is starting to become the default with purchasing online, and

we go to the internet first now to research and buy the majority of things, It has become

another numbers game. Get more traffic, any traffic and in the end someone will want to

press the buy now button. Its cold calling for 2015.

There are endless amounts of information and courses to help you understand how you can

drive tons of traffic to a website. Misleading titles and awful content on the other end is

irrelevant, get them there and make sure they click or at least see some banner ads.

Impressions and clicks is the game. Or is it?

Sure for some sites that are transactional focussed you do need traffic but surly relevant

traffic? For me its not so much about traffic as that makes people sound like a stream of

anybody’s. I like to think of each visitor as an individual. Let think of it like a dining

experience, sure sometimes you know what you want and you just want a quick service –

in and out like a fast food restaurant – but other times you want the service and its about

the experience. You take your time browsing the menu and taking in the surroundings and

the atmosphere. Your eyes gaze the whole environment and soak it all up its all part of the

experience. When visiting a website to learn about something new, or be educated or even

inspired and entertained you do want to be able to find your way around but you don’t

wanted to bombarded with multiple call to actions and demands to click this or buy this

now.

So in that case it is not about the numbers of people that are on your site, its more about

the ones that do visit. How do they find they experience? Could they find what they were

looking for and how long did they stay?

So if you get a small number of visitors to your site dont worry so much, see what you can

do make their visit a pleasant one and find out what they are looking to achieve and help

them do that. Once you have this sorted then start thinking about how can i find more

people who are looking for this information.

Having tons of the wrong kind of traffic will do you no good really. It might make your

stats look good if that is what you are measuring but personally its not about vanity
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metrics for me but quality of stay.

You need to think about what your goals are and what success looks like to you.

No time to blog? really?

In this blog I will seek to dispel the idea that a company or person does not have the time

to blog.

So you think you have no time to blog? Really?

No time is a common excuse for not blogging, one I hear the most. I think the truth is

actually you do no think its that important. Harsh but true?

Maybe you know you should blog and maybe you want too and even might enjoy it, but it

never gets to the top of the list? It is not just blogging either it’s any content production.

There is an awful lot of content out there already, but most of it is promotional selling

content. It may be the case that in your industry there is very little content?

Either way it does not matter, it is important that you demonstrate your expertise and be

the best teacher in your industry. If you do not answer the questions of your prospects a

competitor will and that’s fact.

When you understand that your prospects and in some cases your customers are searching

for answers to their questions primarily about their problem but could be about your
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product or service you should want to be the company answering them right? It could be a

blog or it could be a video. Whatever works best.

For every question you don’t answer you could lose that prospect as they will hit the back

button and look for someone who does give them the information they want.

With this in mind creating content to answer these questions should be a priority in terms

of lead generation and lead nurturing. It also establishes you and your company as leaders

in your industry.

What will happen if you don’t do this? Quite simply other will and by the time you realise

its how people are buying today you will be so far behind.

I know it may not seem so important today and dealing with your customers seems more

important. Also maybe business is going great and you don’t need any new customers?

But what will happen if something better comes along or another company does the same

for a better price? This is why producing content for your customer us equally as

important.

As for no time? Well you don’t say the same thing about payroll do you? You find or

make time right? So how can you not find an hour a week or even every 2 weeks to

educate and inspire your customer and prospects?

Maybe dictate a blog post on your phone and get a programme to write it our for you?

Maybe you could just switch your audio recorder on and record 10 mins each week and

post as a podcast? There are many ways to produce helpful and useful content but saying

you don’t have time is not an excuse, it because you don’t value it.

Will an ebook generate leads?
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In this blog I will look to answer the question

“Will an ebook generate leads?”

A good Ebook will generate you some leads but it has to be really good. With so much

content out there and everybody wanting you to read their content, it is important you

stand out.

To do that means investing in your Ebook or whitepaper and making it really valuable.

This kind of investment is both time and monetary cost in some cases for quality images

and artwork.

Lets say it how it is, we produce this content to produce leads and sales. The people that

download them know this too. That is why each download is a considered investment. The

more information you request in exchange for the download the less likely people are to

download it.

They know you are going to assume you are interested in buying what ever your product

or service is that is related to to the content.

In order to get the most leads and sales from your content needs to be truly valuable. The

type of information that people would normally pay for. The type of content that is so

good you are a little uncomfortable actually giving it away is the type of content that not

just gets downloaded but shared as well.

Getting people to share it is key to maximizing your ROI. Getting more leads of course
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increases the chances of more sales. People are generally connected to like minded people

in similar industries so getting them to share your content with their networks is very

likely to attract additional downloads. In fact we have many examples of exactly that.

Amazing content like this also increases trust which of course increases the chance of a

good prospect becoming a customer.

You also need to be able to know who has downloaded your content and who has shared

it. By understanding who has downloaded your content you will be able to track the ROI

of your content.

The other advantage of understanding your audience is it will give you a better

understanding of what types of people are consuming your content so you can create even

better and relevant content in the future.

By really understanding your audience and what the problem is you are trying to solve you

can really make your Ebook very targeted. It is easy to want to write something for a broad

range of people of industries but the more niche you can get the greater the impact.

Be very specific on who your target audience is. If you serve multiple industries then

replicate the content for each one. This may take more effort but if you do so you will

create a more engaging connection with  a much higher chance of generating leads.

Wring an ebook does take time and the more effort you put it the more leads you are likely

to generate.

Last point is to do distrabute your ebook everywhere you can and make it easy for people

to download but still capturing their details. Using something like LeadPages is a great

way to do this.

How long should my blog post be?
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There is no hard and fast rule when it comes to content length but there are a few things

you should consider.

When writing a new blog post you should be thinking of the reader. Who are they? Why

are they reading? What do they hope to get from reading you post? And where could they

or might be in your sales cycle if you have one?

Investment

The reason the last point is so important is all about investment. Not the kind with stocks,

shares or money. Something far more valuable, time. Each and every piece of content we

consume is an investment. We get inundated with requests to read my blog, watch my

video or watch my live is the new one. In order to do so we make an instant choice. This

choice is based off how much do I need or want the information on offer in the form of

your blog. Of course it depends on who you are and the relationship you already have with

them. If there is no existing relationship then the headline and the promise needs to be

really really compelling or great timed.

So how long?

So knowing each blog post is an investment the length of the post should be relative to a

number of things. These are a few things to consider but again there are no hard and fast

rules and you should experiment with your audience.

Shorter posts at the start of the sales cycle 300-500 words.

Longer posts at end of the sales cycle – 800- 1000+

The reason for shorter posts and this includes video is because the consumer is researching

or looking for answers they are not looking for all the detail just yet.
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The reason for longer posts at the end of the sales cycle is because this is when the

consumer is getting ready to purchase and wants to know as much as possible and is far

more willing to read or watch longer form content.

Think about when you are buying a new car or have just booked a holiday, you are then

prepared to read and consume every last piece of content you can find. Whereas if you just

looking or browsing you want the headlines the quick information.

Quick tip

Put the the time it takes to read or watch your content in the header or title. If they see its

only a 2 minute read or a 30 sec video they can quickly determine if that is an investment

they are prepared to make. This is especially good practice with videos. How many times

have you clicked on a video seen it is more than 2 mins long and thought sod that and

clicked off? The same with blog posts apply if its a 2 min read they may think yes ok, but

a 10 min read and they will open and quickly click off again.

The last point I have on this subject matter is not writing for writings sake. If you have

made your point and it covers the question well enough then stop. Do not waffle for the

sake of it as a reader will quickly realise it. Read your posts back and see how it flows.

Then make any adjustments until you are happy with it.

My post are normally around 500 – 600 words long. The purpose of mine is add value and

answer questions. If I can I give the short answer quickly and then go to explain more for

those that want to know or understand more.

I hope you found this post useful? If so consider joining my mailing list its free?

What I have learned from blogging for 30 days
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In this blog post I will explore my journey and what I have learned during the 30 day

blogging challenge from Sark E-Media.

When I got invited by a good friend to take part in the 30 day challenge I was not really

prepared for what was about to happen. 30 blogs in 30 days – no problem I thought.

Despite the fact that I was blogging about once a week at this point.

What I found in the group was a constant stream of blogs from all over the world and on

such varied topics. I generally only consume content that I am interested in so tech/startup

and digital, so do see so many personal blogs and food and travel was a real eye opener for

me.

So at this point I was quite excited and didn’t even wait for the first email from Sarah to

arrive before I posted my first blog.

The 1st email from Sarah arrived the next day and reminded me I have to post again and it

also gave me some solid and sound advice on not just blogging but idea creation,

WordPress plugins, content calenders and so much more. All of that in the first few days.

It was nice to see comments appearing and traffic creeping up. More importantly I felt a

sense of accountability. I saw others were either on round 2 or 3 of the challenge and

others had started at a similar time, i did not want to break the chain of consecutive days.

This feeling of breaking the chain is a well known psychological tactic used in habit

forming and it really does work for some people and clearly myself.

I saw others drop off and had their reasons for stopping the blogging, some restarting
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others just stopping completely. What I wondered was is the feeling that they had broken

the chain some sort of failure and they did not want to have to say I am sorry to the group

and seek permission to pick up where they left off? Some do ask and Sarah and Kevin are

so supportive and always suggest just carry on.

That is the best thing about the group, everyone is so supportive and the comments are

positive and encouraging. If someone does fall of the horse nobody minds, it is not that

kind of group at all.

Once I got to day 15 I was starting to get into the swing of it and publishing everyday was

having a real positive effect on my blogs traffic and engagement. Not only that I was

looking forward to publishing each and every day and also posting into the group.

Sarah was nearly always first to “Like” my post and encouraged me to keep going. I

didn’t want to let Sarah down, the group down nor myself.

Others started to notice my blogging efforts too and would mention the blogs and the

frequency.

I was of course sharing them via my social channels and this was also having a positive

effect as I had fresh new content to display each and every day. This is turn increased my

followers too.

There were days when I was blogging 2 or 3 times a day as I contribute to other blogs too

and soon was finding similar successes.

The last few days might have been harder, but the regular emails from Sarah kept on

giving me more ideas and in fact was no chore at all.

So this is day 30 of publishing a new post each and every day and I really do no intent to

stop.

What was supposed to be some small silly challenge has turned into a real turning point

for me, blogging every day has got me to think about what I want from my blog and also

made me consider what I want to teach. Sharing my thoughts is a way of me thinking

things through and hopefully helping some others along the way.

So thank you Sarah and Kevin for putting together a wonderful community and i highly

recommend the 30 day blogging challenge to everyone and anyone. Also thank you to
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Lucy Hall for inviting me in the first place.

What have I learned from writing 100 blogs?

I nearly did it.

I got to 96 consecutive days and then fell ill. Not from too much blogging I might add.

This is number 100 after a few days off and then over the line for this particular milestone.

So what have I learned and what have I got as a result?

I must say I have been preaching the value of regular content production of a long long

time. Now to actually show my audience that I do it too has been great. It can be done, it

does not take me that long to crank out 500 odd words trying to answer a question. You

see that is my thing, well more Marcus Sheridan’s but I subscribe to the whole “they ask,

you answer” philosophy.

But now to be able to demonstrate regular content production ( I podcast once a week too)

I can demonstrate that it is possible and it does get results. I also have 99 minions working

for me every single day 24/7. I am always adding links to my blogs to emails as I get

asked these questions every single day.

So what have I learned?
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The one thing I have learned above anything else is that I enjoy producing content, even if

only a few people see it getting just one comment that mentions that they found it useful

and I am made up.

I have had loads of positive feedback form lots of my posts. But I have also learned that I

need to improve further.

There were times when I wrote a post at 11:30pm just to keep the chain going and those

posts were a little rushed.

I would have been better to give myself more time and put more effort into it.

What kind of stuff?

More Images, more links, more research, more effort in the layout and presentation. Yes it

takes time but today we need to put more effort into the content we produce.

Yes I admit it, there were times I wrote a post just to have something to post into Sarah

and Kevin Arrows 30 day blogging challenge. I didnt want to break the chain and loved

the accountability.

Did the challenge help then?

Without a doubt, the community and support is amazing, I didn’t want to let them down.

There as some amazing bloggers in the group  and even thought there is no pressure to

blog every day I wanted to. I have been fortunate enough to get tons of traffic, shares and

comments from this group and I am very grateful to every single one of them.

What now?

I will keep on blogging, I may not every single day but at least 3 times a week. The

reasons are these, I want to produce better content and I am about half way through

writing my first book. The title is Evolve or become Obsolete and is for small business

owners or startups. I am going to build a community of around 20 people who would like

to follow my progress and understand exactly what tools I am using and how I plan to

market it. I will seek advice and feedback from this small group and hopefully help them

learn what works and what does not from my journey. They will also get a copy of the

book free of course. So if you are interested please join up

here: http://evolveorbecomeobsolete.com/
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If you are still here, thanks for reading and for all the support so far.

Email

Why email marketing is here to stay

This blog will look to explain why I believe that email marketing is still a must have

marketing string in your bow.

So email is getting on a bit now eh? Must be ready for some shiny new toy, as I blog about

disruptive technologies on here maybe you would expect me to be telling you email is

dead?

Just because we have advancements in technology, it does not mean it is always best. If

that were the case we would all own a segway and be whizzing around on them.

But with the rise of social media and video you may have been forgiven to think that email

had has its day.

This is simply not the case, email is still an essential part of your marketing strategy. Is

email as effective as it was back in the day? No, its not, at first email had amazing open

rates and astonishing conversion rates. They we just get spammed the hell of out for years

and trust depleted.

However today, we have all kinds of filters and spam protection in place, and if a rouge

email gets through we know what to look out for in general.
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So why do I still feel its so vital? As today’s buyers journeys are taking place over a

longer period of time and across multiple devices  the need to build trust and rapport

quickly is imperative.

If you follow the basic understanding of permission based marketing and you can give a

prospect a really good reason for wanting to join your email list, they will subscribe and

give you permission to communicate with them.

Not only is that a powerful privileged position but direct access to their most prized

workspace, the place that can make or break your day, week or even year in a ping  – the

inbox. We are governed by our inbox and more often than not controlled by it, rightly or

wrongly.

If you now have permission to enter that sacred place you must not abuse it and

understand it.

So why do you want to be able to email them? Common to popular belief, not everyone

wants to buy your product or service right away. Shocking I know right. So by gaining

permission to enter their inbox, you can now giv e them reasons to believe you are the

right people and company to solve their problems.

There are lots of things that we can discuss about great email marketing in another blog,

but for today understand this:

The first email is the most important.

If you made a promise of a free download deliver it, and then set the expectation for the

next email.

Over deliver in that first email and give them something so valuable they remember you

and your emails.

Then when the 2nd email is delivered you will survive the early morning cull. The early

morning cull you say?

We all do it, here let me explain. When you wake in the morning the first thing most

people do (wrongly or rightly) is reach for their mobile phone. FOMO (fear of missing

out) kicks in and we want to be sure we are up to date with everything. We then get to our

email and compete the early morning cull which is a series of swiping and deleting those
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email which are not important, this the free’s up the inbox for the important stuff. You do

this right?

So now you have to be sure to survive the early morning cull and make sure the recipient

wants to receive your email and read it.

Gaining trust and educating your prospect through email marketing will keep you top of

mind and returning to your website to learn more and when they are ready then buy from

you.

Invest in email software and then invest the time to understand it and get the most of out of

it.

Well defined auto-responders are like quality sales people working on your behalf and

deliver amazing value on auto pilot. The trick is to keep testing them and see which emails

are working and change the ones that are not.

What is an auto-responder?

In this blog I will look to answer the question “what is an auto-responder?”

You know when you sign up for a mailing list or for access to an ebook or similar and you

then get a series of emails after? Well these are the results of an auto-responder. it is

simply a series of emails that are pre set and designed to be delivered to you at a certain

time.
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This is called lead nurturing. By dripping some useful and valuable email into a prospects

inbox can start a relationship, re-engage prospects, educate, and get them to take action.

This of course all requires relevant and contextual content but also really good content.

Peoples inbox is a sacred place that gets abused on a daily basis. In order for your content

to be read and engaged with it really needs to add value to that prospect with a problem

they are or imagine they will need to solve in the near future. I

The first email is without a doubt the most important one. I don’t mean the confirmation

email but the first in the sequence of the auto-responder. Here is why, when you get that

first email it will shape your default reaction for every subsequent email. If that first email

seriously over delivers in will create a sense of enormous value. The next time your email

is received it will trigger the value emotion and is far more likely to be opened. Once the

balance is tipped and the consumer feels like they are being sold too is when your emails

get subscribed too and or deleted.

Understanding modern consumer behaviour is key to getting your emails opened and

engaged with. Things like the time of day you send it and subjects lines of course have a

huge impact. But understanding that most people wake up, grab their phone and start mass

swiping to get rid of marketing emails they don’t deem important. This gives them a

supposed clear and clean inbox with only the emails they want to read.

Understand this and ensure you add huge value and your auto-responders will work

wonders for you.

You can also deliver an email course via auto-responders and if you are using a marketing

automation system you can even have it move visitors between lists based on behaviour.

This is when email can get really clever and help you identify which prospects are likely to

require additional attention.

Regarding which email system to use, there are many, most if not all use auto-responders

and are very important parts of the process.

There are lots of tactics to get people to join your mailing lists, many do not explicitly tell

the prospect they are actually joining a mailing list and I think this should be made clearer.

When permission is given to communicate via email I feel this is taken too lightly and
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should be cherished.

Peoples inbox has not got an algorithm filtering posts out and is generally always being

monitored. It can change the course of our works days in heartbeat. Understand how

privileged we are to get email signups and deliver real value.

Why you need to build an email list

In this blog I will explain why you I feel you need to build an email list.

You may have heard the expression “the money is in the list”?

Now I don’t want to make this all about money and how to extract as much as possible

from your list, but about treating them as your most prized asset as it really is. However

having a strong and loyal email list is what will make or break your online marketing

efforts in a lot of cases.

Is email not dead I hear you say? Not even close, great email is effective when done right

and built around value.

The reason you want to be building your email list is to keep nurturing potential prospects.

People are busy and wont remember to keep visiting your website. But with email you are

able to keep in touch and remind them that you are ready to solve their problem.

The one thing most people do not realise is that not everybody is ready to buy right away.

With email you are inviting people to stay in touch with you and let you educate and

inspire them ready for when they are ready, if they become ready to buy.
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Getting people to join your list is really not easy at all. Our inbox’s are already over

crowded and stressful enough so why would anyone allow us to send more marketing

emails to them?

The answer is quite simple. You have to either offer something or a promise or reason for

people to want to give you permission to email them.

Most site have an email sign up but do not give a very compelling reason for people to

join.

Explain to people what they are going to get or what they can expect to receive. There are

lots of tactics for getting people to sign up and we can explore those in another blog.

For now ensure that you outline your promise and that its really compelling and gives

people a great reason to sign up.

Now the next and probably most important thing is to make sure the first email you send is

gold. Let me explain a bit more.

The first email you send is likely to be opened as they recently signed up and in fact are

expecting your email. However if that first email is bland or is pitching them to buy

something or is not what they were expecting that is the last email they will open.

You must over deliver in your first email and leave them feeling that your email was well

worth opening.

After that when the next email comes along they will remember how valuable it was and

open the second.

Get the first one wrong and its then an uphill battle to win back the trust.

There are of course all kinds of other things to consider like subject lines and different

styles of emails to work on and that will depend on your industry and the promise you

made as much as the content itself.

So there are a few reasons why you need to think about building your email list. I hope

this was helpful.
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Which Email Provider should I use?

In this blog I will explore a few of the more common known email providers and which

one is best for you?

Straight of the bat I have no affiliate links in this post. Some of these solutions I have used

and others I am a partner for but this post is not to promote any system over another.

The first question I would be asking is what is your overall objective with email

marketing? What do you want to get out of providing information via email to your

customers and prospects?

It may be utility lead, as in you want to provide useful information and been seen as a

resource?

You may want to use it to generate leads or even nurture leads?

It may be and probably all of these?

I realise that I am asking questions and not providing answers yet but trust me these are

important.

The next thing to consider is budget, how much are you expecting or willing to pay to

provide an email service and this of course links to the first set of questions.

The last thing to consider is are you looking to build persona’s and understand more about
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your prospects and customers and use the data you gather? If so are you looking to

integrate this with other data sources say from your website?

Once you understand what you really want from a system and how much you may be

looking to pay you can start thinking about the systems.

Lets start with the most obvious choice when it comes to email marketing and that’s

Mailchimp.

Mailchimp lets you get started for free and enables you send a few thousand emails a

month to a small list. It is very easy to use with drag and drop functionality and templates

to use. It has really understood the process of offering a usable system for free if you are

looking for the basics. They understand that when you have invested your time in building

your lists and understanding of the system there is a very easy path to move to a paid

service with ease. you would move to the paid service when you want to send more emails

or need more contacts in your database. There is also lots of advanced options such as A/B

split testing and lots lots more on the paid plan.

The next option I would consider is Aweber. This is a paid service that is again really very

easy to use and offers some excellent functionality to help you build your mailing list. It

has some clever features that enable you to do some great things with auto- responders and

means you can deliver courses and keep prospects warm on drip campaigns very easily.

Again this is a very simple system to use and is for those who are getting a little serious

when it comes to email marketing.

Along side Aweber I would consider Constant Contact. This is another leader provider and

has an excellent and really easy to use system. Moving data into Constant Contact is easy

and sending your fist few emails is very easy to do. Where this system come into its own

is all the extra functionality and outstanding support that all comes as part of the monthly

cost. You can create and manage landing pages and event registration with ease. This is

ideal for the small business that wants one system for managing email and events and lead

registration. The Support is exceptional and they also offer the ability to have a managed

service if thats what you would like. Pay a partner to manage the system on your behalf.

If your really serious about email and digital marketing and want a seriously intelligent

CRM and Email system in one then I would be thinking about Infusionsoft. These guys are

pros and have an amazing system. This is not for the feint hearted. If you are prepared to

spend the time setting this system up correctly and invest the time to understand the power

then this is a lead generating machine. You will find that most of the pros are using this
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and for a reason its amazing but comes with a price tag to match. However get it right and

that price tag is nothing.

The final options are systems that are embedded into marketing automation systems and

they offer email as one part of the system. It may not be as comprehensive as the above

but links all into one system that manages your website, CRM, email and social media all

in one place.

I wont let on which systems I use or partner with but if you would like some advice which

system is best for you simply drop me a line at david@davidmarkshaw.com

Why the first email is the most important one

Email marketing has had its ups and downs over the years. Originally email was exciting

and it was just like getting a letter (or maybe not). We did however read every single line.

Back then we only received a very small number of emails and they were more often that

not useful or relevant, ideally both.

Over time as marketers do we ruin everything (stolen line from Gary V). Spam became a

thing and any attention we game email became skim reading the title and if opened even

more skim reading of the content.

Still number 1

Today email is still a primary inbox among many we just have much better filters both

physical and mentally. It does however still surprise me just how important our inbox is to

us and how it can drive our lives and productivity.
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For many people there inbox is their to-do list. This can have its own issues without the

amount of email we now receive.  You may have thought that with all of the social

technology we now have that email would have been ousted as a priority. Yet email is still

the holy grail of digital marketing.

Likes don’t Like us

Please do not get me wrong on this next bit, social currency has it’s place. Likes and

follows are all very well but they do not mean that your message or valuable content is

going to be seen. In fact the chances are very much stacked up against us on those

platforms. Where as email although full of spam and god knows what is far more likely to

me seen if you get it right!

Getting it right

Email spam filters are getting better at weeding out emails that we do not want and our

internal filters are getting better at spotting emails that are designed to just sell to us. My

advice to start with is to understand just how important it is and lucky we are to have

someones permission to email them and enter their inbox. Now if you do not have

permission and you have scrapped them or purchased a list then you really need to start

again and re-think email marketing because anything you send is simply spam.

If you do have permission then getting that first email is all important and here is why.

Our most precious thing today is time and as marketers the most valuable thing we want is

attention.

When you email someone for the first time it can make or break a relationship and that is

what you want to achieve.

Not a sale, or lead but a relationship, remember this is the first email. For more or leads vs

relationships check out this post by clicking here.

Now if the first email you send is either bland or worse trying to pitch them something the

first thing that the person will do is delete it or look for the unsubscribe option. Any time

after that you email them the feeling you gave them in that first email is what they are

going to remember and therefore will not get opened or clicked in anyway.
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If however your first email is amazing and seriously over delivers in terms of value then

you can expect a very different type of relationship. People will look forward to your

emails and will stop whatever they are doing in order to read them. They pass the morning

cull of emails that are deleted on our smart phones first thing in order to leave us with the

emails we want to deal with when we start work. You are also more likely to click on them

as well which tells spam filters that you like this content increasing the chances that your

email will get to the persons inbox.

Embrace un-subscribes

People seem to be scared of giving people the option to un-subscribe! Just in case they do!

They think that this is a bad thing and that it means they do not like them. This is simply

not true. Any email marketer worth their salt understands that un-subscribes should be

seen as a good thing. It will mean one of two things:

1. Your content is not for them, they are not a good fit for your company or product

or service or they have purchased something or someone else and no therefore no

longer need your emails in their inbox.

2. They are not reading them due to lack of time or desire.

Either way you do not want to be sending these people your emails as they are never going

to engage with you or get any value from your content as you are not meeting there needs

and goals nor your own. They will lower the results of your emails as they never open or

click and with good reason. You need and want these people to un-subsubscribe as soon as

possible.

I offer an unsubscribe right at the start of my email newsletters (1 a month with all my

posts for that month) and again at the end.

You are only ever as good or valuable as your last email and you need to be grateful and

thankful for every subscriber who allows you there attention and access into their inbox.

Get that first email wrong and they chances of changing that after are very remote.

Remember first impressions count.

Podcasts

What is a podcast?
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In this blog I will try to explain what a podcast is and why I love them.

Like I do with lots of my blog posts I take a look at the word itself and see if it holds any

clues or in fact like in this case offers very little to explain what it is.

I do however like the word podcast but that is probably more to do with my personal

obsession with them.

So lets get on with explaining what they are. In a nutshell a podcast is an on demand radio

show that is consumed via the internet. That is the best way I can explain it but also can

see that it does not sound exciting and they are.

Whatever your niche, whatever your passion I am pretty sure you will find a podcast for it.

It will be someone who is equally passionate about the particular subject matter and they

will either talk about it themselves or with others and sometimes interview others. But the

whole focus is on your favourite subject matter.

Some are in the form of entertainment and are like a soap opera, some are news related but

often its help,guides, advice or just amazing interviews with amazing people.

I have a number of shows that I listen too weekly and I look forward to them like others do

Eastenders.

The shows are quite different in formats but all of them have been inspirational to me in

terms of learning and keeping up to date.

There are times when I cannot stop laughing or shouting at the car speaker system. People

must think I am mad.

How to listen to them is really quite simple. You can listen them on the hosts website, on
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your phone or tablet via itunes, sticher radio or soundcloud or even if your really good

some are being listed on spotify.

I personally hold mine on my website and via itunes.

There is no rules as to who can host a podcast. Anyone can do it and I really enjoy doing

mine.

Frequency can again vary, I do my Weekly although there is a huge trend towards daily’s

at the moment.

I do a mix of just me offering my thoughts and opinions on the world of digital and tech

and sometimes I interview some amazing guests.

Podcasts are not expensive to produce at all and just require a little bit of technical setting

up but once done is really easy to get going.

I personaly listen in my car as I commute around or when i am out running. I really get

into my podcasts and listen to at least 1 a day if not more.

Some of the worlds best thought leaders offer there advice and opinions on a daily basis,

its like free consultancy to me.

There are not for everybody but I find listening via audio the best way for me to consume

and enjoy content.

So why not have a look around for a podcast from your hero and see what its like and if

you cannot find one then you can always check mine out? ? Its called the getting ahead

podcast.

Why I love podcasts
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This Blog will will explore why I feel podcasts are hot right now and why its a great

platform for consuming and delivering value to your prospects.

So first and foremost what is a podcast? It is audio content or an on demand online radio

show.

Personally I have listening to podcasts for at least 4 years or more and they are by far my

personal favourite way of consuming content. I find it the quickest and easiest way to stay

up to date and informed.

In the digital marketing space, podcasts are hot right not every marketer either has or is

launching there podcast and numbers are growing at a good rate although its a case of

more podcasts being consumed by the same people.

For those that have found a few shows they love they generally stay tuned and end up

finding more shows.

I listen to podcasts in the car i plug my iphone into the audio jack and away i go!

Monday’s are good for me as my two favourite shows both publish weekly shows on

Monday mornings. Personally I use Itunes and the apple podcast app. You can also use a

web browser and other platforms such as stitcher radio for android or soundcloud.

If you imagine your favourite soap in audio form that is how it is for me expect mine is

more interview or discussion based and around technology and marketing. Shows are

generally around 30 mins to an hour long and depending on how often I am in the car I

listen to around 4 hours of content a week sometimes more.
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Being in the car is perfect for me and in fact I look forward to long car journeys just so i

can catch up on shows. I must say I do miss music as i thoroughly enjoy it but I just get so

much pleasure and ideas from podcasts its simply a no brainer for me.

So whatever it is you are into i bet there is a podcast out there for you! Who is your hero,

who do you follow and look up to? search on itunes under podcasts for whatever your

niche is and see what you can find. Another good way is to search for the name of a person

and you will often find they have been interviewed. I have found loads of new shows by

that as I like the host or the format.

I do go through cycles and I have to pick and choose which ones i listen to and if a new

show I have to think do i have time for this or do i need to stop another show to make

room for it!

There is so much to learn and for a long time I wanted my own show and last year I finally

got the courage to start one. I was a guest on a few US based shows and it really gave me

the bug so i created my own show called “The getting ahead podcast” its aimed a small

business owners and is about digital marketing and technology surprise surprise.

I do it more for myself but still get a few hundred downloads a month. I interview a few

people and would love to interview you! Yes you! If you have some thoughts on blogging

or email marketing or technology that you would like to share then drop me a line and we

can arrange a skype call to record and publish. You can listen to any of my previous

episodes on my podcast page.

So make sure you try a podcast and see what you think for one in your industry and if you

cannot find the one you want create it. Its very low cost and easy to do. Again drop me a

line or a comment if you would like a guide on how to produce and publish a podcast for

less than £5 a month.

Is it expensive to create a podcast?
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The simple answer is no not at all. In fact it has cost me around £3.50 a month and set-up

costs were less than £50.00. There are even options today that allow you to start for free!

Now if you want to get serious further down the line than it can cost more but to get

started no it does not cost much at all.

There are number of different ways you can create a podcast today, either using a mobile

app such as Spreaker (not an affiliate link) or you can use your desktop PC or Mac with a

ton of free software available.

Using an App

This is probably the easiest way to start podcasting as it just involves downloading the app

creating a free account and you hit record and start talking. You then have your listing on

the Spreaker website and people can listen on the website on via the mobile phone app.

There are also audio books available. Now the free version does have adverts on your

audio and there is a storage limit (how many episodes you can have) and a time limit of 30

minutes per episode. But still this is not bad at all if you want to dip your toes in. The paid

plans are very fairly priced and remove the ads and allow you more time and more storage.

Another advantage of the Spreaker Platform is the listing of your show on their site to

attract new fans and listeners. There is also the option to create your own mobile app just

for your show. I think this is a great idea and something worth considering. You can also

still publish your podcast to the other channels such as Itunes, Soundcloud and YouTube.

Using your laptop

This is the option I use and I use a windows laptop and the tools I am going to list may not

be available for mac users. Using your own laptop to produce a laptop is very simple once

you know how. But it really is not that complicated. My website is WordPress hosted and
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will use some plugins on here but again are free.

Software to record the show – Audacity

Software to balance the sound – Levelator – (This is not being supported or updated but

the latest version works just fine)

Software to turn file into Mp3 and add metadata – Itunes 

WordPress Plugin – Powerpress

I do have another plugin for WordPress to display my podcasts nicely and that is the Smart

Podcast Player from Pat Flynn that is really a nice to have but not required if you are

keeping costs down although there is a free version too you can use. The Powerpress

plugin will also give you a player for free to use on your site.

Hosting

The final thing you will need that will cost you some money is hosting for your podcast.

Now you can use the hosting from Powerpress or another option and the one I am using is

using Libsyn. You can start from as little $5 a month and this will give you enough to host

4 small shows a month or 2 longer ones. The pricing is again very good and the software

easy you use.

Headphones and Microphones

Other things you will need are headphones and a microphone. Now you could really spend

an awful lot of money on these and as you get better you may wish to invest more money.

 To start with though you could spend as little as £20-£50 and find something that does the

job really quite adequately for a beginner like myself.

I use the following items: again there are no affiliate links in these:

Headphones: Sampson HP10

Microphone: – Sampson Q1U

Now I must stress these are entry level items and do not cost very much at all but I have

found them more than adequate to date. I do plan to upgrade these eventually as I get
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better, but for now they are fine.

Bringing it all together

How you bring this all together is a whole different post and one I will write next and link

up here. I may even do a video and talk you though it? Would that be helpful?

I really enjoy podcasting and it has really opened up some doors, however even if I didn’t

have any listeners I would still do it as it helps me process my thoughts and allows me to

interview some amazing people.

I would love it if you took the plunge and started your own show after reading this so

please let me know if you plan too and if you have any questions at all on how to get

going?

My top 10 podcast recommendations

I draw inspiration from all kinds of places but when it comes to keeping up to date, my car

and my podcasts are my learning zone.

I personally learn best from audio and find the car journeys are the perfect time to tune

into my favourite few shows and find out what’s new and what’s working in the world of

digital .

So I thought I would share where I do my learning from with a simple list of the podcasts

are listen too on a weekly basis.

Monday mornings mean 2 things to me:
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1. The Beancast – by Bob Knorpp – The is a weekly round-table of amazing guests

from around the globe to discuss the latest in the world of advertising – digital and

technology.

2. Six Pixels of Separation – The Miram podcast – by Mitch Joel –  This is a

interview based podcast with the amazing Mitch Joel. His interviewing skills are

world class and likewise with his guests.

Tuesdays for me are the following:

3. Conversion Cast – by Tim Paige This is the podcast from LeadPages and tim delivers

gold in less than 15 mins each week. This is based around conversion rate optimization

and well worth a listen.

4. The Eventual Millionaire – Jaime Tardy – Jaime has provided well over 200 interviews

with millionaires and extracted all of their tricks, stories and habits and amazing insights

and actions you can take to make your first million.

The rest of these podcasts come out on various days but I consume them during

Wednesday to Friday.

5. The Hubcast – George B Thomas and Marcus Sheridan – If you are into inbound

marketing and Hubspot then this is the show for you! I love using Hubspot everyday so

this show is right up my street!

6. The Marketing Companion – Mark Schaefer and Tom Webster – Marketing Legends in

their own right but together these guys bring an amazing, informative and entertaining

show every other week.

7. YouPreneur FM – Chris Ducker – For any entrepreneur at any stage Chris delivers

every single time with passion and humour.

8. The Smart Passive income – Pay Flynn – Do I need to say more really? Must listen to

show – Pat is honest, transparent and is the best in the business at helping online business

owners get started and onto success.

9). The Brainfluence Podcast – Roger Dooley – Neuromarketing, psychology, and the art

of persuasion is all packed into this really interesting and enjoyable podcast.

10. Mad Marking – by Marcus Sheridan – This is a monologue podcast and is very real
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and personal from Marcus who tells amazing stories and gives great advice on marketing

and public speaking.

So there we have it and in no particular order my top ten podcasts that I am listening to

right now. I am sure I have missed off some classics and I do listen to more but I had to

choose ten for today.

What have I missed off that I should be checking out? Is there any here that you had not

head of and now really like?

Let me know.

Technology

What does SAAS mean?

In the blog I will try to explain what the acronym SAAS means.

Acronyms don’t you just love them! You will find them in every industry and no matter

what after enough time you end up speaking that language.

So in this case SAAS is a cloud computing acronym and its stands for “Software as a

Service”. If that’s all you wanted to know, thanks for stopping by. If you would like to

know what SAAS is then keep reading.

Still here? Great. Traditionally software was installed on computers via DVD’s, CD’s and

back in the day disks.
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You would have to install the software on each and every PC or Apple. This would take

time which often meant money. There would also be a version of the software running on

a local server (that large and noisy PC in the corner that nobody touched) The server side

held the database and all the PC’s connected to it. This model of computing and delivering

of software worked well for many years.

Today we access software in many different ways and most of the time it is over the

internet right? This method of delivery is Software as a Service.

If you have been using Twitter and Facebook over the last few years then you have been

using SAAS.

Today most software packages are delivered in this way. Accounting, CRM, Project

Management, Social Media tools and Management all delivered over the internet.

The revenue model is very different as well. As the service requires no install or setup the

traditionally associated costs are no longer there. Often these services offer free trials so

you can try before you buy and some even offer freemium models where there is no cost at

all.

The payment model for SAAS is more then often pay per month with little or no contracts.

This keeps the software company on their toes. Most often discounts for annual contracts.

However some of the bigger companies only do annual payments in order to lock you in.

Always read the pricing as these guys still list the monthly price and then in the small print

list payable annually in advance.

This has changed the software industry forever and now offers us so much choice, more

than ever before.

Keeping users active and engaged in their products is the name of the game for these

people as there is always something else to try.

There is often very little down time and upgrades are delivered in a split second. There are

so many products to try and find and you can literally run a small company off free tools if

you really wanted.

So there you have it what is SAAS and what its all about. I hope you have enjoyed this

blog? Please feel free to comment and to subscribe to my blog list to get these straight into

you inbox for free. You can do this at the bottom of my website on the left hand side.
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What is the internet of things?

This blog will try to explain what the internet of things is and how it might affect you.

To start with its not the most exciting name for an up and coming explosion of technology.

But it does explain what it is quite nicely.

The internet of things is the proposed next wave of technological change that is about to

come about. In a nutshell giving everyday objects and living creatures an internet

connection.

So a quick bit of background. Computers and printers and such like all carry a little

postcode round with them called an IP address (internet protocol). Just like a postcode

they tell people where they to enable people or in this case computers or other connected

devices to communicate with them.

The internet of things is the opportunity of giving everything an IP address. The most

obvious examples so far have been your fridge freezer, kettle, and boiler. Why would you

do this?

If your fridge has an internet connection and an IP address it can communicate with other

internet connected devices what is happening. It can tell you its temperature, or if the door

has been left open. It could do lots more too but would require other things to also be

connected.

We already have this with our heating and water if you use Nest. From your phone you

can control the temperature of the house and even adjust it. You can do this from
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anywhere in the world as long as you have an internet connection.

You can already programme your TV from your phone or tablet and soon everything will

have an IP address and will be connected. When this happens its going to change things a

lot.

Making everyday things smart are going to change the way we live. For the better? Who

knows I would hope so.

It is now a case of when these devices become available and how much they cost. Each

and every day more devices are being connected and people are having great ideas all the

time.

Nest are going to be a big player in this market and are already making big waves.

How will this affect business? Hugely, as we become more and more used to being able to

see data and makes changes to everyday objects we will expect the same at work.

Information is going to flow fast and everything will be creating data that all needs to be

understood and managed.

Technology is becoming a key component of our lives and with each generation it is

becoming woven into them as standard.

It will also mean more issues for people to defend. For example what if a hacker could see

all the data by home and appliances were producing? Its nothing exciting to be honest but

the whole privacy debate will come about.

As long as its as safe as possible I think convenience will win.

So there we have it, the future is now my friends and the internet of things is just the

beginning.

Why technology is the key to merging sales and marketing

What is Cloud Computing?
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In this blog I will cover the very basics of what is cloud computing.

Well to kick things off lets start by dispelling a few myths. The cloud is not actually in the

sky at all. It is not affected by bad weather at all. It is also not new and honestly is not that

complicated despite all the hype.

So what is it? The cloud is quite simply computing resource that is not where you are. Let

me explain.

Traditionally you would have had a server in house and in might have sat in its own room

on in a corner humming away. You could then connect to that server either in the office or

even remotely if set up.

Cloud computing is effectively the same computing power or resource but stored

somewhere else often called a data centre and you then access that server its resources and

data over the internet.

Cloud computing is not really new. Enterprises have been operating in this way for years

putting servers in their own data centres or using 3rd party ones. So why all the hype in the

last few years?

The technology that is responsible for the change is called Virtualization. I wont get too

technical, but in a nutshell meant that we could now run lots of applications and servers all

on the same physical computer. So this dramatically lowered the cost of purchasing

smaller pieces of computing resource and on an on demand basis.

The rise of services from companies like Amazon enable anybody with a credit card to
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able to buy as much or as little computing resource as and when they want and charged per

minute.

Now its not just access to computing resource, it maybe an application or service you use

online where the processing is not done on your computer but at their end. So for example

using Facebook or Twitter is using the cloud. You just open a browser or an app on your

mobile device and away you go.

This is the reason there has been an explosion of apps and services available over the last

few years as the whole back-end and delivery has become very cost effective.

So you have probably been using cloud services for a long time without ever realising it?

You will see more and more services you use that are cloud based. No longer are disks

sent out to install on each and every PC or Apple Mac. In fact as 99% of new applications

are cloud based you can use either a PC or a Mac it does not really matter.

There are in larger companies or specialist companies that may still use some software that

runs in the traditional manner, however these are getter fewer.

So how will the cloud change business? I think it will continue to disrupt business models

and challenge business norms. I also feel this is just the very beginning.

What is marketing automation?

In this blog I will seek to explain in basic language what marketing automation is and why

it’s something small business owners should consider.
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So right of the bat, I have to say I really don’t like the word automation. Although it fits, it

just makes it all sound Impersonal and not very friendly.

But when setup correctly and with the right intention can turn your company into helpful

and useful sales and marketing gods!

So what is it? Well as you can probably guess it’s the ability to have your marketing

predetermined and intelligent and on autopilot to a degree.

Marketing automation will help you understand so much more about your prospects and

give you so much detailed information about their activities with your digital assets that

it’s almost big brother.

Now I know that sounds like a bad thing as much as a good thing. That is why you have to

be legal and ethical and manage your prospects expectations so they understand this or as

much as they need to know and ensure you deliver real value and not you this technology

to spam people and become creepy.

The kinds of things you can do are amazing. See visits by named prospects in real time,

understand when emails are opened and clicked. Communicate via online chat, social or

email and create an amazing experience.

You are also able to send relevant emails and content to prospects automatically based on

their behaviour. This is really powerful stuff that enables you to do so much more with

less.

There is of course an upfront investment of time to set this all up and to keep testing and

making the experience better.

As for software there is loads of vendors out there including Hubspot, Marketo, Pardot,

Silverpop and more.

These are not cheap tools but compared to employing the equivalent people to achieve the

same thing  I think there is a real reason to consider these or other solutions.

Like with all tools, there needs to be a human input and constant and consistent

conversation so prospects do not feel they are being served by robots.
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There is nothing worse when it is obvious the marketing is being served up by a computer.

When there is a personal feel and you know there is a human available to speak with and

will see every response it can really work.

The kinds of investment you will need can really vary and if you cannot afford the full

marketing automation tools consider using smaller but equally as powerful tools such as

constant contact, infusionsoft and aweber. There are even so really great features available

it the paid for version of mailchimp.

So if you choose to use any of the the tools or similar mentioned ensure you keep you in

your marketing and not C3PO or R2D2.

What is Digital Exhaust?

In this blog I will attempt to give a very brief overview of what digital exhaust is.

Odd pairing of words for me this one. One meaning something intangible and IT related

and the other very mechanical and quite a dirty word. When I think of exhaust I see it like

a car discarding all the rubbish in its system it does not need.

So what is it? Well to explain it best I will try and compare it best to a well know

children’s story Hansel and Gretel.

In the story of Hansel and Gretel when the children are taken into woods to be left to die

they find there way home as they left a trail of white pebbles on their journey in order to

trace them back and find their way home.
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Now whether you realise it or not you are leaving little white pebbles all around the

internet that with some clever algorithms can all be traced back to you.

There are some experiments being done by ethical data scientist that show people exactly

what the internet can tell anyone with the knowledge and the right tools about them.

Some incredible results come up. We forget what data we give all kinds of websites and

companies.

So digital exhaust is the residue you leave behind on your digital travels. Little bits of

information about you that could be all put together.

For example, did you ever create a Myspace account? They were pretty public right, and i

am guessing pretty embarrassing too? Did you delete it? What about Faceparty? Did you

have an online gaming profile? Old dating sites? Maybe entries into online forums? (Let

me know if you found anything)

I can tell you, it is amazing what information is left behind.

So what can you and should you do about it? You could go and delete old accounts if you

really wish, but it is quite unlikely people are going to be searching for it.

My advice would be just to be aware of it, think about what information you are giving

any website or social platform about yourself and check what your privacy settings are set

too.

Most modern sites like Facebook are much better at making the privacy settings available,

however most people do not check them. Also older platforms hardly ever offered you any

of privacy options.

I am not suggesting anyone is going to do anything harmful with your information nor that

people have anything to hide. This is more an awareness piece.

So I hope this was useful and explains in very basic terms what data exhaust is. I am sure

there are far more detailed explanations.

No I am sure you are going to have a little peek at some old accounts or this blog may

have triggered some old memories that will make you smile. 
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Let me know what you remembered or found?

The next few years in technology

In this blog I will explore where I imagine the world is heading in regards to technology.

Stating that the rate of innovation has never been faster is pretty clear to most people

today. My thoughts are now as to what are the results we can expect and also what are the

concerns that may occur as a result.

So let’s start with what I think is going to change and come around in tech itself.

1) More connected devices and a even faster connectivity. There has already been reports

with predictions of global speeds of 16GB per second. With more people connected at

lighting speeds, the global market place will become more diverse and geographical

boundaries disappearing.

2) The transport industry to be disrupted. We are already seeing faster trains, news of

faster planes, but Its cars that are going to go through the most change in the next few

years. Hybrid cars are so 2009 now. Electric cars is where it is at. I can see more electric

models from all of the major brands we know so well today. The other area is car

ownership, see as people want to own stuff less and have access instead a very different

type of offerings becoming available.

3)More Women in tech. I am straight up stealing this from the 2015 Forbes report, But I

just feel and from what I see more women not being scared by this male dominated

industry and bringing new ideas, new angles and new perspective to innovation.
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So these are a few ideas of where I believe tech is heading. But what are the concerns that

we may come across as a result of innovation?

1) Skill shortages are a concern I have. As the amount of technology in our everyday life

becomes standard so will the need to be proficient in these tools and services. Younger

generations are becoming familiar and comfortable with technology but may not have the

experience required. But what about those generations that technology usage in business is

not something they are currently used to. With more roles becoming automated by

technology and replaced by technology this people will need to retrain.

2) Can compliance and regulation keep up? Innovation is great and moves us all forward.

But with brands such as Air bnb and Uber disrupting the industry’s they are in by

leveraging the connected society we live in, how do continue to keep on top of regulation

and compliance. These things traditionally take a long time to define and put in place, yet

by the time that happens the industry would have likely pivoted again.

3) Our personal data and what companies can and should be allowed to access and use.

There is some interesting debates taking place in the USA and across Europe regarding our

personal data and privacy. Right now companies like Facebook and others have access to a

wealth of information about us and with our full permission. But how many people really

understand what they are agreeing too? Should there be a bill of rights that all data

collecting companies need to adhere to? How will this work on a global scale?

So these are just a few of my thoughts on the future of tech. What do you think?

What is the Future of IT Support

In this blog I will explore what I feel the future of IT support looks like.
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Today

Where we are today is a little bit like purgatory, we are neither here nor there. Here being

traditional server based systems with banks of desktop PCs on desks, there being a truly

cloud led and mobile workforce. In fact IT companies are being forced down a different

route than the last 10 years where it is less about break and fix and far more service led.

This is a completely different business model and brings in a completely different set of

challenges.

The Rise of Mobile

It used to be that the only place you generally did your work in a business to business

environment was in an office on a desktop computer and fixed deskphone or face to face

with a client. Not only have mobiles entered the equation but totally disrupted both

communications and end user computing.

People have the ability to communicate and collaborate from pretty much anywhere.

Connectivity is close to being ubiquitous and will further change the landscape of mobile

computing.

How to Support the Anywhere Worker

Although I am not sure of the take up in Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) at a small

business level it is clear that a variety of devices are being used in the workplace. Lots of

executives are using 3 devices, a laptop, tablet and mobile phone.

The modern IT company will need to be able to support users across a variety of devices.

Mobile Apps are as much a part of the enterprise as traditional applications. Mobile

Device Management (MDM) is on the rise and is slowly coming into the small business

agenda. Cloud based applications have all but taken over traditional based server based

apps with just a few legacy applications left.

The Future

I believe that the future of IT support will be far more service led. Some of the lines

between supplier and competitor have blurred and this has resulted in suppliers having to

offer far more than just products and services. Relationships and expertise as the trusted

source, advisor and filter is what will retain clients.

There is so much choice for a small business and lots of free services as well. What a
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small business owner needs to know is that their supplier is doing the filtering for them

and has their bottom line in mind when it comes to new applications and services

available. Understanding the new business landscape is getting harder for small business

owners with more change than ever before.

The IT providers of the future need to adapt to the new technology environment and

provide the services small business need today whilst keeping an eye on tomorrow.

How much data am I giving away?

In this blog I will explore the topic of how much data people are giving away and how

much they know about it.

Marketers are collecting data all the time and I am hoping that most are using that data to

understand their customers and prospects better and provide a better service as a result.

But what if they were doing more than that? What would you think if you knew that there

have been cases of some companies displaying higher pricing depending on where you are

based on what device you are using. Do you think just because you are a apple mac user

you should pay more than a Microsoft Windows user? Of course not.

So the question is what are companies doing with your data? Signing up to a loyalty

scheme with your local super market chain is a good thing right? Sure they know who you

are and what you buy, but the benefits of points and or coupons and special offers makes it

a fair deal right?
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But what if they were also selling that data about you and your spending habits to other

companies are you comfortable with that?

I have always said social media is not free and never was. Giving a company like

Facebook so much intimate and personal information about you and all of your key

relationships is a compromise at best. Sure they provide huge utility without a doubt but

do you have any idea what they are doing with all of your data and when I say all just

think about how much information you give Facebook for a minute.  So I am sure you

realise that Facebook use that data to advertise to you, but is it ok if they sell that data to

other companies? Have you read the terms and conditions? Course you have not, who

does?

Its not just Facebook, It is lots of companies Apple, Twitter, Google you name it they are

all collecting data about us.

Between them they know everything. Even your credit card company is possibly selling

your transaction history.

We are now used too if not still irritated by adverts that follow us around the internet, this

tactic is called re-marketing  and is unfortunately not executed in an ethical and acceptable

manner in most cases.

Now there are lots of tools that make collecting information about a prospect or customer

and in most cases they can be used to provide a personalised and better expedience. But

lets not kid ourselves the ability and opportunity to provide such a service needs to be

managed and recipients needs to be made aware and educated as to what is happening.

So the purpose of this blog was really to start the conversation or at least bring awareness

to it as much as possible.

How technology is taking over the home
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In this blog I will explore the sudden rise of connected devices in our homes as the IOT 

starts to take shape.

A phrase that keeps on coming up more and more these days is “the future is now”. It is

hard to disagree that the very world we live in is slowly taken a new form right in front of

us like a scene from the movie the day after tomorrow. Tech is creeping up on us and

evading everyday life.

Personally I get quite excited by this kind of innovation. We will soon be laughing as we

reminisce about how used to have get off our back sides to turn the heating up or down

and manually move a dial a fraction of an inch until it clicks. Just like we do today when

the first TV remote controls had a cable.

There are already a few battles going on behind the scenes as to who is going to set the

standard with how all of our smart connected appliances and devices all talk together.

There are all the smaller battles of which internet connect thermostat will become the

dominant brand.

There is the recent announcement that the next Google owned Nest product is about to hit

the high-streets (read Amazon) soon. Another Google acquisition dropcom and their range

of slimline mountable and subtle security cameras are small and discreet and will be

accessible from your smartphone anywhere in the world.

Now I do understand we can do this already. The difference is these are coming from a

brand that is already attracting an awful lot of interest and make this items seem very

accessible, easy to understand, and easy to set-up.

With Samsung committed to making their devices and appliances all internet connected

we are going to see a mass rise of smart household appliances all become available very

soon.
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Only yesterday I was reading about a smart oven that is now available called  the June

Oven. This smart oven is connected to your phone and can be completely controlled by it.

It also is clever enough to know if something is undercooked or going to be overcooked

and can adjust accordingly. I wont go into the details but check the website out its very

impressive.

At the rate we are going we will very soon be able to start the washing machine, set the

heating, run a bath turn the lights on and have dinner ready all perfectly timed as we walk

in the door. We also know if the kids are doing there homework as we can see there every

movement and track it too. Probably all from our self driving if not at least electric car.

We likely did all of this using voice commands as even that technology is getting even

smarter.

So the future is here it seems. Does make me wonder what would happen when the

internet goes down ;-).

What is activity based working?

In this blog i will explain the growing concept of anywhere working,

I used to love writing about this topic. Before getting into digital marketing I used to

advise and speak on remote working and in particular activity based working.

So what is activity based working? Its quite a unique and yet simple concept that

effectively means working from wherever suits best for the task you are completing.

I will explain further, but first lets look at how traditional working environments have

been running for the last few decades to understand the changes.
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A traditional office  was born very much out of the industrial revolution. We went to the

factory to do the work, quite simple. Offices were the same, you had a place of work and

that was the only place to do the work.

As offices evolved everybody had a desk and a computer and still we all commuted each

and every day to the office.

Sure there were changes and with the introduction of the “open plan office” things were

slowly progressing.

However with all the technology we have today is the office the best place to always be

working from?

We can access pretty much everything in the office with the right technology in place as if

we were sitting at our desks today. So this raises two questions, is the office the right place

to work from right now? And longer term is everybody owning a desk the most cost

effective solution for your business?

Introducing Activity Based Working or ABW for short. The concept is this: With the right

technology is place, nobody has ownership of a full time desk. You work from wherever

you need too and are measured on output and not on presenteeism. There are many

examples of companies adopting this type of working and with huge success.

It of course requires masses of trust, but where implemented has in fact had some really

surprising results in that more work gets done, less sick time, employees stay longer and

overall moral is higher.

It’s not really that much of a surprise if you think about it. Other things to come out of

these studies are the fact that in some cases an office is still required and there are roles

where attending the office is still needed. There are also areas of business where being

together can really reap some positive results. Sure there are software services for remote

meetings and presentations but I personally still think there are some instances where you

cannot beat being in the same room as people.

Its really all about choice and sensible decisions. There are without a doubt examples

where people can get so much more work done from home or a 3rd space such as a coffee

shop.

I could go on and on with this subject matter and may post other follow up blogs on this

subject.
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However if this is of interest to you consider listening to this old podcast I did with some

friends of mine over in the USA DJ Waldow and Nick Westergaard. It was recorded in

2013 when i worked at a technology company I was fortunate enough to get invited on

their show and sit alongside so real heroes of mine in the marketing world . I hope you

enjoy it. http://worktalkshow.com/david-shaw-on-defining-work/

What is the future of of Office Design?

I this blog I will explore the future of office design and how I feel it may change.

Why this subject? I spent a few years in office design and there is a very close relationship

with technology.

As we spend more and more time on mobile devices. Probably Laptop, Tablet and Mobile

right?

These are all portable devices and means people can work from anywhere with an internet

connection in most cases.

The majority of applications we use are cloud based. In fact I cannot really think of any

that are server based any longer?

So with applications being cloud based and our devices are all portable, what does this

mean for the traditional office?
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In the short term nothing to be honest. We see some enterprises moving to an Activity

Based Working model, but for small business this is quite a leap of faith.

So what is the future of office design for small businesses in the short term?

I wonder if we will see less desk ownership and more hot desks? There is going to be far

less requirements for desk space. If we also consider the massive increase in requests for

flexible working, there will be far more home workers than in previous years.

This all of course requires a different mindset from business leaders but that is a whole

blog in itself.

So back to office design. We are seeing more home like comforts increasing and also

things like pool tables and table tennis.

Open offices were all the rage ten years ago but in reality did not work for everyone. What

I do see is more break out areas and smaller meeting areas, stand up meetings are common

too.

The desktop PC is becoming less of a fixture and server rooms are slowly disappearing. I

can see the office becoming more of a hub of small meeting rooms and areas to touch

down and work for the time you are there. Bring your own device (BYOD) was talked

about lots and although I have not seen much evidence in smaller businesses I do see far

more tablets and mobiles phones.

As a result the wifi gets hammered with sometimes up to three devices per person all on

the wifi. Traditional cabling I think will become less important but not disappear

completely.

I do think its time to start looking at home office space is used in small business. It is not

cheap and maybe not being used in the most cost effective manner. I also think people

should start thinking about anywhere working and losing the light of sight leadership

mentality. Smaller more agile companies will get created and the ability to pivot fast is a

massive competitive advantage.

If you think how Kodak employed around 55,000 people before they went bust and their

replacement Instagram at the time of purchase employed around 55 people.

Agile, mobile and flexible are the words that will shape the future of office design in the
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next few years is my predication. What do you think?

Is remote working right for my business?

With more and more people expecting and demanding flexible working, lots of small

business owners are stuck with where to turn and determine if remote working is right for

their business.

Many business owners today came from an era where work meant going to a single place

of work. Line of sight leadership meant you could see what workers were doing or not

doing or so they thought.

The idea that if you cannot be seen you cannot be working was and probably still is most

business owners default standing.

So now in 2015 we are right at that turning point, most workers want some form of remote

working capability and most businesses are not set-up technically or more so not ready

from a trust standpoint.

The reality

The reality is really quite different, and getting the right leadership and the right culture

means remote working can enable some amazing things to happen.

If you would speak to those that do run complete virtual companies with no or little office

space you will find a big problem is actually stopping some from working.  What normally

happens when people start to work from home or a 3rd space such as a coffee shop they
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over compensate as they feel they are being judged. They send more emails and get more

done so everyone knows they are on-line and more importantly working.

You find the quality of work is better as people are more relaxed and with less

distractions. There are less last minute meetings that go over and on for hours. There is

less idle chat and tea making.

People will end up putting more hours in. With no commute that time often ends up being

productive time instead.

Recruitment could mean you can employ people from anywhere in the world if the time

can be worked out. If not global at least nationally. This gives you a much bigger pool of

talent to choose from.

The down sides

There are of course down sides to enabling remote working. There is a cost of course to

have the right technology in place. This could be enabling your line of business

applications to be available from a remote location or it could be collaboration software

and communications to enable staff to talk and share information.

There is also the energy that come by being in the same place. There is no doubt great

ideas can spark by being together and conversations that would never of normally

happened.

You also need a change to your employee handbook to cover remote working and

potentially to your health and safety policy as well to ensure that all bases are covered.

Is it worth it?

When the right culture is in place and remote working becomes an option and a choice for

employees then it can really reap the rewards. The technology is available and affordable

and in most cases already in place. Getting the basics in place and more importantly your

head around a culture of measurement by output and less about presenteeism. I can

understand that this is a major change from traditional ways of working but the world has

changed and is going to continue to change. If having remote working adds a positive

angle and potentially competitive edge then I encourage you to explore it further and

consider trialling it with a department where it makes the most sense.
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Technology does not change the world

In this blog I hope to explain the importance of people in getting the best of technology.

I have given away the punch line already, Technology does not change the world, people

do.

Personally I love technology and make it my business to keep myself up to date. However

there is so much technology available and new products and services been launched every

single day, where does one start to evaluate where to start?

There is without a doubt good reason to put the right tools in the right roles to ensure

productivity and effectiveness. Sometimes that is technology and sometimes not. I think

we can get a little overwhelmed with all the new tools we should be looking at and using.

Maintaining the online profiles we have now is hard enough without worrying about

something else to keep posting too or updating.

This is not going to stop any-time soon though, therefore its important to be selective with

what tools and technologies you adopt. It is easy to get blinded by the shiny new object,

my advise would be to look at the investment it is going to take to make the most out of

the shiny new tool or service and look at the anticipated benefits.
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When you do adopt a new tool or service into your business you need to invest your time

and sometimes money into it. Make sure you understand it and get the most from it. Most

people use no more than 10% of Excel capabilities and maybe that’s enough, but could

you do so much more if you took the time to understand what it can do.

Even-more so with you email client. Get to know some of the advanced stuff and it can

save you buckets of time.

Sometimes the answer is not technology and you need to think a little more simply to get

the best results.

For example, if you are a window cleaner operating in a small village, I dont think you

really need a CRM system nor a complicated email marketing system In this case simple

flyers posted through the door will have a better ROI.

I also love the story about one of the first space trips with the Americans and the Russians

where the US team spent a huge amount of money developing a pen that would work in

space, and the Russians took a pencil. I don’t know if the story is true but i like it still as it

demonstrates simplicity.

So despite the best technology available today if you do not have the right people and the

right training technology is useless. Sometimes we need to look at the result we are

looking for and ask ourselves “do we really need it” and “do we have the time, people and

skills?”

Either way if you want to change your business or your industry or event the word, its not

technology that changes the world, its people.

Digital musings

The future of retail
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In this blog I  will explore the future of retail. This is a personal set of predictions based

only on my own experiences.

So it is not hard to see retail units continuing to shut down left right and centre. It also

seems to be big brands that are leaving high streets and shopping centres.

Recently where I live Top Shop, Burtons and Dorothy Perkins all part of the the Arcadia

group all left the local shopping centre when there lease expired. Part of their statement in

the local press was quite interesting to me in that they mentioned they would continue to

invest into flagship stores, on-line retail and click and collect services.

Now for other areas of retail such as Tesco and Asda we have seen a massive increase in

their digital footprint and services. But clothes is one area where I thought that brick and

mortar stores would remain longer than others.

We know that more and more purchases take place on-line and maybe it is as simple as it

is more cost effective to sell their products on-line.

As digital proficiency increases and more and more people are comfortable purchasing

online I think we will see not only big brands that we already know more on-line but new

brands that take advantage of the space and own a niche before the big brands take the

space and go all in.

Two example of this are Boohoo and Very. Both brands are completely on-line only. I am

sure there will be more and more of these.

There is also the new service coming from Amazon called Dash. This is a handy little

button that you put in a room where you have replenishment items such as your toilet roll
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for example. When you see you are running low you press the button and it will order

another batch of toilet rolls to be delivered to your door in 24hrs or so. You can have many

of these buttons all over your house if you so wish.

This service is not available in the UK yet but certainly shows us where we are heading.

Convenience and automation is where we are headed. If I think about it there are a bunch

of items I purchase from the super market each and every week. Imagine there was a

service that notified people on a friday via their mobile phones that these regular items

were going to be delivered the next day unless they changed it. They could also add to the

list for that week only any other items they may need. This could all be tied into your

calender on you phone reminding you of peoples birthdays and do you want to purchase a

birthday card of gift. It could go and on and I certainly could geek out on what is actually

possible today.

One thing I do understand is that lots of people are going to lose their jobs in the future

and no I don’t like that idea.

I can see the future of actual stores being more like Amazon and Apple and being more of

a showroom where the order is still made via your smartphone. Apple does a great job of

showrooming.

There is also the area of serendipity that is going to get lost in a world of automation and

home delivery.  I still think there is a place for normal retail outlets alongside the worlds of

technology. There are still many people who wont shop online and that gives retail as we

know it today a bit of life yet. But I think we can see where its headed.

So these are just my thoughts and mine alone. I could be very wrong and happy to be too.

Let me know your thoughts?

The end of serendipity
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I normally write question and answer posts, but today I am feeling the need to post a

different kind of post.

No longer do we wait for the newspaper in the morning to find out what happened

yesterday. Sure there is always some content we were not aware of and is less time

sensitive but it terms of breaking news we do not wait.

News and information we like finds us. We have filtered our news feeds some with the

help of the platform in order to only give us the most relevant and important information

that we want to receive and that is great right? Or is it?

We all have our beliefs and and associated belief systems and for the most part we rely on

these to keep us safe and happy. Our belief systems are our map of the world and what is

right or wrong. Or at least how we perceive it to be.

But if we get all of our information and news from our social feeds and RSS feeds which

keep us informed and up to date are we not only getting a filtered view of the world.

We only follow people and brands we like today. We only take interest in the stuff that

re-enforces our existing belief system. Or am I wrong? Do you follow or engage in things

that are opposed to your beliefs in order to be challenged or wrong? Are we willing to be

challenged or wrong.

If the information and connections we keep are all supporting our belief system everything

may seem wonderful and great but I wonder if we are missing out other points of view

other valuable thoughts and opinions that challenge our own and maybe for the greater

good?
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Even our search results are filtered by what the search engines know about us in order to

provide the information we want. Could it be that the results we get are a little biased

towards our own interests? I honestly do not know the answer do you?

When searching in private browsing we get different results for sure and without any

filters on.

What would our social feeds look like if we removed all the filters? A mess for sure I get

that but would they offer us a more serendipitous view of what is actually going on?

I do wonder how much our controlled social information inputs affect us. Maybe taking a

look on the other side of the fence and seeing what others see may change the way we

think.

Do you think that the lack of serendipity is a cause for concern or is the filtered lens of the

world what we want?

3 reasons why video and film are important for business

This blog post will explore why video and film

are important to small business owners. By the end i hope you will see video as an

investment and not as a cost.

So the truth of the matter is I think we all know that video and film are important assets to

have on our website and as part of our digital marketing, so why don’t we all do it?

The most common reason is quite simple….cost. It does cost money to produce good
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quality content of any kind but people see video and film as a stretch to far.

How much does a good video cost? The answer is always depends and can range from no

cost up to thousands.

Before we go into that though, lets take a quick look at why you should be considering

video content as part of your marketing mix.

1) Time

Today’s consumers are smart and savvy and know what they are looking for. Every piece

of content they consume needs to add value to what ever they are doing. At the start of any

digital sales cycle, long form content is not what they are looking for they want answers

and quick. Video can demonstrate something quickly and easily that sometimes words

cannot. A 2 minute video from blendtec chewing up just about anything demonstrates the

product perfectly. You could not have achieved the same result using text or audio. Also to

be 100% clear, those at the end of the sales cycle are in fact more willing to consume long

form content. Understand the prospect and what they are tying to achieve.

2) Emotion

It is no mistake that charity’s  use video and film so much. They understand the power

they have. When we see something with our eyes our brains do not understand the

difference between the real world and media. This is why we get so scared at horror

movies and so tense in thrillers, our brains are actually responding as if it’s real. Mirror

neurons in our brain replicate what we see. So if we see a sad video from a charity we feel

sad, as the mirror neurons start firing. Video has the power to physically move someone.

When done well you can make someone feel exactly how you want them too.

3) Story telling

We are wired for stories. From the beginning of time people have told stories. With video

not only can you tell a story but your story and by you. The importance of people being

able to see you talking about your product,service or cause should not be underestimated.

The old adage of people buy from people still rings true today and if you can get your

story and your passion on video it will move people to action.

So back to cost, If you can get your sales team to pitch right and deliver the right

information to your customers and prospects every single time without fail and do this
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24/7 365 how much would you expect to pay them? A lot right?

With video and film done correctly you can have this. Understand that the buying process

has changed forever and people will research you, your company and products. By finding

good quality videos you can be sure your delivering your best and giving you the best

chance for your prospects to choose you.

Now you can just grab your mobile phone and start shooting then upload to Youtube all

for free. There is nothing wrong with doing this if you have zero budget. There are lots of

tools online you can also use to enhance and edit your video for free. I say free its still

somebody’s time.

If you want something a little more professional I would recommend having coffee with

some of the local video guys and gals in your area and see which one gets you and what

you want to achieve. See examples of their work and see if it’s got the vibe you are

looking to achieve. This experts understand how to tell a story and not just point a camera

so listen to their ideas too.  A number of good quality videos and Vlogs (another blog on

that) on your site will be a revenue generator and will pay it self off providing you put the

right tracking tools in place. Get your mindset right and think about how video can earn

you money and not cost you.

The first 100 days

In this blog i will go over why the first 100 days are the most important when winning a

new client.
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Most marketers stop marketing to their prospects the moment they become a customer.

They see winning the business as the goal and the end of the process.

I personally think that when a prospect becomes a customer that is the most important time

to start marketing.

Let me explain, I am not suggesting don’t market to your prospects, I am suggesting to

continue to market to your customers. In fact I suggest having a specific marketing plan

for your customers. The one I recommend is the first 100 days. The exact number is not

important I use 100 days as line in the sand and it can change depending on your industry

and sales process.

The first 100 days is all about creating an amazing experience from the moment they are a

paying customer.

There should be a process in place to ensure that customers are reached out too shortly

after the initial sale is made to make sure they understand how to communicate with you

best and how to get the best from your product or service.

This should be followed by a series of emails sent to the right people with tips, guides and

resources that will help them achieve their goals. Again at around day 60 or whatever

metric you use another call should be made to see if there is any questions or issues they

may have. Even if there is nothing to report the very fact that you reached out will make a

big difference.

You see most companies stop marketing to prospects the moment they become a customer

and only really reach out to them if they want to get them to renew a contract, up sell them

something, or ask for a reference or referral.

They are all things that are self serving and not 100% focused on the bigger picture. Of

course you want case studies and referrals, but the time to ask for that is after you have

truly wowed them.

Can you recall a customer experience that truly made you think wow these guys are good?

Maybe you do? If so would you continue to use them? Would you or do you recommend

them? The answer is generally yes right? However how times do you never hear from

companies unless they want something. Take your insurance company for example how

often do they contact you? When its renewal time right?
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By making sure you create a marketing plan for your customers and ensure that the first

100 days are full of touch points that are going to add value to the client.

This process will not only help retain clients all the time your product or service is still

adding value but will create advocates that will win you more clients. Advocates will want

to tell others about you and your company and will happily provide case studies and

testimonials. There will be a huge ROI on any costs you incur from putting in a 100 day

plan.

We often talk of the funnel in sales and marketing but in this case its time to flip the funnel

and service your customers better than ever before.

3 amazing free online tools I love

In this blog i thought I would share 3 free online tools that I love and I hope you will too.

As much as I try to give away as much as I possibly can on my blog I wanted to give

something more than just my thoughts and musings. So Today I am going to list 3

amazing free tools that I hope you will get huge value from as I do. There are no affiliated

links at all.

1) Sidekick from Hubspot – This is a free email tool that I have found fascinating, What it

does is notify you when people are opening your emails. it will provide you with 200 free

notifications per month then after there is a charge.
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It shows you each and every time and not just the first and it also shows you if it was a

desktop or mobile that opened the email. There is a handy sidebar as well that links to the

persons social accounts as well. The most fascinating part of the this tool is the amount of

times people keep returning to your email. If nothing else you can be sure you know that

your email has been read.

2) Podio from Citrix – This is a project management tool that is ideal if you have a team of

2 or more. The software is free for 5 people or 5 people in a single workspace. This tool is

amazing for so many aspects of business. You create various workspaces such as Sales

and HR or Marketing and customise it with a selection of apps.

There is a huge market place of these apps which are the functions in your workspace. So

for example in the sales workspace you might have contacts, companies, communications,

leads, sales meetings and whatever else you require. The apps are all free and can be

completely customised to fit your systems and processes. You can even make you own

app if it does not exist.

The main benefit of the system is the ability to communicate, comment and share at almost

every single level. There is a separate private chat function and you can even do video and

voice calls all right in the system. I personally believe that Podio is a must have system in

all small businesses and investing into it will provide massive benefits.

3)Sumome from Appsumo – This is an amazing plugin for all website not just wordpress

that is a must have. It provides a range of free and paid for apps in an easy 1 click type

installation. Just a few of the amazing tools that are part of the setup include a heatmap

app to track all of the clicks on your website pages and show them in an overlay on your

webpage so you can see where people are clicking and also where they are not. Other apps

include the content analytics which is a must for your blog posts and website pages. It

shows how far people actually scroll down the page. If that is not enough then how about

this, there are email collection pop ups smart bars and social sharing apps too. This is quite

simply a must have tool.

So there you have it 3 amazing free tools to make your life that little bit better. I hope you

find them helpful.

Do you know any other tools that we should know about?

Does your brand stink? literally!
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In this blog I explore the idea that smell can have a profound effect on sales.

This is not a particularly new concept and in fact has been around for years. The basic

premise is that by having a certain types of smells associated with your brand and or

products in can increase sales. So why is this?

Our sense of smell has a direct link to our limbic system which houses emotion and

memories.

This is why certain smells bring back very vivid memories. If you think of smells like

fresh cut grass or salty sea air it will trigger memories.

There are many examples of brands that use smell to enhance the experience and trigger

positive emotion to encourage you to buy. Does it work? Test show that yes it can. A

study done in 2013 by the Global Journal of Commerce and Management Perspective said

that ambient scent has the strongest impact when it comes to enhancing consumer

behaviour in terms of emotion, evaluation, willingness to return to a store and purchase

intention.

Hotels and the motor industry were early adopters in using smell to invoke a positive

feeling. Some brands went as far as to create their own unique smells designed for them.

In the case of the hotel the smell was calming and relaxing and was so successful they

started selling candles with their signature smell as customers liked it so much.

Classic examples of smells that trigger emotions are the hospital, coffee shops, book

shops. They all have there own smell.
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Retailers are now using smell in stores to enhance the positive feelings that come with

them, but it can work the other way and can even change over time. Let me explain. A

well known fast food restaurant in the UK had an unfortunate smell in their restaurant of

stale oil. Now for some this smell put them off eating there but for others they now

associated the smell with the food and upon smelling it made them crave this brands food.

Its these associations that are so important over time people associate the smell with the

brand or product.

Singapore airlines were very successful in using this sensory marketing to win and retain

clients. Their unique smell was expertly used across the whole brand at every opportunity

including the perfume the stewardess’s would wear.

They used the same smell for years and customers got used to that smell and more

importantly, they unconsciously associated this scent with the rest of the Singapore

Airlines experience – lovely attendants, impeccable service, and so on.

There are many other examples where using scent as way of enhancing experiences and

creating a positive environment that can increase sales and brand perception.

So what is your smell? Do you have one? Would you ever think about using one in your

offices or even just in the boardroom? Let me know your thoughts.

The 2nd story

Image not found

This blog is to explore the 2nd story that is often not considered in sales and marketing.

So what am I on about this 2nd story? Well first lets define the first story and understand

that one in order to understand the 2nd.

The first story in sales and marketing is your story, the one you are telling your customers

and prospects. You do this through your marketing and through the people in your

company. What is the story you are telling? Give it some thought, is it clear is it consistent

and does it set you apart from your competitors?
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What is Volvo’s story? Easy one eh, when you think Volvo you think safety. When you

think of Asda you think great value.

Your story needs to be clear and everybody in your company needs to understand it. Are

the fastest or the most cost effective or simply leading your industry through innovation.

What ever it is get it written down and then ensure its consistent in everything you do.

So if your still following and you think you either have or understand the need for your

story we will take a look at what the 2nd story is.

So the 2nd story is quite simple really, its the story your customer or prospect is telling

themselves.

Lets unpack that a bit. When you buy or are looking to buy anything there is a story that

goes with it. For example, if you drink skimmed milk, the red top, there is a story that goes

with that for the purchaser. Maybe that story is it’s better for you to drink skimmed milk.

Maybe it’s a diet your on and you are looking to lose weight, maybe that story is you

believe it tastes better? All are reasons why they buy skimmed milk and story they tell

themselves by purchasing it.

What does owning a BMW or Mercedes mean to there owners? What story do you think

they are telling themselves buy owning one? What car we drive, what postcode we live in

and everything else is all part of that story.

If we understand that story we can really make sure our marketing messages are aligned to

that story as best we can.

If you think about your customers for a minute, why did they choose you? People shop in

John Lewis and Waitrose despite the fact it will probably cost more? Why? Because of

that story they are telling themselves. It says something about them that they possibly want

others to know or maybe its not about others but they simply believe its a better experience

for them. Either way those brands at the higher end of the market know this and don’t

apologise for being more expensive because that’s what their customers want.

So these are the 2 stories I believe we need to be aware of and think about when designing

the user journeys for our customers and prospects. People buy on lots of factors and these

are two huge factors to consider.
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Is Media Rotting our Brains?

Having recently just returned from an amazing trip, which was a life long ambition of

mine I have one key point that has stayed at the top of my mind.

The trip was a week at SXSW Interactive in Austin Texas. This is where lots of the worlds

best in the world of entrepreneurs, digital and tech all meet up for a week of seminars and

keynotes, as well as some amazing networking and parties.

The seminar that has stuck with me was not actually all that busy in comparison. It was all

about some findings around psychology and Neuroscience and in particular how media

acts out it in reality in our minds.

I study both of these topics albeit part time and found it fascinating.

The first point I find in my notes was that the brain thinks media is real life stimuli. So that

means it thinks it is real and not content we are consuming. This makes sense as you think

about how you feel watching horrors or action or even romance. We feel the emotion or

the fear that is being portrayed.

The second point I found to be interesting was that 90% of stimuli is absorbed without

conciousness. So every radio advert, or billboard may not make an impression in our

concious mind but it does in our unconsciousness.

Now if you think about the about of media and therefore stimuli we are exposed to today

in compassion to even 10 years ago. This raises the very important question is today’s

media an invasion or persuasion?
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I think it depends on the media and the intent. For example studies show that looking at

models over a period of time can cause depression and even worse.

Again its been proven that repeated stimuli can even change our belief systems. This is

again concerning if we are exposed to the wrong types of messages.

You see our identity is not pre-configured but in fact post configured over time, and

therefore can be altered with the right messages over a sustained period of time. We learn

through repetition and intensity.

This does raise many questions about advertising and media as a whole. With all this

power to change the way we feel and act I think this is a conversation that needs to be

continued.

Is this digital world good for our brains?

I have been struggling for time recently. Too many things to do and I started wondering if

all this digital is actually any good for our brains, well-being and health?

Now I realise that this question maybe a bit of a “moo” point. What I mean by that is even

if the answer is it is awful for our brains I believe that we have gone too far down the

rabbit hole to ever consider going back.

10 years ago we were not contending with anywhere near as much information, messages

and notifications that we do today. We are expected to manage many inbox’s including

email social media, app notifications and the resulting ones from any responses we make.
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We are also trying to keep up with friends, family, children, partners, sports teams, tv

programmes, books and courses.

Now the good news is we can do these things from anywhere and on pretty much any

device. The bad news is there is always something new to keep up with, learn and know

about. I have way too many unread books on my ibooks app, and nearly as many again on

my kindle app. My Amazon wish list for books is into the hundreds. I also have courses to

complete on SEO, Branding, Facebook ads, growth hacking and many many more.

The truth is I am an infowhore and I love learning and I mean love it. However I do

struggle to fit it into an already packed schedule in the carbon world (real world) My

digital world is just as busy and all fighting for my attention.

I tip that I do find helpful is listening to audio books and podcasts in the car. This is a time

where I cannot go anywhere but I can listen. With my eyes fixed firmly on the road I can

enjoy some quality learning through audio.

I do appreciate not everyone enjoys podcasts and may have shorter car journeys. If you

want a short podcast mine is only 10 mins per episode :-).

So I am feeling a little overwhelmed and wondered how do you guys manage to fit

everything in that you want too?

I have ditched TV pretty much with the exception of the occasional live sports game. I

could sleep less but I find that I am far less productive when sleep deprived. I am currently

working around a 6 – 7 hours schedule of sleep. Does that sound like a lot?

I am working slowly towards getting up earlier each day to get some of this stuff done

along the lines of the miracle morning by Hal Elrod. Getting some essential jobs and tasks

done before the rest of the house wakes up.

We do have more data to contend with each day for sure and I think we are trying to or at

least I am trying to achieve quite a lot and clearly too much. But I would love to know

how you manage and feel about this. Are we moving to an era where we are pushing our

brains and body harder than ever before and what is the fallout of this?

Or will we adapt and learn to process more information quicker and more efficiently. Food

for thought.
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My 3 top secrets for digital marketing

In this blog I will quite simply list my 3 top tips/secrets for digital marketing.

I felt I had done enough frequently asked questions recently and decided to do something

different today.

So diving straight into it, lets get started.

1) It is not about you

That’s right folks believe it or not it is not about me or you but our customers first and

then prospects. This is easily the biggest mistake I see small businesses make day in day

out.  From the website to their email and social media presence it is all “me, me me”

followed up very quickly with buy “my junk, buy my stuff and call me now”.

There is a small amount of people who will want to do exactly that and if you are running

an e-commerce site or Amazon like site then I can possibly see the need for the buy my

stuff buttons everywhere. But still there needs to be a little romancing. People are looking

to be informed, inspired, educated and entertained. Think about the needs and wants or

your audience

For most sites not everyone wants to buy your stuff or service straight away. In fact there

are probably researching. In any case the whole digital process needs to be about solving
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their problem not talking so much about you and your products or services. The truth is

nobody cares about you or me or what we sell but they are interested in solving whatever

problem they are solving.

Takeaway: Talk about the problem you solve not the product or service you are selling.

2) Give it all away

For those that have seen me speak before you know I love talking about the idea that you

shouldn’t give the cow away with the milk. This is nonsense and it most cases you should

give the milk the cow and the farm away.

There are no secrets any more, most information has never been worth less. There are

always exceptions but in most small business there is very little point holding on to

product and services information until they speak to a sales person. This is not how the

modern buyer purchases anything any more. Consumers expect to be able to find the

answer to any of their questions quickly and easily. It really is that simple if you don’t

answer it somebody else will.

Leading digital marketers really understand this. This is why they often will give away

step by steps how they do what they do. They understand that number one, nobody is

going to copy them, number 2, 90% of people want even taken action on the free advice,

number three by giving the information away it demonstrates there skills and it builds

trust. This nearly always leads to sales. We dont want to do ourselves we just want to

know how, then we can get you to do it.

Takeaway: Answer your prospects and customers questions….or not…someone will.

3) Focus on your goals

In today’s instant and always on society there is always something new and exciting to

catch our attention. Everyday I find new tools and services that excite me. But the truth is

not executing on the tools I already have is the real problem. Stop focusing on what is new

and shiny and think about your goals and what you need to do to meet those goals. Master

the tools you have if they were purchased in mind of meeting in a goal and if not maybe

ditch them.

Everything you spend time on ask yourself this question: ” Is this moving my closer to my

goals and objectives?” Digital tools are going to come along every single day. We have to
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let go of FOMO (fear of missing out). I am as guilty as the next person of this one and

something I am looking to improve upon everyday.

Takeaway: Put everything through a filter, social media, new tools, email, and ask

yourself the question as many times a day as you need too. “Is this moving my closer to

my goals and objectives?”. Email and social media are the worst for this for most people.

So there you have in folks, I hope that was useful?

Personalisation vs Privacy

In this blog I will try to explain the ongoing battle we are experiencing with the internet in

which we prefer personalisation or privacy.

Right of the bat, I am really torn on this discussion and listening to different sides of each

debate can sway me each time. However I feel Personalisation will win in the end. Let me

know what you think by the end of this blog?

So what am I talking about? When using the internet today we are often greeted with a far

more personal approach that we used to and in particular to sites we have used before.

What happens is the website drops a cookie (small file) on your computer that captures

information about you, your device and tons of other information such as the browser you

are using, you location and where you came from to get to that page.

Most of the time you are probably not even aware of it.

The pros of these cookies is that it enables the site owner to provide a more personalised

experience in the future as it gets to understand more about you. It is not just the cookies it
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can also be if you create an account. Either way its all about collecting data about you.

This is how Amazon then emails you and suggests purchases and even on the site, its all

based on your previous purchase and browsing history.

Google does the same, when logged into a Google account and then preform a search it

will give you personalised results based on what Google knows about you. If you want a

true organic list of search results you need to log out completely and enable private

browsing.

For me a non personalised internet can suck. I want sites to remember my user name and

password so I dont have too. I want suggestions for new content and I want to feel like I

am being treated like a valued customer. But most of all I want convenience.

Now the other side of the coin is this. Sometimes personalisation can become a poor

experience when re-marketing adverts follow me round the internet for weeks on end.

As for privacy, I understand that all of the social networks and Google and countless

others are collecting data on me and then doing god know what with it.

Its a scary thought when you think of what data your phone is collecting and then giving

out to companies every minute of every day. They are selling this data for sure. But also

its data about me, do I want these companies having all this information? My locations

throughout the day. What sites I look at and how often, what I purchase and when.

Photos you post on some social media sites give away the location based on the file name.

Yes the file name has co-ordinates that can tell some clever people where that photo was

taken.

So what is best do you think? Now you understand that social media is not and will never

be free and in fact you pay with your data. Think how much data you are giving to sites

like Facebook everyday.

Does personalisation and convenience win? Do you even care? I imagine many don’t. Let

me know your thoughts?

Evolve or become obsolete
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This blog will explore why small business need to stop fighting the inevitable change that

is here now and is going to keep on changing.

Harsh blog title? Maybe but its actually the title of the book I am writing. I have been

fortunate enough to work in some pretty cutting edge environments and as a result have

learnt a great deal about the changes that are very much around us.

I believe that the promise of technology is now having a significant impact on the way we

live, work and communicate.

The internet is at the heart of it all although it’s hardly new. So why now? I believe the

turning point in technology’s evolution was the roll-out of 3G mobile data. It gave us a

turning point where mobile data was usable. There were of course considerable other

technology innovations around the same time but I believe 3G was significant.

All of a sudden we had a very usable and fast internet pretty much everywhere and we

could access it from our smartphones which very rapidly evolved over a period of a few

years and continue to keep innovating.

We now are living in an always on 24/7 connected society. For better or worse and it can

be debated both ways. But the fact is it is here and is not going away.

The impact that this has had on business is significant, and on people as a whole even

more so.

We can now work from anywhere, on any device that is internet connected and at any-time

we wish. Again this blog is not debating if this is a good thing or not but the fact that it is

here.

With rapid advancements in cloud computing and an avalanche of new ways to connect
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and share and collaborate, its no wonder business has changed forever.

For many small business owners I imagine this is all quite overwhelming, and where to

turn if at all is not an easy choice. Everyone is telling us to keep up to date and that the

way we do things has changed. It has but that does make it easy to evolve.

Many small business owners are sticking there head in the sand and to be honest I do

understand why but its not the answer. The reason they are doing it is quite simple.

Business for the last 20 years was pretty much the same. Tell enough people about your

product or service and more people would buy. Sure technology has changed from the

typewriter to a personal computer, and we sent less faxes and more emails but business

was relatively simple.

You owned you niche in your area and you out advertised and sold than your competitors

right?

Imagine if you have worked really hard building sales teams and getting results doing

business this way and finally you get to the top and in 2015 when its your time all this

change is very much upon us.

Business owners are being asked to understand so much technology and new ways of

doing business which is something completely different to learn.

Unfortunately for those that is exactly what you will need to do. Learn how the new

business world works and how people communicate, collaborate and buy in 2015 and

beyond.

Social media is not a fad, blogging is not a waste of time and everything you do and don’t

do is public information should somebody wish to share their opinion.

Now is the time to start to understand your customers better than ever before and value

them more than you did before. All this while keeping an eye on what’s next.

You do not want to be the next Kodak or Blockbuster and countless others which are

going bust left right and centre.

This was all avoidable if they just started to look at what was coming next, but then to be

fair nobody saw what was coming.
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Business is changing, technology is changing and so are we. Keeping up to day is not easy

but an essential skill if you want to survive. Master it and you can thrive. Be the change in

your industry before someone else does.

As entire industries vanish, others are being born right in front of us – its time to evolve or

become obsolete.
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